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Freshmen Arrive - - September 8
Freshman Orientation and Registration September 9, 10, 11
UpperclassmenArrive---Septemberll
Upperclassman Registration - - : - - September 12
Classes Begin - - - September 13
Thanksgiving Vacation Begins - 4:00 P.M. November 27
Thanksgiving Vacation Ends - - 8:00 A.M. December 2
Christmas Vacation Begins - - 12:00 Noon December 21
Christmas Vacation Ends - - - - 8:00 A.M. January 6
Examinations Begin - January 20




Easter Vacation Begins -
Easter Vacation Ends - -





4th of July Vacation Begins
4th of July Vacation Ends -




12:00 Noon April 10
8:00 A.M. April 15
May 26
May 28
- - - - May 31
- - - - June 2
- 4: 00 P.M. JuIy 3
- 8:00 A.M. July 7
- - July 31
- - - August 2
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Part I- Offcers of Administration
And Instrtrction
BOARD OF ADMINISTRATORS
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
APPOTf TVE MEMIEBT;
Rufus C. Harris . .... . . .. ......... ........Tu1ane University, New Orleans
First Publit Sertsice Commi,ssian District
Frant A. Godchaux.......... . ...... . ...... Abbeville
Second Publit Seraice Commiseon Distrbt
John P. Graham . Ruston
Third Public Seruice Commissi.on Di,stnct
ELECTIVE MEMBERS
Jacob H. Morrison Maritime BIdg., New Orlears
F ir st Congressional DistrNct
Eleanore H. Meade . . Gramercy
S econd" C ong r e ssionol Distrirt
Bronier Thibaut . Napoleonville
Thir d, C ongr es sional Distrirt
Robt. H. Curry . .... . ... Shreveport
Fourth Congr essional District
George Madison ... . Bastrop
Fif th Congressional Distnct
Merle M. We]sh...................... ..Baton Rouge
S i.rth C o n g r e s sional D istrict
Parrish Fu]ler.... ... ... Oakdale
S eu enth C ongr essional District
Morgan Walker...... Alexandria
E ighth C on g r e sior,a,l D istrict
OFEICERS OF TIIE BOAND
Frank A. Godchaux, President .Abbeville
Eleanore H. Meade, Vice-Presil,ent .. ... . . ....... .. ...... ... ......Gramercy
John E. Coxe, State Supt. of Educ., Secretury....Batan Rouge
E)(ECUTIgE COMMITTEE TOR LOUISIANA POLYIECHNIC INSTIryTE
Superintendent John E. Coxe, Clni:rman.. .. ......Baton Rouge
Dr. J. H. Barnes Ruston
ADMINISTRATNTE STAI.I, 7
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Claybrook Cottingham, 8.A., M.A., LL.D........................ Presidetut
DEANS OF TIIE SCHOOLS
George W. Bond, B.S., M.A., EdD..................School of Educotinn
Alice Millett Graham, B.S., M.S.. . School of Horne Ecuo.omirs
Frank Horsfall, Jr., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ...
...School o! Agria hne and Forestrg
Herbert L. Hughes, B.A., M.A., Ph.D............
. .... ..School of Arts and Scieaces
Burton R. Risinger, A.8., M.8.A...........
.. ... ....School of Busizess Ad,rnini,strdtiotl and, Economi*s
Roy T. Sessums, B.S., M.S................. ...School of Enghe*ing
Helen Graham, 8.S., M.A
Dean Emeritus, School of Home Ecotwmics
DEANS OF STUDENTS
Gladys Beach, M.S. (1945) '.. ....... ..........................Dean of Wornen
W. L. Mitchell, B.S., M.E. ( 1915) ............. ............................Dean oJ Men
Joe Ailiet, B.A., M.A. ( 1939) . ...... ..... .......,.....D1rector of Athletics
J. W. Evans, B.S. (1931) .Auditor
Amos trV. Ford, B.A., M.A. (7929) ..Director of Public Relatiuns
Kenneth F. Hewins, B.A., M.A, (1929) ..... Director of Publicitg
A. McFarland, B.S. (193?)......................................I}usiness Maraget
Ruby B. Pearce, B.S. (190t10) (1920-) Registror
H. C. Pyburn, B.I. (1941)
......................Supermtend,ent, Buildings and Grounds Dept.
Sallie Robison, 8.A., M.A. (1923). .. ........ Guidance Counselor
Ernest J. Scheerer, B.A., B.S., M.A., M.S. (7938).....Librarian
Irene Tolliver, 8.S., M.S. (193842) (1945-)
. Superintend,ent oJ Dintng Halls
Helen Woodard, 8.A., M.A. (1938)
....... Director of Department of Pla.cement ond, Sensices
.Detes llaltcat€ f,Et @Mection r,tth Jacu.lty oI I,oulsjsD! Potyt chDlc tnstitut!.
I LOUISIANA POLYTEC}INIC INSTITI'TE, 19{6.194?
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
Gussie L. Ayers (1937) .. ...................Assistont Dean of Women
E.E. Baugh (1941). Acting Assistait Manager of Bookstorc
*W. E. Baugh, B.S. (1939)........Assirtant Manager of Bookstore
LeIa Tait Bogard, B.A. (1938) Li,brary Asiutant
James L. Brooks (1941)
Sound" Technicun, Bulldrngs anil Ground,s Departrnent
Katherine Butler, M.A. (193143) (194L)
Degrtm.ent ol Pbcement and Sensice
LurI P. Carter (1945) .. ...... ..... ................. .... ......... .....Assistczt Dieti.tian
Agnes Chambless, M.S. (19rl4)......
... Superoisor o! Lunzh Room, Terch* Training School
Epsey B. Cunningham, B.A. (1939)....... .
. . .. . ..Resilent Cou.nselot, Harper Hall
Oma A. Edwards (1946) ... ...Assistarlt Dietitian
Mary Etta Furr, R.N. (1944) ........ ... Nurse in Mm's lnf,rmary
H. Betty Gott (1945) .... .. .... College Photographer
Kathleen Graham, M.A. (190?) . . .. . ...... .... ..Assistalr, Librorbn
Maude Goyne Green (1924) Library Assistant
Hettie C. Hale, B.A. (1903-04) (1910-26) (1932).........
Library Assistant
1{. R. Hilton (1918).. .. . .......................5uperinteni1ent of Laund.ry
Berry Hinton, M.S. (1943) .. .. .... ... ...... ........Assistont Dean ol Men
Douglas Jenkins, B. S. (1937) .. Accolnltant, Au.ditots Ofice
Louise Johnston (1923) ... Szperuisor of Womerls Dsrmitories
Cortez H. Laurence (1945) .. ...... ........-E reshman Gi,rW Counselvr
Marjorie Leigh, M.A. 1927) . . .. . ... .......... .......Assistont Llbrariut
S. X. Lewis, B.A. (1939) .. . ......... .... .... .... .... Asshtant Dean of Men
Mabel May, M.A. (1936)......... Assoclate Registrar
Henry R. Mays, Sr. (1931) ............ Srperiztendeftt of Prmting
Henry R. Mays, Jr., B.S. (1938) ........,Pt;r.nter
L. P. Mclane, M.A. (1934)
....... Counselor to Driae-in Men Stud.ents
Frances L. Munson, B.A., B.S. (1945)..... ...Assistont L1brarb,fl
Enid Freeman Phillips, B.A. (1941).......
..... .. .. . Supensisor, Mnsic Practire Rooms
Johnnie A. Speights, B.S. (1945)........................4ssista,tt Diztithn
Myrtle E. Turner, B.A., B.S. (1945)...
.Librarian, T eocher Training School
SECRETARIAL-CLERICAL STAFF
Annie Margaret Tucker, R.N. (1939)...... . . .. .. .-.... .Nzrse in Women's lnfinnarg
FIoy Edwards VanHook, B.A. (1918-24) (1940-) . . ... ..
Counselor to Drive-in Wonaen Stud,ents
Sidney B. Wallace (1943) .. .. Acting Assistant Printer
SECRETARIAL.CLERICAL STAFF
Cleo Alexander, B.A. (1944). Assistant in charge oJ Film
Seruice, Department of Placement and, Seroice
Mary M. Bennett, B.S. (1945)
Stenographer-Clerk, Busine ss Manager's Ofice
Annie Mae Bradley, B.S. (1943) . Clerk, Registrar's Ofite
Mary M. Cannon, B.A. (1945) . .. . .
. Stenographer-Clerk, Music Deportment
Christene Charles, B.S. (1945)....................
...... Typist-Clerk, Student Employnent Ofrce
Mary Kate Collins (1945)
.... . Stenographer-Clerk, Bz.sirrcss Mantget's Ofice
Evelvn B Cooper (1945)
. Slenographer-Clerk, Busi,ness Monager's Ofice
Mattie D. Deason (1944)
.. .. . Stenographer-Clerk, Bzsizess Manoger's Ofice
J. E. Edwards (1940) . ..
Stock Clerk, Buitilings and, Grounds Deportment
Sara Francis Griffrn (1945)
... .. . .. . .. Stenographer-Cle?k, Auditot' s Ofice
Lucille Lewis. B.S. (1943)
Clerk, Buildings and Grounils Departrnerfi
Fairy C. McBride, 8.A., (1933) . .. Secretary to the Presid"ent
June M. McCoy, B.S. (1945)
Stenographer-Clerk, Dean ol Men's Ofice
Willine B. Nenney, ( 1945) . . .
. Stenographer-Clerk, School of Educatian
Louise C. Neal. B.A. (1945) . . .. .. .. .
...... . Stenographer-Clerk, Registrat's Ofrce
Virginia G. Stovall, B.S. (1940) ...
... Stenographer-Clerk, Deon of Women's Offce
Lubie Sutton, B.A. (1944) . Account Clerk, Auditor's Ofice
John Lee Weller, B.A. (1945)
. .. ... .. Typist-Clerk, Guidance Counselols Ofi,ce
I




Frank HorsIall, JI.-B.A., University of Arkansas, M.A.,
Ph.D., University of Missouri. (1946)
ART:
F. Elizabeth Bethea-B. Design, H. Sophie Newcomb
College; M.A., Columbia University. (1926)
BIOLOGY:
John R. Fowler-B.S., Louisiana State University; M.S.,
Ph.D., University of Chicago. (1933)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS:
Burton R. Risinger-8.A., Louisiana Polytechnic Insti-
tute; M.B.A., Louisiana State University. (1945)
CHEMISTRY:
G. Carroll HiIman-B.S., Louisians State University;
M.S., Ph.D., University of Iowa. (1926)
EDUCATION:
George W. Bond-B.S., University of Arkansas; M.A.,
University of Chicago; Ed.D., Columbia University.
(1924-1936) (r945-)
ENGINEERING, Chemical:
Woodrow W. Chew-B.S., New Mexico A. and M.; M.S.,
Oklahoma A. and M. (1940)
ENGINEERING, Civil:
Reginald A. McFarland-B.S., M.S., Louisiana State
University. (1926)
ENGINEERING, Electrical:
Harley Joseph Nethken-B.S., Highland Park College;
M.S., Iowa State College. (1925)
ENGINEERING, Mechanical:
William L. Mitchell-8.S., M.E., Alabama Polytechnic
Institute. (1915)
ENGLISH AND TOREIGN LANGUAGES:
Herbert L. Hughes-B.A., Transylvania College; M.A.,
Columbia University; Ph.D., University of Yirginia.
(1931)
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HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS (coxrwuro)
FORESTRY:
Lloyd P. Blackwell-8.A., Lynchburg College, M.S., Yale
University. (1946)
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN:
George B. Hogg-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute;
M.S., Louisiana State University. (1934)
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN:
Julia Duke (Acting Head of the Department)-B.S.,
Madison College; M.A., George Peabody CoIIege.
(1e38)
HOME ECONOMICS:
Alice Miliett Graham-B.S., New Mexico State Teachers
College; M. S., Iowa State College. (l9tl4)
JOURNAIISM:
Kenneth F. Hewins-B.A., M.A., Indiana University.
(1e2e)
LIBRARY SCIENCE:
Ernest J. Scheerer-B.A., Miami University; B.S. (L.S.),
University of Illinois; M.A., University of Cincin-
nati; M.S., (L.S.) , University of Illinois. (1938)
MATHEMATICS:
Paul Kimbrell Smith-B.S., M.A., University of South
Carolina; M.S., University of Chicago; Ph,D., Uni-
versity of Illinois. (1932)
MUSIC:
LaVerne E. Irvine-B.A., University of Pittsburgh; M,A.,
University of Pennsylvania. (1938)
PHYSICS:
Patrick D. Neilson-8.A., M.A., Vanderbilt University.
(1924)
SOCIAL SCIENCE:
Garnie W. McGinty-B.A., Louisiana State Normal Col-
lege; M.A., Peabody College; Ph.D., University of
Texas. (1928)
TEACHER TRAIMNG SCHOOL:
Robert L. Vining-B.A., M.A., Louisiana State Univer-
sity. Director of Practice Teaching. (1936)
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*Dennis P. Noah-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute;
M.A., Y. M. C. A. Graduate School. Principal of the
Elementary Schoot. (1936-1939) (1941-)
PROFESSORS
F. Elizabeth Bethea, ArC--B. Design, H. Sophie Newcomb
College; M.A., Columbia University. (1926)
Lloyd P. Blackwell,F orestrg-B.A., Lynchburg College; M,S.,
Yale University. (1946)
George W. Bond, Education-B.S., University of Arkansas;
M.A., University of Chicago; Ed.D., Columbia Uni-
versity. (1924-1936) (1945-)
Lawrence W. Dixon, Bzsiness Admini"strdtioll-8.A., BowI-
ing Green College of Commerce; M.Ed., (Commer-
cial) University of Pittsburgh; Tenn. Bar., Ky. Bar.
(1e38)
M. Hayne Folk, Jr., Binlogy-8.5., Clemson College; M.S.,
Louisiana State University. (1926)
John R. Fowler, Biologg-8.S., Louisiana State University;
M.S., Ph.D., University of Chicago. (1933)
Alice Millett Graham, Home Economics-B.S., New Mexico
State Teachers College; M.S., Iowa State College.
(1944)
Thomas A. Green, Educatioz-8.A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.A., Louisiana State University, (1927)
Kenneth F. Hewins, Journalisrn-8.4., M.A., Indiana Uni-
versity. (1929)
G. Caroll Hilman, Chemistrgr-B.S., Louisiana State Uni-
versity; M.S., Ph.D., University of Iowa. (1926)
George B. Hogg, Physical Education-8.A,, Louisiana Poly-
technic Institute; M.S., Louisiana State University.
(1e34)
Frank Horsfall, Jr., Agriculture-8.A., University of Arkan-
sas; M.A., Ph.D., University of Missouri. (1946)
Herbert L. Hughes, Engli"sh-8.A., Transylvania College;
M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., University of Vir-
ginia. (1931)
. On leave io. MiUt ry Sedice,
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PROEESSORS (coNrrNUED)
LaYerne E. Irvine, Mtsic-B.A., University of Pittsburgh;
M.A., University of Pennsylvania. (1938)
Edward S. Jenkins, Chemi,stry-B.5., Clemson College.
( 1915)
Reginald A. McFarland, Cixil Engtneering-8.A., M.S., Loui-
siana State University. (1926)
John E. McGee, Historg-8.4., M.A., University of Tennes-
see; Ph.D., Columbia University. (1931)
Garnie W. McGinty, Historg-8.A., Louisiana State Normal
College; M.A., George Peabody College; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Texas. (1928)
William L. Mitchell, Mechanical Engineering-8.S., M.E.,
Alabama Polytechnic Institute. (1915)
Patrick D. Neilson, Phgsics-E}.A., M.A., Vanderbilt Univer-
sity. (1924)
Harley Joseph Nethken, Electrical Engineerng-8.S., High-
land Park College; M.S., Iowa State College. (1925)
Louis M. Phillips, Accounting-8.5., North Texas College;
B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. (1923)
George C. Poret, Psgchologg-L.I., Louisiana State Normal
College; A.8., Southwestern Louisiana Institute;
M.A., Louisiana State University; Ph.D., George Pea-
body College. (1939)
Burton R. Risinger, Bzsiness Administralion-8.A., Louisi-
ana Polytechnic Institute; M.B.A., Louisiana State
University. (1945)
Horace Ewing Ruff, Jr., Physics-B.S., Hendrix College;
M.S., Louisiana State University; Ph.D., Iowa State
College. (1938)
H.J. Sachs, English-Ph.B., M.A., University of Chicago;
Ph.D., George Peabody College. (1929)
Henry F. Schroeder, Mathematics-8.A., M.S., Louisiana
State University. (1931)
Roy T. Sessums, Engineering-B.S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.S., Louisiana State University. (1937)
Ernest M. Sbirley, Mathemotics-B.S., Louisiana State Uni-
versity; M.A., Arkansas University. (1926)
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Paul Kimbrell Smil}r, M athernatics-B.S., M.A., University
of South Carolina; M.S., University of Chicago;
Ph.D., University of Illinois. (1932)
Joseph O, VanHook, I{istorg-B.Ped., Ph.B., 8.A., Berea CoI-
lege; M.A., University of Kentucky; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Colorado. (1939)
Robert L. Vining, Educotioz-8.A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.A., Louisiana State University. (1936)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Francis O. Adam, Jr., Spczish-B.A., William and Mary Col-
Iege; M.L., University of Mexico; Ph.D,, University
of Illinois. (193?)
Francis L. Afeman, Biologgr-B.S., Southwestern Louisiana
Institute; M.S., Louisiana State University. (1934)
Joe Aillet, Phgsical Educotion-A.8., Southwestern Louisi-
ana Institute; M.A., Louisiana State University.
(1e3e)
J. H. Barnwell , Mechani,cal Engineenng-8.S., Georgia
School of Technology. (1941)
Alma Burk, Enghsh-B.7., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute;
8.A., Louisiana Stdte University; M.A., University
of Iowa. (1930)
Merle Burk, Home Economi,cs-B.S., Louisiana Polltechnic
Institute; M.A., University of Iowa. (1932)
Lucille W. Campbell, Secretoriol Scienre-B.S., University
of Mississippi; M.A., Columbia University; Teachers
Diploma, Gregg College, Chicago. (1929)
Woodrow W. Chew, Chernical Engineenng-8.S., New Mexi-
co A. and M. College; M.S., Oklahoma A and M.
Coliege. (1940)
Joe P, Donaldson, Chemistry (Acting)-B.S., University of
Oklahoma. (19tH)
Julia L. Duke, Phgsr,cal Eilucatinn-8.5,, Madison College;
M.A., George Peabody College. (1938)
J. Thomas Folk, Cioil Engineering-8.S., Clemson College.
(1911-1918) (1933-)
Lawrence J. Fox, SociologSr-B.S., University of Georgia;
M.A., Louisiana State University. (1925)
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS (corrnruro)
Lester M. Garrison, Mathematics-B.S., Central Missouri
State Teachers College; M.A., University of Mis-
souri; M.Ed., George Peabody College. (1943)
Frank C. Gentry, Mathemotics-B.A., M.A., University of
Oklahoma; Ph.D., University of Il]inois. (1$8-f9€)
(1s45_)
Kathleen Graham, Library Sci,ence-8.I., B.A., Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute; M.A., George Peabody Col-
lege. (1907)
Madison Ha1l, English-B.S., M.A.,George Peabody College.
(1928)
Charles G. Hobgood., Agriculture-B.S., M.S., Louisiana State
University. (1941)
T. W. Ray Johnson, Chemistry-8.5,, Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.S., Louisiana State University. (1938)
Grady E. Jones, Mathematics-B.I., B.S., Louisiana Polytech-
nic Institute; M.A., George Peabody Co1lege. (1938)
Lovick P. Mclane, Phgsical Educatiaa-B.A., Maryville CoI-
lege; M.A., Howard College; M.S., Louisiana State
University. (1934)
Mary W. Moffet, Art-B.Design, H. Sophie Newcomb Col-
lege; M.A., Columbia University. (1928)
Robert H. Mount, Educoti,on-8.A., Louisiana College; M.A.,
Louisiana State University. (1939)
*Dennis P. Noah, Educatioz-B.A,, Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.A., YMCA Graduate School. (1941)
**Louis M. O'Quinn, Econonrics-B.A., Louisiana State Nor-
maI College; M.A., University of Texas. (1939)
Vera Alice Paul, Speech-B.A., Coe College; M.A., Universi-
ty of lowa. (1937)
Ernest J. Scheerer, Library Science-B.A., Miami University
B.S., (L.S.), University of Illinois; M.A., University
of Cincinnati; M.S. (L.S.), University of Illinois.
(1e38)
Eugenia H. Smith, Frezch-B.A., University of Texas; M.A.,
Southern Methodist University. (1928)
. On 1..v. lor Millt !y Slervtc...On l.av. lor 6tudy.
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS (coxrrrvuno)
tr'rellsen F. Smith, English-8.A., Louisiana Polytechnic In-
stitute; M.A., University of Texas. (1938)
M. Louise Smith, Art-B.S., George Peabody College; M.A.,
Columbia University. (1938)
Mildred F. Walker, Ezglish-B.A., Cornell College; M.A.,
Columbia University. (1929)
Scott M. Weathersby, Biologg-B.A., Louisiana College;
M.S., Louisiana State University. (1938)
Eunice Coon Williamson, English-8.A., Louisiana State
University; M.A., Tulane University. (1926)
Mary C. Wilson, Edzcoti,on-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic In-
stitute; M.A., George Peabody College; Ph.D. Uni-
versity of Iowa. (1923-28) (1939-)
Robert S. Wynn, Electrical Engine*ing-8.E., Tulane Uni-
versity; M.A., University of Arkansas. (1927)
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Elton Abernathy, Speech-B.A., Abilene Christian College;
M.A., Ph.D., University of Iowa. (1938)
H. Ben Batchelor, Mechanical Engineering-8.S., Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute; M.S., University of Oklahoma.
( 1946)
Ben Taylor Bogard,, Mechanical Engtneering-B.S., Louisi-
ana Polytechnic Institute; M.S., Louisiana State
University. (1937)
J. Edward Brakefield., Accounting and Economi.cs (Acting) -8.A., Louisiana College, M.S.C., University of Geor-
gia. (1946)
Marshall E. Bretz, Music-B.S., West Chester State Teachers
College; M.S.M., Union Theological School of Music.
( 1e44)
Paul C. Burnett, Journolisnt-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute. (1945)
Edith M. Cotton, Music-B.A., University of Minnesota;
M.A., Northwestern University. (1943)
Winnie D. Smith Evans, English,-8.A., Louisiana Polytech-
nic Institute; M.A., George Peabody College. (1927)
M. Frances Fletcher, English-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.A., University of Virginia. (1941)
OFFICERS OF INSTBUCTION 1?
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS (coNnruED)
Willie Fletcher, Home Econotni,cs-B.S., Louisiana Polytech-
nic Institute; M.S., Iowa State College. (1942)
Richard Elowers, Speech-B.S., North Texas State Teachers
College; M.A., Louisiana State University. (1941)
Stella Whaley Garrison, Phgsical Ed,urotion (Acting)A.B.,
Asbury College; M.A., George Peabody College,
( 1944)
John S. Green, Agrilulture-8S., Louisiana State Universi-
ty; M.S., Texas A. and M. College. (1941)
Doris Burd Haskell, Mzsic-New England Conservatory of
Music; 8.M., M.M., Chicago Conservatory of Music.
(1e26)
Wallace Herbert, Mathemttics-B.S., Ouachita Coliege; M.S.,
Louisiana State University. (1942)
Linna T. Hunt, Music-B.M., University School of Music
(Nebraska) ; M.M., DePauI University. (1942)
*John M. Kavanaugh, English-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.A., Louisiana State University. (1937)
Stella Booles Kidd, Mzsic-Cincinnati Conservatory of Mu-
sic; New York School of Music; Judson College;
B.S., Keatchie College. ( 1919)
Kermit Knighton, Accounting-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute. (1940)
Marjorie C. Leigh, Librarg Science-B.S., George Peabody
College; B.A. (L.S.), Emory University; M.A.,
George Peabody College. (1927)
O. C. Miller, Economics and, Sociologg (Acting)-B.S., Ohio
Northern University; B.S., M.A., M.Ed., George Pea-
body College for Teachers. (1944)
Anna Lee W. Mitchell, Secretanal Science (Acting)-B.S.,
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. (1943)
Robert W. Mondy, History-B.A., Louisiana Polytechnic In-
stitute; M.A., University of Texas, (1936)
Frances L. Munson, Librarg Science-B.A., West Texas State
Teachers College; B.S., University of Illinois. (1945)
Jack L. Norman, Mzsic-B.M.E., Phillips University. (f946)
Richard M. Pullig, Biologgr-8.S., Louisiana Polytechnic In-
. OD lave to! lllfitary S:..t1cr.
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INSTRUCTORS
Jean Bains, Speech (Acting) -B.A., Louisiana PolytechnicInstitute. (1945)
Agnes Chambless, Home Economi,cs in Elementorg Educa-
.On leave lor milltary *Ptc..
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS (coNrrNuED)
stitute; M.S., Louisiana State University; M.T., Grad-
wohl School of Laboratory Technique. (1939)
Ruth Richardson, Home Ecozonrics-B.A., Louisiana Shte
Normal College; M.S., Louisiana State University.
(1e38)
Frances White Sachs, Mathematics (Acting) -A.8., RandolphMacon Women's College; M.A., Columbia Universi-
ty. (1929)
Henrietta Sievert, -[Iorze Econornics-B.S., Stout Institute;
M.S., Louisiana State University. (1939)
rCharles Hooper Smith, Chernistry-8.5., Louisiana Poly-
technic Institute; M.S., Louisiana State University.
(re40)
James A. Smith, Mzsic-B.S., Michigan State Normal Col-
Iege; M.M., University of Michigan. (1935)
*Harold Smolinsk| Accounting-8.A., Louisiana State Nor-
mal College; M.B.A., Louisiana State Universif.
(1941)
William E. Snyder, Biologg-A.B., University of Colorado;
M.S., Ph.D., University of Chicago. (1940)
Lorimer E. Storey, Sociol Sciences-B.A., Louisiana State
Normal College; M.A., Louisiana State University.
(1945)
Kathleen DeCou Thain, French and, Sponish-B.A,, Baylor
University; M.A., University of Texas. (1936)
Zelma M. Thornton, Home Economics (Acting)-B.S., Loui-
siana Polytechnic Institute; M.S., Louisiana State
University. (1946)
Calvin T. Watts, Ci?ril Engtneering-8.S., Louisiana Poly-
technic Institute. (1939)
Joseph Michael WeUs, Phgsical Education--8.4., Louisiana
Poll'technic Institute. (1936)
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INSTRUCTORS (coNrrNuro)
tian-B.S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M.S.,
Louisiana State University. (1944)




Cecil C. Crowley, Phgsical Educatiotr-8.5., Centenary Col-
lege; M.A., Louisiana State University. (1940)
Flora May Cunningham, Critique; Elementarg EillnatiDtl-
B.S., M.A., George Peabody College. (1925)
Bonnie Jean Edmiston, Physi.cal Edzcatioz-B.S., Texas
State College for Women. (1945)
Mary M. Hughes, Speech (Acting)-B.S., Louisiana State
University. (1945)
Mary B. Jarrell, Criti,que; Elementarg Education-8.S., M.A.,
George Peabody College. (193?)
Bessie Joyce, Home Economics-B.S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M.A., Columbia University. (1927)
Virginia Gaines Kavanaugh, Music (Aeting)-B.M., Louisi-
ana State University (1939) (1944-)
T C Kirby, Agricutture (Special Instructor) -D.V.M., TexasA. and M. College. (1943)
Norman L. Moncrief, Agricuhure (Acting)-B.S., Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute. (1943)
Louise R. Morgan, Spanish, (Acting) -8.A., University ofTexas, M.A., Louisiana State Univer'sity. (1938)
(1940) (1943)
Bernice O'Neal, Critique ; Elementarg Eillt4dtion-8.A., Loui-
siana Polytechnic Institute; M.A., Colorado State
Teachers College. (1940)
J. Wilson Payton, Engineeriag (Acting) -B.S., LouisianaPolytechnic Institute. (19,14)
Frances Maxine Pepper, Critique; Elementory Ed,ucotiDtu-
B.S., Delta State Teachers College; Ed.M., Boston
University School of Education. (1944)
Minnie Elizabeth Ratliff, Phgrsiccl Edzcotiora-8.S., Ftorida
State College for Women. (1942)
Margaret C. Roane, French anL spanish (Acting) 
-8.A.,Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. (1948)
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INSTRUCTORS (co*rrrueo)
Leola Rodgers, Critique; ElementarE Education-8.S., M.A.,
George Peabody College. (1926)
*John L. Stewart, Biologg-8.5., Louisiana Polytechnic In-
stitute. (1940)
Robert Orren Sutton, Critiqze, Elementarg Education-8.A.,
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M.A., Louisiana
State University. (1943)
Laura DelI Szabo, Secretorral Science (Acting)-B.S., Loui-
siana Polytechnic Institute. (1945)
Irene Tolliver, Home Economics-B.S., Iowa State Universi-
ty; M.S., Kansas State College. (1938-1942) (1945-)
Myrtle Turner, Library Science, Elementarg Educati,on-
B.A., Southwestern Louisiana Institute; B.S., Loui-
siana State University. (1945)
Cora Ethel Washburn, Critiqrrc; Elenlentary Education -
8.S., George Peabody College; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. (1925)
Ora V. Watson, Critique; Elementary Educatiotl-8.5' Cen-
tenary College; M.A., Columbia University. (1919)
.od leav€ for rnlitarv s€rr.ic€
COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES OF THE FACT'LTY 2t
COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES OF THE
FACULTY FOR SESSION OF 1946.47
(The Presid,ent i,s a member, er-oficio, of all con'.n'Li,ttees)
COUNCILS
TIIE COI'NCIL OF DEANS
(Cornposed of the Presid.ent, the Deans oJ the Sb Schools,
and the Registrar)'
THE FACI'LTY COIJNCIL
(Composed ol the Presid,ent, the Deans, the Registror, and,
the Head.s of D epartments )
Presidedt Cottingham, Chairman: Joe Aillet, Gladys Beach, Elizabeth
Bethea, George ltr. Bond, W'. W. Chew, Julia Duke, J. W. Evans, J. R.
Fowler, Alice M. Graham, K. f. Hewins, G. C. I{ilman, G. B. HoCe,
Frank llorslall, Jr., Herbert L. IIughes, L. V. E. Irvine, A. McFar-
land, R. A. McFarland, G. W. Mccinty, \ry. L. Mitchell, P. D. Neilson,
H. J. Nethken, Ruby B. Pearce, B. R. Eisinger, Sallie Robison, E. J.
Scheerer, Roy T. Sessums. P. K. Smith, Helen Woodard, R. L. Vining.
President Cottingham, Chairman: Deans George \ry. Bond, Alice M.
Graham, Frank Horsfall, Jr., Herbert L. Hughes, Burton R. Risinger,
Roy T. Sessums; Registrar Ruby B. Pearce.
EACULTY COMMITTEES
ATTILETICS: R. A. McFarland, Chairman; Joe AiUet M. Hayne folk,
A. W. ford, H. F. Schroeder, S. M. Weathersby, R. S. Wynn.
CAMPUS BEAUTIFICATION: Elizabeth Bethea, Chairman: Alice
Graham, Sam Linder, H. C. Pyburn, Helen Woodard.
CATALOGS AND COLLEGE BUI-LETINS: G. W. Bond, Chairman; J. W.
Evans, Alice M. Graham, Frank Horslall, Jr., Herbert L. Ilughes,
Ruby B. Pealce, Burton R. nisinge!, Eoy T. Sessums.
COMMENCEMENT: M. H. I,olk, Chairman; Merle Burk, Lucille Camp-
bell, L. V. E. Irvine, G. W. Mccinty, Mary Moffett, Sallie Robison,
E. M. Shirley.
DISCIPLINE: G. C, Poret, Chailman; Gladys Beach, Alice M. Graham,
Iry. L. Mitcheu, R. L. Vining.
FACULTY ADVISER TO STUDENT SENATE: II. J. Sachs.
rACITLTY COITNCIL PROGRAMS: tI. J. Nethken, Chairman; A. Mc-
l.arbnd, Ruby B. Pearce, H. E. Ruff.
rI ORAL ARRANGEMENTS: Herbert L. Ilughes, Chairman; J. W.
Evans, Mary C. Wilson.
LIBRARY: H. L. Hughes, Chairman; W. W. Chew, J. E. Mccee, c. C.
Poret, E. J. Scheerer, Louise SmitlL P. K. Smith.
PLACEMENT: Helen Woodard, Chairman; G. W. Bond, Alice M. Graham,
Frank lforslall, Jr., H. L. Hughe6, B. R. Risinger, Roy T. Sessums.
POST-WAR PLANNING COMMITrEE; H. J. Sachs, Chairman; Alma
Burb A. W. Ford, J. R, Fowler, Mary Moffett, H. J. Nethke!, G. C.
Poret E. f. Schroeder, Helell Woodard.
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PROCRAMS: L. V. E. Irvine, Chalrman; Elizabeth Betbea, H. L. Hughes,
A. McFarland, Vera Paul, H. J. Secbs, H. F. Schroeder.
nALLY COMMITTEE: A. lP, Ford, Chairmeu; Eltoa Abemathy, EUza-
beth Bethea, Julia Duke, tr'lances Fletcher, M. ll, fo q &., E, f.
EewiDs, L. V. E, Irvine, L. P. McI-aIle.
REGISTRATION: Ruby B. Pearce, Chai.man; cladys Beach, c, W. Bond,
J. w' Evans, Alice M. Glaham, I'rank florstaU, Jr., H. L. Hughes,
Mabel May, W. L. MitcheI, Burton R. Risinger, Sallie Robison, noy
T. Sessums.
SOCIAL CoMMITfEE: Dean oi Women, Chailman: Dean ol Men, As-
sistant Dean of MetL Replesentstive trom Inter-Fraterntty Councll,
Representative for -Pan-Hellenic Council, NoE-Fraternity Senior
'WomaD, RepresentaUve ot G. I. Students, Non-Flaternity Senlor Ma!,
SIUDENT AWARDS: W. L. Mit heU, Chailrnan; L. W. Dixon, Mabel
May.
STUDENT EMPLOYMEMI: J. T. Folk, Chairman; Lucille 1ry. CatnpbeU"
fairy C. McBlide, A. McFarland, E. M. Shitley.
STITDENI ORGAMZATIONS: Mary Mofiett, Chailman; Gladys Beacb,
Julia DuLe, L. M, Garrison, Berry llintlD, W. L. Mitcholt G. W,
Mccinty, Sallie Robison, H. E. Rufi.
STITDENI PUBLICATIONS: K, F. Hewins, Chairman; P. C. Burnett"
J. R. fowler, G. C. Hilman, R. A. McParland, Henly R, Mays, P. D.
Neilson,
VISUAL EDUCATION: R. H. Mount, Chairman; J. W. Evaas, Il. J,
Nethken, F. r'. Smith, Helen lfoodard.
WELFARE OF DRM-IN STUDENTS: L. P, Mclane, Chailtnao; G. E.
Jones, Floy vanHook, Helen Woodard.
P art II,- G encr al Inf ormation
LOCATION OF THE COLLEGE
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is a coeducational state
college, founded in 1894. It is located in the city of Ruston,
which has a population of about 8000 and is situated in the
central part of northern Louisiana. Ruston is served by two
railways and by two paved U. S. highways as well as several
state highways.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
The grounds of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute com-
prise a campus of fffty acres within the city of Ruston; a
tract of twenty-ffve acres adjacent to the campus; and the
demonstration farm of the School of Agriculture and For-
estry consisting of 352 acres and situated just outside the
city limits, about a mile from the campus. The value of the
college ptant is estimated at approximately three and a half
million dollars.
The college buildings (incuding the smaller ones) num-
ber a total of thirty-three. About half of these have been
built recently, and some of the rest have been recently re-
conditioned. The buildings are the follov./ing:
Keeny Hall (the administration building) ; Howard Au-
ditorium Building (containing also the Little Theater);
Prescott Memorial Library; Bogard Hall (the engineering
building) ; Lomax Hall (the education building) ; Chemistry
Building; Home Economics Building; Anna Idtse Home Man-
agement House; Raymond L. Reese Agriculture Building;
A. E. Phillips Elementary School.
Dining Hall; Men's G)'rnnasium; Women's Gymnasium;
Harper Hall (the old dormitory for women) ; Aswell Hall
(the new dormitory for women) ; Robinson Hall (the new
dormitory for men) ; Agriculture Dormitory (for men) ;
Freshman Hall (for men) ; Sophomore Hall (for men) ; Foot-
bal] Stadium.
President's Residence; Residence ol Dean of Men; Stu-
dent Center Building (including the Cafeteria); Student
Religious Center House.
House of Nursery School; Greenhouse; Power Plaut;
GENERAL INFORMAAION
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Shop Building; Stock-Judging Barn; Stock Barns (two in
number); Dairy Barn; Potato Curing Plant.
In addition to these buildings, there are situated on the
campus a baseball park, a practice football ffeld, a hockey
field, six concrete, lighted tennis courts, and ample space
for the various other college sports and games.
ORGANIZATION
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is organized into six
schools: the School of Agriculture and Forestry, the School
of Arts and Sciences, the School of Business Administration
and Economics, the School of Education, the School of Engi-
neering, and the School of Home Economics.
. RATING
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is an approved four-year
college. It is a members of the Association of American
Colleges, the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
of the Southern States, and the American Association of
Collegiate Registrars.
SESSIONS OF THE COLLEGE
Starting with the summer term, 1946, the college will re-
vert to the pre-war program. Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
has two sessions each year. lhe main session of nine months
(in two semesters) beginning in September and ending in
May; and the summer sessi,on of nine weeks, which begins
soon after the close of the regular session and ends early in
August.
DEGREES
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute confers three degrees:
bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, and bachelor of music.
Candidates who have specialized in a vocational or semi-
professional subject are awarded a degree in that subject;
for example, bachelor of science in engineering, bachelor of
science in chemistry, etc. No honorary degrees are conferred.
COIIRSES OF INSTRUCTION
Courses in the following subjects are offered by the col-
lege: agriculture, forestry (given in the School of Agricul-
ture and Forestry) ; art, biology, chemistry, English, French,
history, journalism, mathematics, music, physical education,
physics, political science, sociology, Spanish, speech, (given
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in the School of Arts and Sciences) ; commerce and econom-
ics (given in the School of Business Administration and Eco-
nomics) ; education, geography, library science, psychology
(given in the School of Education) ; chemical, civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering (given in the School of Engi-
neering); home economics, child development, and institu-
tional management (given in the School of Home Eco-
nomics) .
PROVISIONS FOR VETERANS' EDUCATION
Eligibility: Any service man or woman who has served
ninety (90) days or more in the Armed Service is entiUed to
attend college under Public 346 or under Public 16 as the
case may be.
To obtain certification for educational training, the vet-
eran should obtain the Form 1950 for schooling under Public
346 or the Form 1900 for Public 16 This form is to be filled
out and attached to a Certified copy of his discharge and
mailed to the Yeterans Administration offlce, 333 St. Charles
Street, New Orleans, 12, Louisiana.
The Veterans Administration will then determine the
veteran's eligibility and the number of years of schooling to
which he is entitled. This certification is mailed to the Co.
ordinator of Veterans'Affairs at Tech.
The veteran is then entitled to enter Tech as a student
with alI expenses paid, such as tuition, fees, cost of books and
all supplies necessary to pursue his course. In addition to
this the veteran, if single, receives a check for $65.00 per
month; or, if married, he receives $90.00. The veteran is re-
sponsible for his room, board, and laundry expense.
Credit for work done by members of the Armed Forces
while in service will be allowed as recommended by the
American Council on Education in "The Guide to the Evalu-
ation of Education Experiences in the Armed Services.,,
The veteran who does not have a high school doploma,
which is normally required for admission to college, has
the privelege of taking the Test of General Educational
Development published by the Veterans Testing Service,
and if he makes the score recommended by the American
Council on Education, he may be admitted is a regular stu-
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dent and a candidate for degree in any curriculum whose
only requirement for admission is a high school diploma.
It should be understood, however, that to major in chemistry,
engineering, or mathematics the veteran will be required
to remove any deficiency in mathematics before being ad-
mitted as a regular student. The test is administered at
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, and the applicant for ad-
missi.on on this basis will be required to take the test before
registering or during his first term in the college.
ADMISSION REQIIIREMENTS
IIIGH SCHOOL REQIIINEMENTS
An applicant for admission to the freshman class must
have been graduated with not fewer than fffteen acceptable
units from a four-year course in an accredited secondary
school. The applicant should send to the office of the Regis-
trar before a semester opens the completed application blank
found in the catalogue, and a transcdpt of his high school
credits,
A period termed "Freshman Week" is set aside at the
beginning of the year for the purpose of acquainting fresh-
men with the college and getting them registered properly.
All freshmen must attend the meetings during the period.
For uncond,itionol entrdnce to any of the curricula, the
applicant for admission must present as a part of his high
school credit the speciffc units indicated for admission to
this curriculum.
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Applicants for admission who have not had the advan-
tage of a secondary education but who are of mature age (at
least twenty-one years) will be admitted as special students
and will be allowed to pursue courses lvhich they are able to
take. No special student may qualify as a candidate for a de'
gree until he has satisffed the entrance requirements of the
curriculum in which he is registered.
TRANSFER STT'DENTS
A student transferring from another college must.pre-
sent a transcript of the work done there and a certiffcate of
honorable dismissal. In the absence of such credentials the
student may register conditionally until such credentials can
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be obtained. If not obtained u,ithin a reasonable time, the
registration lvill be cancelled. A student dismissed from an-
other institution because of academic or disciplinary difEcul-
ties will not be admitted to Louisana Polytechnic Institute
until reinstated at the institution previously attended.
A student who presents a transcript of credit from an-
other college will be permitted to register for such courses
as he seems to be prepared to take. He will be given proviv
ional credit and class standing on the basis of the transcript
which has been presented. When he has been in residence
one yeat, his ffnal credit and class standing will be de-
termined by the quality of work he has done in this insti-
tution.
REGISTRATION
Students are required to register on days annouaced for
registration in the college calendar.
The privilege of registering is withheld from all students
who have not registered on the sixth working day after the
last regular registration day of each semester. A late regis-
tration fee of $1.00 is charged for registration after classes
have begun.
In registering students the heads of departments act as
advisers and try to avoid errots; but the student himself is
expected to know that graduation is attained through the
completion of curiculum requirements as set down in the
catalogue. He should know his curriculum and register ac-
cording to its requirements,
Students who intend to take the degree of master of arts
or master of science in a graduate school are advised to ac-
quire a reading knowledge of French inasmuch as many
graduate schools require this.
COUNSE NI'MBERS
Freshman courses are numbered in the 400 series; sopho.
more courses in the 500 series; and juaior_senior coursei in
the 600 series. In some cases courses in the 500 series are
accepted for junior-senior credit,
'When there is a speciffc junior prerequisite for senior
courses, such senior courses are numbered in the ?00 series,A "continuation,, couse is two or three courses that
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form a sequence through successive semesters. Such courses
grant only provisional credit until the sequence of the "con-
tinuation" course is completed.
Most courses meet three times a week for a semester
and such courses assume a preparation of two hours of
work for each hour of meeting. Most courses carry a credit
of three semester hours. Certain courses in the sciences
and in other subjects require more or less work than the
amount named above and accordingly carry more or less
credit. The credit for each course is indicated with the
description of the course, as follows: three hours credit;
two hours credit, the word "hour" meaning one semester
hour.
CLASSIFICATION OF STT'DEIVIS
Fnrsnrirer'r. A student who has fewer hours than are
required for sophomore standing in his curiculum-
Sopnorronr. A student whose total credit is not less
than the freshman requirement of the curiculum in which
he is registered, and who has quality poi.nts equivalent to or
above the number of hours earned. The major portion of
his credits must be in specific freshman requirements.
JuNroR. A student who has completed the specific fresh-
man and sophomore requirements of his cuniculum, and
who has quality points equivalent to or above the total num-
ber of hours he has earned.
Smuon. A student who lacks that number of semester
hours normally required during the last two semesters of
his curriculum, and who has quality points equivalent to or
above the total number of semester hours he has earned.
When a student changes from one school or curriculum
to another, his elass standing will be determined by the
apptication of his credits to the school or curriculum to which
he has changed.
STI'DENT LOAI)
No student may be registered for fewer than 12 hours
except in the case of a last semester senior, who may be
allowed to carry only the courses required for graduation,
and certain other cases approved by the dean of the school
in which he is registered.
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T}ne nonnal looil lor a student per semester is that
amount required in his classification i[ the curriculum in
which he is registered. However, in exceptonal cases only,
a student who has maintained a general average of B and
who has no grade below C for the preceding semester may
add three hours more than the total required ih the current
semester of his euriculum, provided his total registration
does not exceed 21 hours. No candidate for a degree will be
considered for general honors who has been registered for
fewer than 15 hours.
Drive-in students and those engaged in part-time em-
ployment should generally not schedule more than 15 semes-
ter hours.
ADDINC AND DROPPING COURSES
AIter the ffrst registration for a semester a student may
add a course only with the approval of the dean of his school
and the head of the department. No course may be added
after the sixth working day of the semester.
Under exceptional circumstances a student may drop
a course with the consent of the head of his department,
the dean of his school, and the Registrar, provided he does
not reduce his schedule below the minimum of twelve se-
mester hours.
A student who drops a course after the first six weeks
of any semester will receive the grade of tr'in that course,
CHANCING SCHOOI,S ON CIJNNICIILA
If a student wishes to change from one curriculum to
another, he must have the consent of his major professor and
the dean of the school in which he is registered.
If a student wishes to change from one school to another,
he must have the consent of the deans of both schools.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
- -The candidate for a degree is required to complete oneof the currieula listed under one of the six Schools.
In case the college changes the curriculum after a stu_
dgl! entgrl cotlege, he is permitted to graduate upon com-
pletion of the requirements of his curricirlum at til time ;e
entered provided he is a candidate for a degree within eighiyears. If more than eight years have elapsed {rom the ti"me
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of his entrance to the time of his reentrance, he will be al-
Iowed the semester hours credit he has earned but he must
complete the requirements of his curriculum as given in the
catalogue at the time of his reentrance.
Every candidate for a degree must spend his senior year
in residence. A student who enters with advanced standing
from another college must fulfill a minimum residence re-
quirement of 36 weeks-two semesters or four summer ses-
sions- and must earn at least thirty semester hours credit
and an equal number of quality points.
Not more than one-fourth of the total amount of credit
required for a degree may be earned through correspondence
or oft-campus extension. Twenty-seven of the last 36 hours
presented for a degree must be earned in residence at the
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
Every junior who expects to become a candidate for
a degree the following session must report that fact to the
Registrar during the second semester of his junior year. At
the beginning of his senior year each candidate is given a
statement of the work to be completed before graduation.
A1l requirements of the courses of study as outlined in
the college announcement or its equivalent must be certified
by the Registrar before degrees wiII be conferred.
REPORTS TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
Reports of students each semester are sent to parents
and guardians by the Registrar.
When a student is not doing satisfactory work at mid-
term his ilstructors report his deficiencies to the Dean of
Men or the Dean of Women. If he is deffcient in more than
oze subject, the Dean reports his deficiencies to his parent
or guardian.
ITANSCRIPT OF RECORDS
A transcript of the work a student has completed in
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute will be furnished uPoD re'
quest, provided he is not indebted to any department of the
*U"g". O.t" transcript is issued without charge; for each
addit-ional one a fee of $1.00 is charged. No transcriPts are
issued during the first ten days of either semester' or the




There are three dormitories for men: Freshman Hall,
for aII students who have completed less than 30 semester
hours; Sophomore HaIl, for students who have completed
more than 30 and less than 60 semester hours; and Robinson
HalI, for all students who have completed over 60 semester
hours.
A1l students wishing to make reservations must give
their classiffcation so as not to cause confusion and possibly
lose their room reservation.
Men students living in the dormitories are expected to
furnish their linens, bedspreads, cover, pillow, personal toilet
articles, etc. A minimum of 4 single bed sheets, 2 pillow
cases, 2 bedspreads, 12 towels and bath cloths, and sufficient
blankets or cover.
DORMITORIES FOB uIOMEN
There are two dormitories for women, Harper Hall and
Aswe1l Hall. Harper Hall, the old dormitory, provides ac-
commodations for 245 students. One section and one ward
on the third floor are reserved for freshmen. Sophomores
and juniors occupy the main buiding. Seniors are given
preference for rooms in Aswell Ha1l, the new dormitory.
Juniors having the highest number of hours are accepted
for the remaining rooms.
Each student should bring four sheets for a single bed,
one pillow, two pillow cases, cover desired, one spread, one
dresser cover, one table cover, one lamp if desired, ten or
twelve towels, two wash cloths. Curtains and spreads are
more easily selected after arrival. Sash curtains of white
domestic or some simi.Iar material are required for students
in Harper HaIl. Sash curtains must be hung on rods, not
strings.
rEES
The registrati,on Jee is 910.00, payable by all students
each semester upon entrance. Each student who registers
for- the ffrst semester is required to pay a subscriptlon of
$5.00 
. 
entitting him to a copy of the 
"oll"g" -rru"t, ZlrcLagniappe, issued during the second ."-"slt"". Onty one
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member in each family is required to pay for the college
annual. The $5.00 includes the cost of making the student's
picture for the annual.
The graduatian lee of $10.00, payable by all students at
the beginning of their last semester, includes the diploma fee,
life membership in the Alumni Association, and a two-year
subscription to The Tech Talk.
A late registration fee of $1.00 wil be charged for regis-
tration at any time after the close of the registration period.
For the laboratory courses in chemistry a breaknge lee
of $5.00 is deposited. The unused portion of this is refunded.
BOARD AND ROOM
Requests for room reservations must be made to the
dean of men or the dean of women.
A depont of $5.00 will be required when a room is re-
served, or assigned, and will be retained until the reservation
is cancelled and the room is ilspected and found in good
condition.
The room deposit of $5.00 will be refunded on request
made not later than two weeks before the opening of the
semester.
Payments for board, room and laundry may be made
in advance at the time of registration, or in installments as
follows, for the first term session 1946-47.
On Registration $33.75
Thursday, October 10, 1946 . .. . . . ... . .. .33.?5
Monday, November 11, 1946 .. .. .. ...33.75
Thursday, December 72, 7946 . .. . .. ... .... 33.75
TOTAL $135.00
Short obserlces do not lessen the cost of operating the
boarding department, and no deduction will be made lor an
absence of a week or less. For longer absences deduction
will be made for the number of days in excess of seven.
Excess laundry charges will be made according to con-
ditions on the printed laundry slip.
Dormitory students are advised not to leave money in
their rooms. Deposits may be made at the Auditor's ofnce'
The Auditor will not approve the resignation of any stu-
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dent who is indebted to the college, nor will credit be given
for academic work until aII indebtedness has been settled.
No fee is required of students who major in music, ex-
cept those who take organ or harp.
The concert-lecture fee of $1.00 plus Federal Govern-
ment Tax per trimester, was installed effective July 1, 1945,
by a unanimous vote of the students.
Students are expected to accept the responsibility of
looking after payments promptly.
In order to avoid any embarrassment to any student of
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute or to the parents of any
student, and to facilitate the prompt collection of school
fees, the following regulation has been adopted.
(1) AIl other school fees for the trimester or semester
and, in the case of a boarding student, board for the ffrst
four and one haif weeks are to be paid at the time of regis-
tration. Any error made in the assessment of fees resulting
in an overchanrge will be immediately corrected by the
institution. If the error results in an undercharge, it will
be expected to be corrected immediately by the student or
the student's parents.
(2) In the case of boarding students the amount of the
board for each successive four and one half weeks period
is to be paid on the ffrst day of that period.
(3) If the board is not paid when due, seven days of
grace will be permitted to provide for the possible late ar-
rival of checks, etc.
(4) If the board for any four and one half weeks period
is not paid within these seven days of grace, a notice will
be sent to the student's parents on the eighth day, unless
that is a holiday, in which case the notice will be sent on
the first day after the holiday shall have expired. This notice
will inform the parents that, unless the board shall have been
paid by the 14th day after the beginning of the school month,




Registration tee, each telm (payabte by att stuaeotsl . g 
rffrif;
Student subscription to Ihe Tech TaII{, per term.......... .... 1.0O
Concelt-Lecture tr'ee includlng tax, pe! term........ .................. 1.20
College Annual subscription, (iucluding paJ.llleat





Board and room in the dormitories, per term..






In0lmary ,ee, in dormltory, per telm






Chemistry breakage deposit 5.00
18.00Books and supplies (average) 18.00
Gladuauon ree (payable at beginniDg ot last
term belore graduation) 10.00
OrSau or Harp tuition-non-majo!s....................................... ................. 30.00
Organ or Harp tuition-maiors .... .- . - . ............... 15.00
Mechadcal E€beerinS laboratory fee (Mech. Engr. ?80) ?.50
Other Stu.il,ents
l.t a.m.
Registratlon tee, each term (payable by au stuaentsl.. .... I 
lifir'J
Stude[t subscrlptior! to Tte Tech Talk, pe! 1ertlt............-.-......... 1.0O
College Annual subscriptioD, (ihcludlng
fo! picture, payable in drst te!m)
pajinent
5.00
1.20Concert-Lecture r'ee including tax, per term
Music tuition, per term (tor lron-music majors) ... ..... ........ 15.00
1,20
15.00
Chemistry breakage deposit 5.00






Graduation lee (payable at begiming ol last
telm belo.e graduation).............................. ........................................... 10.00
O.gan or Horp tuition-non-majors . . . .. ............ 30.00 30.00
Organ o! Harp tultion-majors.... .....-. ........ .... ....... ... ......................- 15.00 f5.00
An eDgiDeering studeat will need additlo[a.l supplles, such at draw-
ing set, drawing boatd, T square, etc., amounung to about $25.00'
Since the lall semester, 1941, the out-ol-state lee has been l50.OO per
semeste!; hoctever, this does not apply to students entolled prio! to Sep_
tembe!, 1041. Ihese students will continue to pay at tbe mt€ ol $24.00 per
Semeser.
Accordrng to a resolution ol the State Board ot Education, an out'ot'
state student is deaned as lollows:
A college student whose parent o! guardiao (legal Suardian)
fi""J i"iaotn.r state shall Le classioed as a nou-resldent or out-
"r-itaie student. 
aEd thls classification shall contiNe as long ag
t}r. 
"Ga"oi 
i" . -"mber ot tlrc student body ot a couege- uD-derfi; ;;;t";i ;i tbls Board and such studeDt thau b3 rcqdled to
""" if*-f"a" "*t"o"a 
against non_resident students' Ttus classi-
i;;il;; ;i;o;-r;sidenfstudents shall sovera i" the case ol out-
ot-stata students twenty-one years ot age or over'




sgna-aoii rct maxe ooe a resident ot this stat€'




Examinations include regul.,ar and specizl examinations.
Regular eramlrntio?B are held at the end of each semester
and they are required of all students. Each examination
covers a period of not over three hours.
Special etaminatiozs include postponed examinations
and deficiency examinations.
Special examinations are held on the third and fourth
working days of each semester.
Permission to take any of these examinations must be
obtained through the Registrar's office.
A student whose ffnal examinations have been postponed
must take them at the time scheduled for special examina-
tions immediately following his registration. A student who
fails to take these examinations at the prescribed time will
forfeit his right to take them and will receive a grade of F
in the course.
A candidate for graduation who fails to pass the flnal
examination in only one course in his last semester vvork
may be permitted to take a deffciency examination in this
course. In the event that he fails the deffciency examination,
he must repeat the course.
SYSTEM OF GRADING
Ihe grade marks are divided as follows:
A: The grade of A is given for the highest degree of
excellence that it is reasonable to expect of students of excep-
tional ability and application.
B: The grade of B is given for a superior quality of
work but not of as high a quality as should be expected of
students of exceptional ability.
C. The grade of C is given for a quality of work that
is above the requirement for a grade of D and replesents
the average work to be expected from classes in general.
D. The grade of D is given for a quality of work that is
the minimum requirement for receiving credit for the course.
F. The grade of F is given to denote failure and to
indicate that the work must be repeated before credit vrill
be given.
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QUALITY POINTS
The quality of work is indicated by quality points.
Quality points are assigned to the various grades for each





The applicant for a degree must have earned one quality
point for each semester hour required in his curriculum.
The quality point plan will not be applied in its entirety
to students coming from other colleges, so far as the college
hours earned in the other colleges are concerned. The head
of the department entered will determine the number of
semester hours that may be accepted and the conditions
unde! which they will be accepted.
RATING OF SI'TIDENTS
The rating of any student or any group of students is
determined by dividing the number of net quality points by
the number of hours of academic work for which the student
or group was registered.
HONORS
By a system of class, departmental, and general honors,
the college gives official recognition of attainments in schol-
arship.
DEPARTMENTAL HONOBS
A student is graduated with departmental honors if he
has complied with the following requirements:
1. Earned at least 24 hours in one department.
2. Maintained a 2.5 average in courses of that depad-
ment during his junior and senior years.
3. Maintained in all courses during his junior and senior
years an average of at least 1.7, and received in no course
a grade below C.
GENERAL HONORS
At graduation the degree is conferred cum Laude upon










nwgna cuna lozde upon those who have maintained an aver-
age of 2.6; and. summacurn loude upon those who have main-
trained an average rating of 2.9 during their junior and
senior years, and who have not less than a 2.00 average for
their freshman and sophomore years.
To be eligible for any honors at graduation a student
must have been registered for not fewer than 15 hours of
work during any seemester except the first semester of his
freshman year and the final semester.
DEANS, HONOR LIST
At the end of the semester the Dean of each school gives
to the college press a list of the students in his school who
have caried not less than fifteen semester hours approved
by the dean, and have made an average of B (2.0) with no
grade of F. This is known as the Dean's Honor List.
CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute expects every student
to conduct himself in an approved manner, observing such
rules and regulations as are laid down by the college. By
way of enforcing these rules and regulations the college
employs two kinds of probation: scholastic probation and
disciplinary probation, these being under the direction of
the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women but subject to
the ultimate supervision of the President.
A. Scholostic Probation.
Scholastic probation is determined by the following
schedule of cumulative arithmetical averages:
coLUMN I coLUMN II
One semester . . .. .. . .. . . 0.3 0.0
Two semesters ... ........... ... 0.4 0.2
Three semesters .... . 0.5 0.3
Four semesters .. . . ... 0.6 0.4
Five semesters .... .. ... 0.7 0.5
Six semesters . ... .... . . 0.8 0.6
Seven semesters .. ... .. ... 0.9 0.7
Eight or more semesters 1.0 0.8
Interpretation of above schedule:
1. A student whose point average falls below the
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ffgures in Column I is automatically placed on
probation.
2. A student whose point average falls below the
figures in Column II is automatically dismissed
from college unless an exception is made by the
faculty committee on academic deffciency.
3. A student who returns to college after dismissal
for scholastic reason will be allowed two semes-
ters to bring his average up to the point average
in Column II, provided that in the first of those
two semesters he makes up at least half of his
quality point deficiency.
4. A student will not incur the penalty of scho-
lastic probation or dismissal for a deficiency of
a fraction of a quality point.
5. A student who is dismissed for scholastic deflci-
ency will not be admitted the succeeding semes-
ter to any of the eolleges under the supervision
of the State Board of Education.
6. These regulations apply to regular students; i.e.,
those carrying a minimum of 12 hours.
The above regulations became effective at the end
of the first semester 1942-43.
B. DisciplinarE Probation.
fire provisions of disciplinary probation are the follow-
ing
1. Violation of college regulations during the time
of probation will cause the student to be sus-
pended for a period to be determined by the
faculty committee on discipline.
2. Initiation into any social or honorary organiza-
tions is prohibited.
3. All absence privileges are withdrawn.
4. Such a student may not run for office.
5. No student on probation may represent the col-
lege in any intercollegiate event other than in




"Campusing" is a measure used for the sake of discipline
by the deans. A student who has disregarded regulations
may be conffned to the campus for a period of time desig-
nated by his or her dean; and may not be permitted to attend
extra-curricular functions on the campus, such as ball games
or programs given in the auditorium.
If the nature of the offense or infraction of rules seems
to demand a heavier punishment, a student may be placed on
"strict campus," which means that there will be no social
contact othe! than that necessary for carrying on class work.
If a student has been corrected during a period of "cam-
pus," the period will be extended.
Hozing is prohibited. Hazing is defined as the unauthor-
ized entrance into the room of other students, or subjeeting
fellow-students to indignities of any character. Mingling
with a crowd or following a crowd engaged in hazing will
be considered to be participation in hazing. Mingling with
a crowd, following a crowd, or attempting to gain forcible
entrance to any room or building is also considered a viola-
tion of discipline.
On entering college, each student is required to subscribe
to the follov/ing:
.I PLEDGE MY HONOB TO REEAAIN I'ROM ANY AND
ALIJ T'ORMS OF IIAZING AND TO BESPECT AND OBTY
ALL BT'LES AND REGI'I.ATIONS OF TIIE tr'ACULTY."
IVo sociol tunction shall be scheduled by any body of
students without permission of the Dean of Women, with
whom arrangements must be made.
Women stud,ents who expect to board in town will be
required to see the Dean of Women before they are allowed
to register. Onlg junior and senior uornen may board in
town without special permission.
Any change of address must be reported at once to the
Registrar and to the Dean of Men or Dean of Women.
CI.ASS ATTENDANCE
I. A student is allowed that number of "cuts" in each
course of instruction which is equivalent to the num-
ber of times the course meets per week.
II. A student may be absent as indicated above, without
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penalty, provided, however, that he meets all the re-
quirements of the instructor. If an instructor announc-
es a test or some special exercise for a definite time,
the student must be present unless he is ill.
III. Absences allowed as noted above may not be taken
immediately preceding or foll.owing a recess or vaca-
tion, nor following an excused period on occasion of
any trip of a college organization. Such absences are
counted double absences ("cuts").
IV. When a student has exceeded his allowance of "cuts"
in any subject, the dean will immediately place him
o\ cut probation.
V. A student on "cut probation" who absents himself from
any class (except for illness) will be given some form
of penalty to be determined by the dean; but, a student
who is absent for the second time (second offense) may
be suspended from the institution.
VI. Authorized absences are those permitted by the college
regulations, such as absences of members of athletic
teams, or of debating teams, or of musical organizations
while representing the institution, and those caused
by illness or by other exceptional circumstances.
Unauthorized absences are those absences from class
which are not caused by illness or exceptional circum-
stances,
'the total number of obsences per semester in any
class, regardless of the cause of such absences, may not
exceed three times the number of times the claqs meets
per week without causing the student to fail in the
course.
EXCUSES
A student will not be excused for an unauthorized ab-
sence. A student who has an authorized absence from a class
must obtain a written excuse from the Dean of Men or Dean
of Women and present it to his instructor withiil one week
from the time he reports back to class. If he fails to do
this, the absence will be recorded as unauthorized.
CHEATING
Students are expected to be honest in all their college
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work. Any student found guilty of cheating will, if it is his
first ofrense, be reported in writing by his instructor to the
Dean of Men or the Dean of Women. This report will be
filed in the dean's office, and the student will be required to
drop the course in which the offense occurred and to receive
a failing grade in that course. If such a student is reported
again for cheating, the dean will report him to the Discipline
Committee. If he is found to be guilty of having cheated a
second time, he wiil be expelled from the college.
}IONORABLE DISMISSAI
The term "Honorable Dismissal" is used to refer to con-
duct and character only. An Honorable Dismissal is never
given unless the student's standing as to moral conduct and
character is such as to entitle him to continuance in the
college. Furthermore, in every transclipt of the student's
record full mention is made as to the cause of withdrawal.
CAMPUS PRIYILECE
A student who has resigned or who has been suspended
or expelled must leave the campus within twenty-four hours
afte! severing his relation with the institution,
FINANCIAL AID
STI]DENT EMPLOYMEIYI
Opportunity is given to a limited number of students to
earn board and lodging, but al] students are required to pay
the registration, library, laboratory, and inffrmary fees. Only
those students whose scholarship is satisfactory will be given
employment by Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
SCHoLARSHIPS, LOANS, ETC.
A scholarship, exempting the student from the payment
of registration fees, is granted annually to a graduate of each
state-approved high school of Louisiana ranking in the high-
est one-fourth of his class.
The George O. Thatcher Memorial Loan Fund was estab-
Iished in 1925 by a gift of two hundred dollars from Mrs.
W. F. Pearce. The fund is maintained by the Alumni As-
sociation and all life membership fees become a part of the
loan fund. The sum of fifteen hundred dollars of this fund
has been used as loans to students recommended bv the
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President of the College and the Thatcher Memorial Loan
Fund Committee.
The Pierian CIub of Ruston maintains a loan fund for
women students who are recommended by the President of
the College and the Education Committee of the Club. This
Ioan fund was established in 1910 and has been maintained
without interruption since that time.
The Ruston Branch of the American Association of Uni-
versity Women maintains a loan fund which is available to
seniot women students,
GUIDANCE
It is the desire of the administration of Louisiana Poly-
technic Institute that each student receive individual treat-
ment. To this end the Office of Guidance was established.
Advisers are eager to meet with all students and to discuss
with them whatever problems arise that are related to their
well-being while in residence in the college.
Students will find this counseling service particularly
valuable at the time of registration. The advisers will. aid
in interpreting the rules and regulations as found in the cata-
logue and T-Book, in describing the courses which are being
offered, and in arranging a program of classes in keeping
with each student's needs and opportunities.
Students who enter the college with advanced standing
from other colleges will ffnd it definitely to their advantage
to secure the guidance of an adviser in adapting the edu-
cational offerings of this college.
There are many other phases of the student's life which
have a definite bearing on his educational well-being and
which at times constitute problems which may be most easily
solved through the friendly counsel and advice of those fac-
ulty representatives.
Students may expect to derive greatest benefits from the
educational opportunities afforded by the college when they
intelligently seek and follow the advice which the education-
al counselors give them.
ORIENTATION
A course required of all first semester freshmen except
engineers. The purpose of the course is fourfold: First, to
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provide a time in which to gather information from the
freshman which is necessary for proper guidance. Second,
to acquaint the student with the aims, purposes, organiza-
tion and regulations of the college. Third, to help the student
to evaluate his own study habits, to recognize his weaknesses
and to strengthen his good habits. Eourth, to lead the stu-




Biology Club, Business Administration and Economics
CIub, Freshman Players, Forensic Ciub, Health and Physical
Education Club, Home Economics Club, Philharmonic So-
ciety, "T" CIub, Teachers Club, Tech Theater Players.
CENERAL ORGANIZATIONS
Student Union, Theta Beta Club (commuting qromen
students), Women's League (association of aII women stu-
dents) , Girls' Intra-Mural Sports Board, Campus Women's
Council.
IIONORA,NY CLUBS
BIue Jackets, International Relations Club.
HONORARY SCHOLASTIC FRATERNITIES AND CLUBS
Delta Alpha Rho (engineering) , Gamma Epsilon, Sigma
Tau Delta (national English fraternity), Pi Kappa Delta
(national Forensic fraternity), Sigma Delta Pi (national
Spanish fraternity) ,
MUSIC ORGANIZATIONS
Band o' Glee (women) , Freshman Girls' Glee Club,
Tech Choir, The Tech Band, The Tech Symphony Orchestra,
Men's Glee Club, The Tech Collegians.
RELIGIOUS ONCANIZATIONS
Baptist Student Union, Canterbury Club, Newman Club,
Wesley Foundation, Westminster CIub, Y. M. C. A.
SOCIAL OBGANIZATIONS
Councils: Interfraternity, Panhellenic.
Men's Fraternities: Alpha Lambda Tau, Kappa Sigma,
Lambda Chi Atpha, Pi Kappa Alpha.
Women's Fraternities: Alpha Chi Omega, Kappa Delta,
Phi Mu, Sigma Kappa, Theta Upsilon.
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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
The student publications are The Tech ?ollc, the weekly
paper; ?he Logntappe, the college annual.
ATHLETICS AND PHYSICAL TRAINING
All phases of athletics for men are encouraged: football
baseball, basketball, track, tennis, volleyball, hockey, soccer,
fieldball, boxing, and wrestling. The college has, on the main
campus, adequate facilities for conducting these forms of
physical training including football ffeId, baseball diamond,
practice fields, a quarter-mile track with two-hundred-twen-
ty yard straightaway, and tennis courts, as well as separate
gymnasiums for men and women in which are conducted
physical training exercises, basketball, and other sports.
Intercollegiate contests in the major athletic sports are
participated in by men of the college. The college is a mem-
ber of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Over-emphasis, however, is not placed upon representation
upon the college teams, but students are urged to engage in
other forms of physical training and are required to pursue
courses in physieal education.
Intercollegiate contests irr ath]etics for women are dis-
couraged. AII women students are urged to take part in
some form of athletics and are required to take physical edu-
cation.
Medical examinations at the beginning of the year de-
termine the type of exercise each student takes, Those not
able to take part in the major sports are required to engage
in minor activities, such as quoits, croquet, and hiking.
All candidates for athletic teams must adhere stricUy
to the rules and regulations of the Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Association. The general regulations of the college
apply to athletes as well as to other students.
PLACEMENT AND SERYICE
The Department of Placement and Service is strictly a
service department in that its duties, responsibilities, and
activities have to do with the graduates getting and holding
good positions and with the Institution rendering efficient
service to its area. The major function, with the assistance
of the deans of the various schools of the co1lege, is to assist
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the graduates in securing the positions for which they are
best quali.fied and then to follow up to get an evaluation of
their work. The Department, in addition, keeps in touch
with the activities and the problems of the public schools of
its area and makes known to the school people the faeilities
and the resources of Tech. The Department serves Tech
proper by making available information upon request con-
cerning its graduates and the public schools, by operating
ditto and mimeograph machines for teachers on the campus,
and by making available the public school fflms deposited
by the State Department of Education in Tech's film library.
Department of Placement and Service engages in the
following activities:
1, Registers and compiles personal and academic rec-
ords on each graduating senior.
2. Maintains contact rvith employers in many ffelds and
recommends applicants for suitable vacancies,
3. Contacts employers and employees fot reports on
progress of Tech's graduates.
4. Works directly with the public school people on their
problems and recommends specific services available
from the College.
5. Attempts to keep an active ffle of names, addresses,
and employment of all graduates.
6. Distributes and services approximately 500 state and
government fflms for the public schools of Louisiana.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
In order to render the best possible service to its con-
stituency it is necessary that Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
be kept aware of the needs in its area, and just as necessry
that the public be informed concerning the services which
the institution is rendering or is prepared to render.
To accomplish this two-fold end a Department of Public
Relations has been set up. The Director of the Department
will spend much time in the field. An effort will be made to
contact Afumni, business and professional men, school peo-
ple, and prospective students.
The work of the Department will succeed alnost in di-
rect proportion to the use made of its facilities by the public.
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This Department is not to be confused with the Publicity
Department which supervises the publication of The Tech
Talk, the Lagniappe, and the release of news to the press.
MISCELLANEOUS
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Epsilon Gamma chapter (of Kappa Sigma) award for
most valuable Journalism student.
Louisiana State University graduate scholarship;
awarded annually.
Tulane University graduate scholarship; awarded an-
nually.
Open Forum award for most outstanding English major
in graduating class.
CHURCHES
Ruston has eight churches: First Baptist, Temple Bap-
tist, Church of Christ, Church of God, Episcopalian, Metho-
dist, Presbyterian, and Roman Catholic.
LECTUNES AND CONCMTS
As a part of its educational program, Louisiana Poly-
technic Institute brings to the campus each year noted writ-
trs, scholars, lecturers, and entertainers as well as famous
musical and dramatic organizations. Ihese attractions are
usually presented without extra expense to students and are
scheduled at the weekly assembly hour so that aII students
may have opportunity to see and hear them.
Part III-The Schook; Cunicula;
Courses
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
tr'EANK HORSF ALL, IR., Dean
PURPOSE
The courses in agriculture at Louisiana Polytechnic In-
stitute have been organized and developed during the last
few years with special consideration for the needs of three
or four hundred boys living in Northern Louisiana, who de-
sire to pursue the study of agriculture and who, for one
reason or another, would not attend institutions at a distance
from their homes.
Recently, curricula for a four-year course in general
agriculture, and for a major in horticulture, or agronomy,
or dairy husbandry or animal husbandry, or in agriculture
with a minor in education have been set up, each of these
curricula leading to the degree of bachelor of science in
agriculture.
FACILITIES
Excellent facilities for its teaching have been provided
during the past five years. The college now has available
for its use about three hundred and fifty acres of land,
part of which lies within the city limits of Ruston and
near the college campus. Modern buildings and other equip-
ment for carrying on general farming and livestock and dairy
farming in Northern Louisiana are in use.
A herd of about one hundred pure-bred Jersey and Hol-
stein cattle is maintained to furnish laboratory material for
teaching and to provide dairy products for use on the campus.
Likewise, herds of swine and beef cattle are kept. The Uni-
ted States Soil Conservation Service maintains practical
demonstrations in all of its phases of soil and water control,
Iand use, and reforestation on the college farm. The develop-
ment of orchards and gardens is now under way by the Horti-
culture department. A modern one-story dormitory for
boys has been erected on the college farm.
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A new two-story brick and concrete building for ex-
clusive use in teaching agriculture is now in use on the
college farm. Excellent laboratories have been supplied for
teaching agronomy, horticulture, dairying, and anirnal hus-
bandry. The dairy laboratory and creamery have modern
equipment for pasteurizing, cooling and botUing milk, and
production of butter, ice cream, and other dairy products.
The work required in producing these, and carried out chiefly
by students, affords excellent laboratory practice along with
the teaching of these subjects. Facilities for farm butchering
and curing meats on a smaIl scale are provided.
CURRICULUM
FOR GENERAL COIIRSE IN AGRICULTI]RE
(LEADINC TO B. S. IN AGRICI'LTI'RE)
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester Hourg
English {01, ,I02: l'leshman Composition ... ....6
Biology r0l, {02: General Blology
or
Chemistly 401, 402: General Inorganic Chemistry
Animal llusbandry,l0l, 402: Livestock Judgin8.................................
Animal Husbandry 404: Poultry
Ilorticulture t()l: General Elementary Hortlculture....................
Agronomy 401: Folage Crops
Physical Education 401, 402
Orlentetion {01
Total semester houis 3t
SOPHOMORE YEAN
Chemlrty 401, {02: ceaeral Ilorganic Chemlstry
or
Forestry 501, 502: General Forestry


























Biolo8y,t01, 4O2: General Biolo8y.....
Math;;atic; {o?, {os: Ma$"-"ti"i-t* 6tua""t 
"i 
eg"i"Jtr""
Agronomy 50li Field Crops
Holticulture 551: Frult G.owlng
Physical Education 403, {04
Total semester hours 34
JI'NIOR }'EAR Semester Hourt
Animal l{usbandry 603: Animal Nutrition
EnSlish 502: American Literatu-re
DairyiDg 601: Geoeral Dalry Laboratory Work....................-...........
Aniital Husbandry 001: Beel Catue Productlon
Animal Ilusbandry 602: Swine Production
Horticulture 601: Elementary Landscapi-ng
Biology 511: Entomology or Injurious Insects
Chemisky 620i Agriculture Chemistry
Physics 503: Physics lor Agriculture Student!
Economics 501: General EcoEomics
Agronomy 60lr Soils and Fertilizers
Electives
Total semester hours
SENIOR YEAA Semetter llou.t
Animal Husbandry 604: Breedlug and Improvement oI Llve
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTVRE AND TORESTRY
A,lmal Husbendry ?01: Farm Meats .. .... .. .........
AniElal llusbandry 702: Diseases ot Anlmals
BloloSy 6110: Dise33€s ol Plants
Comme.ce {01: farm Bookkeeping
A8loDomy 703: Conservatio[
EcoEoErics 620: Agriculture EcoDomica ... .
Economics 820: Farm Marketld8
Soclology 010: Rural Sociology...... .
Electives
Total semester hou$....... ........................
Stock
Agronomy 603: fleld Crops Managemetrt
Chemistry 605: Qualitative
Economics 501: Principles oi Economlcs
Agronomy ?52: farm Machinery
Physics 503: A Coulse lor ASriculture StudeBts ...................... ...











Note: ElecUves in the iunior and senior year are to be chosen wltl the
approval ol the laculty advisers lroro the tollowing groups: social
science, English, iournelism, chemistiy, education, matbematlcs,
geography. A maximum ot two senester hours in music may be
applied as an elective toward graduation.
CURRICI'LUM FOR MAJORS IN AGRONOMY
(LEADING TO B. S. IN ACRISI'LTI'RE)
trreshman and sophomore years ale the same a3 lo! the Seneral curriculum.















AgronoEry ?01; Soil Fertility
ASronomy 702: Farm Managenent
Aglouohy 703: Conservauon






' Electlves to be chosen accotding to iDstructions showD lor tlte gtudeukir the general course in agriculture.
49
ASironomy 702: Falm Matra8ement
eitooomi ?52: Farm Machiinery. ...... . ..... . .. 
' 
. ... .
TOTAL hours ,or graduatloD
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CIIRRICI]LUM FOR MAJORS IN DAIRY HUSBANDRY
(IJ{)ING TO B. S. IN AGRICI'LTI'RE)
During the teshman and sophomore yeals students majortng in dairyiDg
wiU toUow the same crr$iculum as given io the geaeral course in
agriculture.
JTINIOR YEAR Semester Hours
Animal Husbandry 603: Animal Nutrition
English 502: American Literatuie
Dairy Husbandry 601: Dairy Laboratory
Animal llusbandry 602: Swine Production
Biology {03: Bacteriology
Biology 6l0i Cenetics..
Economics 501: General Economics
Daty Husbandry 602: Advanced Oai"y .luaiing
Chemistry 620: Agricultutal Analysts ..
Agrooomy 601: Soils and Fertilizers




















Animal Husbandry 604: Animal Breeding
Animal Hulbaudry ?02: Diseases ol Anlmels
BioloSy 630: Diseases ol Plants ..... . .
Commerce 401: Farm Accounting
Economics 620: ASdculture Economic6
Economics 629: Farm Marketiug
Sociology 610: Rulal Sociology
Dairy Husbandty ?03: Daily Manulactures
Dairy Eusbandry 70{: Advanced Dalry Problet!.s............ ........... .
Dairy Ilusbandry ?05: Dairy Seminar
Dairy Husbanalry 706: Dairy Practicums
Electives*
Total seme6te! hours
141TOTAL hours ,or graduation
' Electiv$ to be chosen eccoldlng to iDstructions showD lor tlle studantjin the genelal course in agriculturo,
CIIBRICULIIM FOR MAIORS IN HORTICI]LTURE
(LEADING TO B. S. IN ACruCI'LTI'RE)
Duling the fteshman eDd sophomore yeals sfudents maioring io horti-
cultule will tollow the same culriculu& as given i.n t$e general
course in A8liculture.
JI'MOB YEAR
Horticultule 601: Elemeltrry Landscaping..
Semester l{ou.rs
Ilorticulture 605: Systematic PoElo1o9y........................
English 502: American Literature .....
Biology 511: Economic Entomology
AgxoDomy 601: Soils and Feiullzels
EcoDomics 620: Agriculture Economics..........................
Cbeloi8try 620: Agriculture Atralysis........................... .
Biology 520: Plant Anatomy aDd Physiolog/
Ho.Uculture 603: Small Fruit s-nd Nut Culture








Total semester houls 35
SEMOB YEAR Semestcr llours
Eorticulture ?01: Cornmercial Fruit ProductioD . ... ................ 3
Hordculture ?03: Insects and Diseases ot Fruit and Vegetables 3
Ilorticulfule ?05: Advanced Landscaping......
tlorticulture ?0?: Advanced Vegetable Problems
Horticulture ?00: Nursery Practices
Horticu.lture ?11: Seminar
Biology 610: Genetics
ASrouomy ?02: Farm Management , ..
AgroEooy ?03: CoDservation
SCEOOL OF AGRICULTTIRE AND TORESTRY
Electives'
Total semester hours......... ... 3?
TOTAL hours for graduation l$l
. Electives to be chosen accoldlng to instructions showa lor ttre gtudents
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Department of Agriculture
FE.A'NT< HOR.SFALL, JR., PROTESSOR AXD IIEAD OF TTII DEPA.RTMIII T.
ASSOCIAtE PROFESSOE C. B. IIOBGOOR: ASSMTAT\Ir PROTISSOR J. g. GEEDa.
DESCRIPTION OF COIIRSES
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 401: A Studg of Tgpes anil
Breed,s of Form Animals and, Liuestock Judging. Three
hours. One lecture, four laboratorj hours.
A study of the origin, native homes, adaptability and
distribution of the more important types and breeds of do-
mesticated livestock.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 402: A Continuotion of AnL
mal Husbanilry 407,
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 404: Poultrg Produrtion.
The feeding, breeding, cale and management of the farm
poultry flock; the use of incubators and brooders; poultry
selection, marketing and judging. General problems in-
volved in poultry growing.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 607: Beel Cottle Prodvction
Three hours lecture. Prerequisites, Animal Husbandry 401,
402.
A study of the general problems involved in the produc-
tion of beef cattle on the farm.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 602: Swine Production. Three
hours lecture. Prerequisites, Animal Husbandry 401, 402.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 603: Animol Nutrrtion. Three
hours lecture.
The principles of animal nutrition; the composition and
digestibility of feedstu-fts; the selection of feeds; balancing
lations, and the economical feeding of animals for various
pu4)oses.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 604: Animal Breeding. Three
hours. Prerequisites, Biology 401, {02.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 701: Farm Meors. Three
hours. Prerequisites, Animal Husba:rdry 401, 402, 603.
The home meat supply. General problems in producing
and slaughtering animals for use in the home or community.
Proper methods of handling animals for slaughter; killing
SCHOOL OF AGRICI.I]-TURE AND TORESTRY
and dressing animals. Curing of meat products, sausage
making; a study of the various cuts and their economical
uses.
AMMAL HUSBANDRY ?02: Diseoses o! Animal*
Three.hours. Prerequisites, junior standing or consent of
the instructor.
A study of the common infectious and non-infectious
diseases of farm animals, sanitation, diagnosis, prevention,
treatment.
AGRONOMY 401: Forage ard, Pasture Crops. Three
hours. Three hours lecture per week.
lte growth, distribution, culture and uses of forage and
pasture crops with special attention to those adapted to the
South.
AGRONOMY 507: Southern Fielil Crops. Three hours.
Three hours lecture per week.
The characteristics, adaptation, cultural requirements,
harvesting and storage of field crops in the U. S., primarily
the South.
AGRONOMY 601: Soils. Four hours. Prerequisites,
Chemistry 40?, 408. Three hours lecture and two hours
laboratory per week.
Fundamental principles of soil science and the relation
of soil properties to plant growth.
AGRONOMY 605: Cotton. Three hours. Prerequisite,
Agronomy 501. Three hours of lecture per week.
A general survey of the production methods, marketing
and uses of cotton.
AGRONOMY ?01: Soil Eertilitg. Four hours. Pre-
requisite, lunior standing or the consent of the instructor.
Ihis course deals with various factors having to do with
the maintaining and improvement of soil fertility.
AGRONOMY 702:' Farrn Manzgement. Three hours.
Prerequisite, senior standing. Three hours of lecture per
week.
The methods of farming adapted to southern conditions;
selecting the farm; the olganization and development of the
farming system and farm records.
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AGRONOMY 703: Conserttation. Three hours. Pre.
requisite, junior standing or consent of the instructor.
This course deals with the conservation of natural re.
sources.
AGRONOMY 752: Farm Machinery. Three hours.
Prerequisite, consent of instructor. Two hours lecture and
two hours laboratory per week.
The construction, adjustment, operation and repair of
various types of farm machinery, for seeding, tillage and har-
vesting. Displays and handling of modern farm machinery.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 504: Farm Dairying. Tltree
hours lecture. Prerequisites, Animal Husbandry 401, 402.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 601: A Laboratory Cou?se in
Dalry Prod,ucts. Four hours laboratory, one hour lecture.
Babcock testing of milk and milk products; use of the
lactometer; standardizing; use of separators; methods of
cream laising; various tests for cleanliness of milk; methods
of producing and handling milk; proper c.rre of milk utensils.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 602: Ailuanced. Dairy Ju.dging.
One lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisites, Animal
Husbandry 40L, 402.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 604: Dairg Practicums. Fou't
hours laboratory. Prerequisites, junior standing, or consent
of instructor.
The course consists of actual practical wolk carried on
in the dairy barns, laboratories and milk houses. Itre stu-
dent majoring in dairying will be required to have the
practical experience in milk production and in the care and
handling of milk from the cow through the pasteurizing,
cooling, and bottling of milk.
HORTICIILTIIRE 401: General Eletnentarg llortlcul-
twe. Three hours. Two lectures and one laboratory.
A study of the different phases of horticulture, plant
propagation and eare, and an introduction to fruit and vege-
table growing.
HORTICULTURE 550: Vegetoble Grou:ing. Ttree
hours, two lectures and one laboratory. Prerequisite, Horti-
culture 401.
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Planning, planting, and equipping the farm garden.
Fertilizing, spraying, marketing. Use of hotbeds and cold-
frames. Practical experience in growing vegetables.
HORTICIILTURE 551: Frzit Grousing. Three hours
two lectures and one laboratory. Prerequisite, Horticulture
401.
Problems of location, planting, cultivation, pruning and
harvesting; control of disease and insects.
HORTICULTURE 60L: Elementary Land.scdping. T'bree
hours, one lecture and two laboratories. Prerequisite, Horti-
culture 401.
A study of plant material, principles of desigrr and plan-
ning the home grounds. Actual landscaping of the home.
HORTICITLTITRE 603: Sznall Frui.t and. Nut Culture.
Three hours, two lectures, one laboratory. Prerequisites,
Horticulture 401 and 551.
A study of the requirements of the various small fruits
and nuts, locations, planting, cultivating, control of disease
and insects, and harvesting.
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Department of Forestry
IIOYD P. BLACT<wELL, PROT'ESSOB AND HEAD OF TIIB DEPARTIIIEIi'I
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
PORESTRY 501, 502: General Forestrg. For each, three
hours. Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory. Required
of all sophomore agricultural students.
An introduction to forestry, the history of conservation
in the South, elementary dendrology, mensuration, forest
economics and policy, forest protection, and an introduction
to game management.
Laboratory work includes visits to nearby wood-using
plants and forest areas-identiffcation of trees in the forest,
use of log rules and measurement of timber.
FORESTRY 601, 602: Applicd Forestry. For each,
three hours. Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory. Pre-
requisites, Forestry 501 and 502,
An introduction to forest soils, siJ.vics, and treatment of
woodlands; wood technology involving the structure and
identification, properties, chemistry and uses of local com-
mercial woods, and seeding and planting,
Laboratory work includes visits to nearby forest areas
for field work in soils, silvics, and treatment of woodlands;
collecting seeds and planting.
FORESTRY 707,702: Forest Management. For each,
three hours. Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory. Pre-
requisites Foreshy 501, 502, 601, and 602.
The need for forest management and its underlying
principles; forest finance, surveying, cruising, and prepara-
tion of management plans; introduction to tree diseases.
Laboratory work includes practical application in the
forest.
FORESTRY ?05, 706: Utilization of Forest Products.
For each, three hours. Two hours lecture and occasional
field as necessary. Prerequisites Forestry 501, 502, 601, and
602.
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The harvesting and manufacturing of forest products;
wood seasoning and preservation.
Field trips to trace the removaf of forest products from
the land and its manufacture into ffnished material such as
lumber, cooperage, veneer, pulp and paper, posts, etc.
Courses not described above will be oftered in subse-
quent years as the need for them develops. These include
Agronomy 603: Field Crop Management; Agronomy ?01:
Soil Fertility; Agronomy ?05: Plant Breeding: Dairy Hus-
bandry 703: Dairy Manufactures; Dairy Husbandry 704:
Advanced Dairy Problems; Dairy Husbandry 705: DaLy
Seminar; Dairy Husbandry 706: Dairy Practicums; Horti-
cuLture 605: Systematic Pomology; Horticulture 701: Com-
mercial Fruit Production; Horticulture 703: Insects and
Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables; Horticulture 705: Ad-
vanced Landscaping; Horticulture 70?: Advanced Vege-
table Problems; Horticulture ?09: Nursery Practice; and
Horticulture 711: Seminar.
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The purpose of the School of Arts and Sciences may be
stated as follows: (1) to provide a broad, general educa-
tion for those who desire this rather than a more specialized,
technical education; (2) to give the basic courses common
to the other schools of the college, such as, English, mathe-
matics, languages, natural sciences, etc.; (3) to provide
pre-professional training for those students who intend to
study law, medicine, dentistry, etc.; (4) to assist in the
preparation of prospective teachers who desire to major in
and teach such subjects as art, English, foreign languages,
mathematics, natural science, social science, music, etc.; and
(5) to provide professional training for such students as
music students, particularly those who intend to teach.
In general, t.I.e student in the School of Arts and Sciences
is required to acquaint himself with the main fields oI intel-
lectual interest and in addition to acquire, through his major
study, a thorough knowledge of some special field. Thus, he
may obtain a liberal education, which will prove invaluable
to him as preparation for a business or professional career
as well as for richer and better living.
DEPARTMENTS AND CIIRRICULA
The School of Arts and Sciences includes the depart-
ments of Art, Biology, Chemistry, English and Foreign Lan-
guages, Health and Physical Education for Men, Health and
Physical Education for Women, Journalism, Mathematics,
Music, Physics, and Social Sciences. It offers curricula
leading to the regular degrees of bachelor of arts and bache-
lor of science, and the more specialized degrees of bachelor
of musii and bachelor of arts or science in a special subject.
The courses for the regular B.A. and B.S. degrees are
practically the same for the first two years and are mainly of
a basic or general character. During the last two years, or
earlier, the student is required to specialize, or major, in a
ffeld of study and to choose his minor study, subject to the
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approval of the head of the department of his major subject
and the dean of the School. If he majors in language (Eng-
lish, French, Spanish, etc.), or social science (history, eco-
nomics, sociology, etc.), or ffne arts (art, music, etc.), he is
awarded the B.A. degree on completion of the curiculum.
If he majors in science (biology, chemistry, mathematics,
etc.) , he ls awarded the B.S. degree. If he takes a specialized
curriculum, he is awarded the B.A. or B.S. degree in the
special subject taken.
The curriculum for the B.A. degree or the general B.S.
degree (usually called the academic, or liberal arts, curricu-
lum) requires 130 semester hours for completion. It requires
as a part of the 130 hours a major of 30 semester hours and
a minor of 21 hours in a subject related to the major, leaving
about 30 hours of elective courses to be completed during
the last two years.
The curriculum for the B.S. degree in a special subject
usually requires more work in the special subject than does
the academic curriculum, and permits fewer electives, on
account of the vocational use to be made of the special sub-
j ect.
SUBJECTS GIVEN
The subjects given in the School of Arts and Sciences
are art, biology, chemistry, English, French, history, j our-
nalism, mathematics, music, physical education, physics, po.
litical science, sociology, Spanish, and speech.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
An applicant for admission to the freshman class of the
School of Arts and Sciences must have been graduated with
not fewer than 15 acceptable units from a four-year course
in an accredited secondary school or must attest an equiva-
Ient preparation.
Students who expect to major or minor in mathematics
or in science must have completed in their high school course
one unit in plane geometry and at least one and one-half
units in algebra. Those intending to major in subjects other
than mathematics or science are reguired to have completed
one year of algebra, but geometry is not required of them
for entrance.
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
The candidate for a degree in the School of Arts and
Sciences is required to complete one of the curricula given
on the pages which immediately follow, and earn as many
quality points as there are hours in his cuniculum; and he
must comply with such other college requirements as are
made of all candidates for graduation.
Before choosing a curriculum he should read the fore-
going paragraphs under "School of Arts and Sciences" which
describe the curricula offered in this School. The student
who has decided on his major will begin that curriculum
which provides a major in his chosen subject. Those stu-
dents who have not decided on their major should register
in the Academic Curriculum inasmuch as the subjects in-
cluded in it are of a basic character and are required in most
eollege curricula.
ACADEMIC (OR LIBERAL ARTS) CI.IRRICIJLI]M
(ITADING IO rlIE BA. OR B.S. DEGREE)
This curriculum is designed for those who desbe a lib-
eral or general education; or those who desire general prepa-
ration for the professions of law, medicine, etc.; or those who
desire a broad, basic education in preparation for teaching
or graduate work, later; or those who would prefer to take
work toward a degree while they are making up their minds
as to what vocation or profession they will enter.
rBESHMAN YEAB Seltrester IlouE
English {01; 402 6
troreign language. 6
Any two ot the loUowl!8 three subjects; the one omltted
to be taken later:
Ilistory 40r, ,O2;
Mathematlcs {01, 402 or 405, 406;




SOPHOMOBE YEAR Semester l{our8
English 501, 502
Foreigtr language (the one already begrrr)
Scieace (biology, chemistrJr, or pbJ.sics)
Physical Education









Histoly 501, 502 or Political Science 501, 502 .....
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'JITMOR AND SENIOR YEARS Semester lloutg
Maior subiects: enough to make a total for the tour yeers ol 30
Minor subject: enough to make a total lor the lour years o, 21
Electives: eDouSh to brlng semester hours ot
curriculum up to a total ol 130
TOTAL semester hourr in cutrlculum 131,
. Betore the student enters ulroD tbe work ol these lest two yeart ba
must choose a meror study and a mincr study, subject to the approval
ol tlle head ol the departunent ltr which he take! his marq and ot lle
Dean ol the School ol Arts and Science!. Subjects i! wblch tbe mrlor
oD the Acedemic Curliculudt may be takeD are: blolo$r, cheElsty, EDa-
li6h, Elench, history, journalism, mathemaucs, political tciencg rocloloty,
Spanish, speech. For detaik as to tlte maior a.ud tDlDor, 8€e uDdet tbc
department ol the mejor subiect,
ART CIIRRICULIJM'
(LEADING :rO lEE DEGREE Or' BACEELOR OF ARTS IN AAT)
trRISIIMAN YEAX Setrqtet Hou.t8
Iteshrnan OrientatioD
Engush {Of , 402: Composition ."a nUetoric. . . .. ... ......... ...












Art {01: Art Stlucture ... ........ ............. ..'......'."..... ..'............--..........
Art 411: Elementary DesiSR .
Art 450, 451: ElemeDbry DrawlBS.
Art 56{: Art Appreciation. ......... . .
Art 470; Elementary Paintlng
Physical Education
English 501, 502 6
Folelgu language
Biology 401, {02; or Chemistry 40?, {08; or Physics 504, t05.....6-8
Art 510: De6l8rr....
Alt 550: Advanced Drawing
Art 505: Art Appreciation ........ .....




Total geme6tet hours........................................ 88






A.rt 5{0, 5{1: Cratt Survey
Total sern*t€r hours
SENIOR YEAR SeErester llout
Art 010: Advalced DesigE ........... ............................................._........._.-....-............... BArt 650, 651: Lite DrawitrS .................................... ........................................................ {Art 670: Otl PaiDti!8.. ... ...............................................-*..... a






.ae rllo ud!! Arr D.Ddrsreut.
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BIOLOGY CURRICULUMI
(LEADING TO TI{E DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE)
FRISIIMAN YEAR Semester Hours
Foreign language
Sloroly {geriera'i) or chemistry rO1, +02..-....... .-..... . ......... ...... ....
English 401, 402
Physical Education
Eittler l{istory 501,502 or Mathematics {01,402; t}e one












Political Science 501, Psychology 501...
Foreigh lanSuage (the one aheady begun)
Biology, chemishy; take one oBitted &eshaan year..-...... ..............




JITMOR AND SENIOR YEABS Semester Hours
Biology, sufficieot to Ela.ke a total to! ttre lour years of . .30
Minor subiects, enough to make a total lor the tou! years ol 21
Economics 501, 502....-. ............... .... .. 6
Physics 505, 506 or 50?, 508 6
Social science (history, political scieDce, or sociology). ....... . 3
ElecUves enough to bliDg tDtal fo! culliculum 1o.......... . 130' TOTAI semestea hours in curriculum
.S.c de udc! Btoloay DeldthenL
CI{EMISTRY CIIRRICIILI'M'
(LEA.DING TO THE B.S. DEGREE IN CIIEMISIBY)
This curriculum is planned to give a broad and funda-
mental training in the major divisions of chemistry and their
applications. The aim of the curriculum is to give the stu-
dent thorough instruction by means of lectures, recitations,
and laboratory practice, in the principles of inorganic, ana-
lytical, organic, physical and industrial chemistry. The mod-
ern conception of an education in chemistry includes a study
of physics and a thorough knowledge of mathematics. Stu-
dents who complete this curriculum will be prepared for
industrial positions in chemical plants and for graduate work
in the scienee.
FRESHMAN YEAR









Totalsesestet hours ................ l7
62
Orientation
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Sacond 8.m.ttcr Semester Loura
English 402
Chemistry 402







Engineering ,102.... . .
Physical EducatioB





































IDtrod uctory Pbysicd Ch.bisby
French 501
Speech 410
English 603: Technical EtrSlish .
FreEch 503: Scienti0c French
Total semester houls
Totel seme6ter bouB 16












Chemistry 711: ChelDical ttrermodynamics....
Chernistry 713: ltreoretical Electlochemistry
Firrt S.maatcr Semestct Eoul!
Advanc.d Qualtitatiye Arralysl!........-....-................ 3
Sehester l{our8
Chemistry ?01: Organic Prepaletions









Chemistry 715: Ilistory ol Chemistry..
Economics 501 or Political Scieoce 501
"Elective
ChemiEtriy 716: CbeEistry Semihar
Total semester hours 18
SeEestaa Hourr
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Sacond &marta?
CheInilky 703: Quantltatlve OrSanic Analyds...,
Semester llours
CbeErisky 710: Co[oid Chemistry







Chemlstry 71?: Chemistry Semine!
FaoooElics 502 or Political Science 502....
Totd Ba&ert4r bours .... ................. ... 18
TOTAL semeste! houis in lour-year curriculum. ......... 142
. See alao under Chemisby Depsrtnent.
..Electlves Dray be chosen tom englaeerlng, Dhysics, cheElsky, Eathe-
Eatlcs or prychology. It a student plan3 to Gaeh, he lhould stt4ad
the luEEer sesslon anal teke tle requhed corrse LD Edu6dor"
ENGLISH CIIRRICI'LI'M'
(LEADING TO TIIE DEGREE OI' BACHELOE OI. ARTS)
This curriculum allows the student the choice ol several
minors. Thus the combination of major and minor may be
English-Foreign Languages, English-Social Science, etc.
rRESHMAN YEAR Semester Iiourg
Eoglish 401, 402
Forelg! lan8ua8e..... ..... ...... ........... .................................. I
AAy two ol the ,ollowiDg three subjeck; the ole
omitted to be taken later:
Hlrtory {01, ,O2
Methematlcs 401. 402 or 405. {Oo









History 501.502 or Political Science 501, 502
Foreign language (the olle already begun)
Science (biology, chemistry, or physics)
Physlcal Education
Minor: enough hours in a lelated subject, cho8en with the
approval of the head ol the departDeat, to make tor









Courses onitted in freshman year .. ......... .. ...........................-........ .6 or I
Total semester houls .. ..
to make a total for the four years of. 30
"JITMOR AND SEMOR YEARS Semest€r Hours
Major: English 618, 622 and enough additional El8lish
Electives: enough to brtng the semester houis irt the
curriculutn up to a totrl ol 130
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum 130
. See also under Deparbnent oI Ergush eDd ForelS! LatrguaSet,
+'Before the beginning ot the juni,or year English maior:s must coasult
the head ol the deparboent lor apploval ot their mlaor subject aDd elec-
tiYes.
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FRENCII CURRICTILIIM '
(I,EADING TO TIIE DEGBEE OT'BACHTT,OR OF ARTS)
Students who enter Tech vsith high school credits in
French wili register as follows:
Ttrose with one year of high school French will register
in French 401; those with tu:o yeors of high school French
will register in French 501-such students cannot receive
credit for French 401, 402; those with three geors of high
school French wiII register in French 502-such students
cannot receive credit for French 401, 402 or 501.
AII students in French are advised to complete a year's
sequence without any time interval between courses, and to
take two years of required work in the Ianguage without any
unnecessary interval between courses.
FRESHMAN YEAA SeEtestel Hout.
English 401, {02 6
Itench 401,402 (It French was taken in hiSh school, see note
above) 6
ADy two ot tJle lollowing tbree subjects; the oDe
omitted to be trteu later:
Hislory 40r, {02
Mrthemedcr {05, 406





EDSlish 501, 502. .. .
,Iistory 501,502 or Political Science 501,502
French S0l, 502 (provided 401, 402 taken Arst year)






chers take Psychology 501, 502)
Art 564
Music 630 ........................ .................. ..-........ 2
Electives: Enough to make the total semester hour6
tor the curriculum . . . .... ...130
TOTAI semester hours in the cu iculum ...................... 130
' See also under Deparhrent ol English and Fo!ei8! LgDguager... B€lore the beglnninS ol tbe junlor year Eaiors lE trreDch murt colrult







"JUMOR AND SEMOR YEARS Sebcaier Eourt
Maior: French 550, 551, 600 plus niDe semester hours ol
french courses numbereal above 6(X)....................................... ...........18
Mi.Dor: Enough hours in e relatcd subiect, chosen with the
apploval ol the head ol the depaltment, to make lor
the tour years a total o1..................................................-...... ........-...............-..-..........21
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JOI'RNALISM CURRICULIIM'
(I,EADING TO TI{E DEGREE OF BACIIELOR OF ARTS)
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester llours
Oriantation t
EEglish 401-402 6
Any two oI thc loUowing ttuee subjeck: the oue
omitted to be tlkcn lat€r:
History 401, {02i
Mathematics 401, 402 or 405, {06;
Science (Biology {01, a02 or Chetnlsky {0?, {08).........12 or 1{
Physical Educatio. ..........................--..-........ 2
l'oreig]ll language




hgusb 501, 502....... -....................




EDglish 50f, SO:2...-. ... ... -.....................-..................
Eithe! oue ol tle loUowirg BubJects; tie ooe
omitt€d to be tekea lat€r:
Htstoly .1O1, {0r;










Science (biolo8y, chemishy o! phJrsics)
Courses omitteal in ftesbEau year...... ...-........-.... .. .... .... -..... ... .- ..... 6 or
Total semester hours... ... 32 or 34
..JITMOR AND SENIOR YEA-RS Semestcr Hours
Major: Journalism and required English to make a total
lor the tour years of... .. '',- .. 31
Minor: subject related to Journalism, chosen with the
approval ol head o! depadmeut snd dean---+nough Ior
the lou! years to mate a tatal ol .... ......... ..-.-....-........... ...... .....21
Eecflve6: enouSh to bliog total hours in currlculum ta 130
TOTAL temelt r hours tr curriculurD 130. See a18o under Jourtlali.srD Deparbranl*. StudeDt! Eurt crirult the head ol the deparbeDt bclore the ead ol thc
sophomore year reSqrdin8 their program ol stud-ica lor tha junior and
Eenior year8.
MATITEMATICS CIJRRICI]LI]M'
(LEADING TO THE DEGREE Or' BACIIEI,OR OF SCIENCE)






1'Eistory 501, 502 or Polltical Science 501, 502
foreigr Isnguege (the olle beglrD the 6rst year)
Science (p\ysics, cheoisty or biology)....-.......-..................
Mathematics: two courses ot the tbree,,O3, 501, 502,
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Maior subject: matheBaucs to make a total iD curriculudr 01.30
Minor subiect: enough in a subject related to mathematics
to maie a total in curriculum ol . .. ......... - - - ,.-. 21
the required courses not already taken
Electrves: enough to bliDg total in curriculum up to
TO?AI seErester hours in the curriculur!
. See also under Mathematics Depsrtment.
"Prospective teachers take Eistory 501, 502.
MUSIC CURRI CULI]M *







(LEADING TO IIIE DEGREE OF BACIIEI'B OF MUSIC)
This curriculum is designed for those who wish to stress
the performing aspect in their training in any major-in
voice, piano or in some instrument of the Symphony Orches-
tra. T'lxose who major in voice will be required to take a
minimum of six hours in piano.




































Free Electives ........ .
Iheory 601, 802 ..... ...... ....... ..... .. .. .. ..








TOTAL hours in curriculum
'See also urder Depaltrnent ol Music.
35
Theory 501, 502 ... ...
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FIITH YEAR
Music Recital-nequired ol those taking 18 hours in any one or more
ffelds ol applied music.
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum .. 15?
PRE-DENTAL CTIRRICI'LI'M
Completion of this two-year curriculum will prepare
students to enter most dental schools, but as soon as the
student has decided which dental school he wiII enter, the
adviser will adjust the curriculum, if necessary, to meet
the individual requirements of that school.



























TOTAL semester hours in currlcuhrm
PRE.LAW CURRICULI]M
Students intending to study law would do weil to com-
plete a degree before entering law school. Those who cannot
do so should follow the curiculum given beiow.
After completing the requirements for the LL. B. degree
in an approved law school, the student who has previously
finished this three year pre-Iaw curriculum may receive the
B.A. degree at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute provided the
usual academic standards have been maintained.
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester Hours
hglish ,101, {02
troreign lan8uage, French plefelred
O!ienbtion
Physical Education
Any two subjects ol tbe lollowing tlEee; the one
oEltted to be taken later:
Eistory ,()1, {02;
Mathematics {05, ,106;










SOPHOMORE YEAR Semester Ho{rt
JUMOA YEAR setae.tet lloutr
Eaough hours in comEerce, economics, EDglish,ald Social
science, chosen wlth tha approvel ol the deaD, to
Physical Education
Coutse3 oEitted ln teshmeD yeat.... ..-......-...........--. .....-...-..................6 or 8
Total 32 ot 31
make a total ot at least 34
PRE-MEDICAL CI'RRICI'LI]M
The curriculum outlined herein is suggested for those
students who plan to spend only three years in this Insti-
tuition before transferring to medical school.
After completing the lequirements for the M. D. degree
in an approved medical school, the student who has previ-
ously ffnished this three-year pre-medieal curriculum may
receive the B. S. degree at the Louisiana Polytechnic Insti-
tute provided the usual academic standards have been main-
tained.
Since the requirements of medical schools vary con-
siderably as to speciffc entrance subjects, it is essential that
the student decide early as to the school to which he wishes
to apply for entrance and inform the adviser of pre-medical
students. The adviser wil give him full information concera-
ing the additional entrance requirements that are specified
by the various medical schools.
rRESHMAN YEAR S€mestor llou!!
Chemistry ,101, 402
h8ll.h 4Ol, {02-.***=*--..-.*-*-----:-
Methematica 401, ,102; or {05, {Oo





' Chemtstry 515, 516..
ForeigE language (lbe one already beSun) .. ...................... ,.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
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JI'NIOR YEAR Semester llours





Economics 501, 502; Politlcal Science 501, 502;
or SocioloEy 501, 502 ..... ... .. . . . .... ..... ....... ....................._....... 6
















Either one ot the lollowing two subjects; the one
omitt4d to be taken later:
MathelDatics {01, {02 or {05, {08:





History 501, 502........... ........... ..... ... ..... .....
Foreigi language (the one atready belun)
Minot subrect (a sublect related to the &ajo! subiect)
enough to make a total for the lour years of .. ......21






Sciertce (biology, chemistry, or physics). . ......
Plursical Educatioo
Courses omitted in lreshman year .. . .... ...... ... ...... .. ... 6 or 8
Total
enough to make a total for the lour years of 30
'*JUNIOR AND SENIOR a'EARS Serllestet l{ours
Maior subiecu (histo.y, political science, or sociology)
130
TOTAI semester hours in curriculum
' See also under Social Science Depa!fonent..'lhose who plan to majo! in social scicnce should consult the head ol
the department bdore tbe end of tJle sophomore year in older that tlre
prograrn oI work o! the junior and senior yeats may be planned and
approved.
SPANISH CURRICULUM,I
(I,EADING TO TITE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS)
Students who enter Tech with high school credits in
Spanish will register as follows:
Those with one gear of high school Spanish will register
in Spanish 401; those with r?ro gears of high school Spanish
will register in Spanish 501-such students cannot receive
credit for Spanish 401, 402; those wit}: tllree geors of high
SOCIAL SCIENCE CIIRRICULIIM*
(I,EADING TO TIIE DEGREE OT BACIIELOR Or' ARTS)
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester Hours
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school Spanish will register in Spanish 50?-such students
cannot receive credit in Spanish 401, 402, or 501.
AiI students in Spanish are advised to complete a year's
sequence without any time interval betr reen courses, or to
take two years of required work in the language without any
unnecessary interval between courses.
I'RISHI\IAN YEAR Semester llours
Enclish {01,402 .. . . ............................. 0
SpaDisb 401, {02 (Il Spanish was taken lD hlSh school,
see note above)........ ..... .. . ..............-.....-.... 6




Science (Biology 401,402 or Chemishy 40?, 408).........12 o! 14
Total semester hours....-............... n ot n




Eistory 501, 502 or Political Science 501, 502
Physical EducatioD
Science (biology, chemistly or physics)
spanish 501, 502
Courses omitted in lreshman year , ',. -. ,.. ., ..............6 or 8
Total
a total lor the tour years of 21
"JUMOR AND SEMoR YEARSI Semeslet I{outtMajo!: Spanish 601, 602 plus twelve semestet hours ol
Junio!-Senior coutses . . . ,..,. . ..18
Minor: Enough hours in a related subject, chosen wlth the





Music 630.. .. .. ........ . ................ 2
Electives: Enough to make the total semester hours lor
the curriculum... .... . .. . ....... ... ... ... .: ..........
TOTAL semester hours in the curiculum
130
. See also under Depa ment of Englisb and troreiSxr Ir.nguages.
.'Beiore the beginning of the junior year majols in Spanish must coosult
the head ol the departmeDt lor approval ot thet mino! subject and
electives.
SPEECH CURRICI'LUM*
(LEADING TO THE DEGREE OT BACIIELOR Otr AATS)










History 401, rO2; Matlematics 405,406; science (Biology
4!1,402 or Chemistry 407, 408). Any two subjects; tie
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SOPHOMORE YEAR Semeste! IIouas
Eatulh fllf , 602............
Ei;tory 50r; 502 or Political scieuce ioi," soi ...... -., .-.-." ,..,-.. ......








Scieuce (biology, chemiahy or ph/sic3).............. ..
Speech {10,511
32
"JlrMOB AND SEMOB YEARE Semester Ilours
Major subject: enough Speech coulse3 to lnake a total for
the lour years oI.....................-.................. ........... .. ... . . . .30
Mino!: enough in a related subiect chosea with the ap-
proval of the head ot the depaltrnent to make a total
for the lour years ot .-.........................-..-............ ..... . ................................. .. ...... 21
ADy requlred courses not aheady complel€d.
Electives: enouSh to bring the total seDester hours in
curriculurrr to 130.
TOTAL semeste! hour! in currlculurD 130
. See aLo utd.r Depaltoeat ol EnSrlish aud ForeiSn Larguages.
'.B€fore the beSianing ol the junior year Speech majols must consult the
head ol the department for apploval ot their miDor subject and electives.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Art
r, ELIZABETII BE.rEIA, PAOIISSON AND HEAD Ol' IIII DEPAATMEIiII.
ASSOCIATE PAOI!'ISO8S liI]tRY MOFFETT. LOUISE SITITE.
NEQUIREMENT TOR A MII.IOR IN ART
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments who desire a minor in
art are required to take twelve semester hours of advanced
courses in Art, including Art 540-541,610,666 and 667, and in
addition to Art 401, 411, 470, 450, 451, 510, 550, and 564.
Any student in the college may elect any course or
courses for which he is eligible. The election of such courses
must be with the approval of the head of the department
in which he is registered, the head of the Department of Art,
and the dean of the school in which the student is registered.
Art 402 and Art 501 are open to students in the School
of Education only.
Art 475 is open to students in the School of Home Ero-
nomics only.
Credit for Art 564 will not be given to students who
expect to receive credit for Art 401 and 402 or Art 401 and
a-r 475.
DESCRIPTION OF COI]RSES
ART 401: Att Structure. Two hours.
An elementary course designed as a foundation for all
art study. Theory and practice in the elements of art as a
basis for appreciation of the fine arts and crafts of the past
and present. Lectures illustrated with slides, prints, and
objects; ffeld trips; laboratory.
ART 402: Art Structure lor Stud,ents in Education.
Two hours. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A continuation of the study of the theory and practice
in the elements and principles of art structure. Problems in
drawing, painting, design, lettering, poster composition.
Brief introduction to recent developments in teaching art
activity in elementary grades. Lectures, discussions, reports,
laboratory.
ART 411: Elenaentarg Desigz. Two hours. Frerequi-
site, Art 401.
A continuation of the study of the theory and practice
in the elements and principles of art structure. Formal
problems in design and color. Pictorial composition, letter-
ing and posters. Lectures, discussions, reports, laboratory.
ART 450: Elementary Dratoi.ng. Two hours.
A study of the principles underlying all creative and
representative &awing with the appUcation of those prin-
ciples to sketching from still-life, landscape, and figure.
Problems involving the use of one, two, and three point
perspective. Freedom and ease in drawing combined with
an observance of the principles of art structure. Indepen-
dent studies of action figures, hands, feet, and head, sub.
mitted weekly.
ART 451: Elem,entary Drawiag. Two hours. Prerequi-
site, Art 450.
A continuation of Art 450 with more advanced problems
in drawing from still-life and ffgure. Field trips for sketch-
ing out-of-doors during the second half of semester. Inde-
pendent studies of plant, tree and landscape forms submitted
weekly.
ART 470: Elementary Water Color Painting. Tttr€€
hours. Prerequisite, Art 401.
Technique of water color painting accompanying &aw-
ing and desigtr of concurrent courses. Submission of two
independent sketches weekly for conference. Class periods
devoted to the problems involved in painting the approved
compositions.
ART 475: Art Structure tor Stud.ents in Home Eco-
,romics. Two hours. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A continuation of the study of the theory and practice in
the elements and principles of art structure. Problems sup-
plementary to the work in Home Economics, applying fun-
damentals of art structure to costume design, problems of
home and community life. Experiments with various media.
Lectures, discussions, ffe1d trips, laboratory.
ART 501: Art 402 continued. Two hours. Prerequisite,
Art 402.
A continuation of Art 402 with emphasis on craft ma-
terials and their use in the elementary grades. Problems in
working out ways in vrhich art activities contribute to the
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social studies; practice in planning units of study with refer-
ence to the use of art activities in reading, literature, science'
etc. Lectures, reports, laboratory, observations.
ART 510: Design. Three hours. Prerequisites, Art 402,
Art 411, or Art 4?5.
Problems in design involving the application of abstract,
geometric, and conventionalized motifs used singly and in
repetition. Emphasis on fine line, dark and light, and color.
Experimentation with a variety of media and techniques.
Research problems in historic ornament. Lectures, reports,
Iaboratory.
ART 511: Lettering ond, LaAout, Two hours. Pre.
requisites, Art 401 and either 402, 411, 475.
A course designed to provide a knowledge of styles of
letters and their uses as well as problems and practice with
lettering tools and technics of advertising, show card and
post€r design.
ART 540 and 541: Crott Suraey. For each, three hours.
Prerequisite, Art 402 or 411 or 4?5.
Suwey of the elementary plocess€s of weaving, metal
crafts, ceramics and wood<arving as a basis for advanced
study in one or more of these media.
A-RT 550: Adrsanceil Drowing. Two hours. Prerequi-
site, Art 451.
More advanced problems in drawing. Similar in aim and
content to Art 451, with the addition of problems in mechani-
cal drawing involving the use of drawing tools. Plans, ele.
vations, and perspective projections, with emphasis upon
the elements of good design in architecture and interior
decoration. Experimentation with a valiety of media and
drawing techniques.
ART 564: Art Appreciatinn. Two hours. (See note
above) .
An introduction to the study and enjoyment of art in
its various expressions. Through abundant illustrative ma-
terial the course aims to establish a few fundamental princi-
ples for critical judgment. The topics discussed in the lec-
tures cover art in dress, in the horne, furniture, textiles,
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pottery, painting, the graphic arts and civic art. No previous
knowledge of art is required. One independent project is
required demonstrating the relationship of art to the stu-
dent's major field. Two meetings weekly.
ART 564 A: for Freshm,an Art Maiors. One hour.
Identical lectures and readings but no independent proj-
ect required. Two meetings weekly.
ART 564 C: Art and, Commerce. Three hours.
Identical lectures, readings, and independent project.
Special emphasis on dress for business offices and art service
for commerce in display and advertising. Three meetings
weekly.
ART 565: Picture Stuily, Two hours. Given alternate
years.
An introduction to the appreciation of the modern
schools of painting with especial emphasis on those of Europe
and the United States. Notes prepared in the Iibrary and
illustrated by prints.
ART 570: Oil Painting. Three hours.
A course similar in aim and method to Art 470.
ART610: Adxanced Design. Three hours. Plerequisite,
Art 510. First semester.
The application of the principles of art structure to the
crafts, book decoration, graphic illustration, and advertising.
The study of printing processes and methods of reproduction.
ART 640: Metol Worklng. Three hours. Prerequisite,
Art 541. Given alternate years.
The execution of jewelry in silver and gold and of bowls,
book-ends, flat ware and the like, in copper, brass, pewter,
and silver, using original desigtrs.
ART 644: Weoving. Three hours. Given alternate
years. Prerequisite, Art 541.
Advanced problems in weaving on the following looms:
two and four harness (table and foot tnes), Indian, Hun-
garian, et cetera. Emphasis is placed on a thorough under-
standing of the fundamentals of weaving to insure ability
for independent work in this medium. Class restricted to
fifteen students.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
A.RT 646: Cerarnics. Three hours. Given alternate
years. Prerequisite, Art 541.
An advanced course in pottery-making, including coil-
ing, pressing, modeling and glaze techniques with special
emphasis upon various decorative processes peculiar to ce-
ramic art.
ART 650 and 651: Lite Drowing, For each, two hours.
Prerequisite, Art 550. Given in alternate years.
In the first semester, practice in drawing from the head
and figure using costumed models. Modeling of the head
and figure b clay. In the second semester, advanced prac-
tice in drawing and painting the head and figure singly and
in groups, with emphasis upon the prineiples of arrangement.
ART 655: Housing. Three hours. Prerequisite, Art
451. Given in alternate years.
Advanced problems in the study of plans and elevations
of exteriors and interiors of houses. Special emphasis is
placed upon the development of domestic architecture and
concomitant design in the South.
ART 660: Teaching oJ Fine Arts. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Junior standing in major subject. Given alternate
years.
The planning of a course of art and the methods of pres-
entation of such a course in the elementary and high schools.
Practice in many of the techniques to be used.
ART 666: Historg of Art. Three hours. Given alter-
nate years.
ART 66?: History of Art. Three hours. Given alter-
nate years.
A brief survey of the painting, sculpture, architecture
and minor alts of ancient, medieval and modern periods.
Notes prepared in the library and illustrated by prints
ART 6?0: Oil Painting. Three hours. Given alternate
years.
More advanced problems in painting with specific rela-
tion to the various points of view and the techr'.ical means
of accomplishrng them. Unlimited choice of subject matter.
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ART 6?5: Portrait Painting, Three hours. Given al-
ternate years.
Advanced practice in painting tl1e head and flgure using
q,ater color and oil.
ART 740: Studio Problems. Two hours. Prerequisite,
Art 640, 644, o! 646.
An elective course in advanced crafts, (Ihis may be
elected after a conference and with the approval of the Art
Staff).
ART ?41: Studia Problems. Two hours. Prerequisite,
Art 651 or 670 or 610.
An elective course in advanced drawing, painting or
design. (This may be elected after a conference and with
the approval of the Art Staff).
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIXNCES
Department of Biological Sciences
J. i, EOWtrB, PEO!ISSOB AND gllAD O! rEl DlPAItllEltl
P8OTESSOB M. II. FOII<; ASSOCIAIE PROFESSORS E. L. AFEMAN, S, M. W.EATE-
IEEIBY; AS€ ElA!(f PROEESIgORS B, ta. P(rlL:lC. W. l, SNYDIB.;
INSiTRUCIOE J. I.. SIEWAAI..
REQI'TREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN BIOLOGY
Students intending to major in biology are required to
follow the Biology curriculum. During the second semester
of their sophomore year (and Iater as may be necessary)
they are required to consult the Head of the Department for
directions as to their major and minor courses of study dur-
ing their junior and senior years.
Mojor: A minimum of thirty semester hours (18 of
which must be advanced courses) is required for a major
in Biology. Courses which have been taken during the
freshman and sophomore years will count in fulffllment of
this requirement. Biology 401 and 402 are required and
enough additional courses are to be chosen from the follow-
ing list to complete the requirements: Biology 403,501, 502,
510,511,520, 521, 610,611,620,625,630. It is required of those
majors who are qualifying to teach to elect either 501 or 502
and either 520 or 521. Also. majors are required to complete
at least 12 semester hours of chemistry and twelve semestetr
hours of physics.
Minor: Students majoring in biology are also required
to choose a minor (of at least twelve hours of advanced
courses) in a related field and schedule the courses necessary
to satisfy the requirements of the department in which the
minor is chosen.
AEQI'INEMENTS FOR A MINOR IN BIOLOGY
(For students in other departments)
Students electing biology as a minor are required to fol-
low the same requirements as for the major; except a mini-
mum of twenty-one hours is required instead of thirty.
Those students who desire to qualif], for positions as
Iaboratory technicians for hospitals, clinics, and private clin-
ics, and also for high school clinics, if and when they are
.On leave ld hrllhly 3ervrc..
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established, may do so by electing the folloping subjects
for their minor in biology: Biology 401, 640, 641, M\ il$
and 644. After Biology 401, these courses may be taken in
any sequence so that it will be possible for students to vrolk
them into their regular curriculum.
It is thought that students majoring in secretarial work
in commerce, home economics, and physical education may
wish to qualify themselves for two positions instead of one
by taking these subjects which will amount to a minor in
biology.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
BIOLOGY 401, 402: Freshrnn Biologg. Each four
hours. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory per
week. Both are required to constitute a unit in General
Biology. Home Economic majors may substitut€ Biology
403 for 402.
BIOLOGY 401: Animal Biology.
An introductory course designed to acquaint the student
with the fundamental facts and principles of animal biology
as obtained from a series of representative forms of the ani-
mal kingdom.
BIOLOGY 402: Plant Biologg.
An introductory course designed to acquaint the student
with the facts and principles of plant biology. The subject
matter of this course is dealt with similarly to that of animal
biology, and an effort is made to correlate it with the course
in animal biology.
BIOLOGY 403:. Bacteriologu. Three hours. Prerequi-
site, Biology 401 or 402.
Ihe purpose of this course is to present the phases of bac-
teriology that will be of most importance to the teacher oI
home economics and have an important relation to home
Iife. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week.
(This course is open to other than home economics students
with permission of the instructor) .
BIOLOGY 500: Health Ed,ucation. T$o hours.
This course is designed for those students who have not
satisfied the prerequisite for Biology 620 and especially for
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tlose students who wish only two hours in health educatioD
to meet the physical education requirements set up by the
State Board of Education for certifrcation to teach.
Ttris is an elementary course irl v/hich a study is made
of personal hygiene and healthful living. It is not open to
majors in the Biology Department. Two hours lecture per
week.
BIOLOGY 501:. lnrsertebrote Zoologg. Four hours.
Prerequisite, Biology 401.
The student is introduced into a somewhat extensive
study of representative types of inverteblates, their struc-
tures, ecology, Iife histories, and economic importance. Two
hours lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods per
week.
BIOLOGY 502: Vertebtote Zoology. Four hours. Pre-
rerequisite, Biology 401.
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the
representative forms of vertebrates, their comparative struc-
ture, Iife histories, ecology, and economic importance. Two
hours lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods per
week.
BIOLOGY 570: General Entornologg. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Biology 401.
I'he student is introduced into a somewhat extensive
survey of the Phylum Arthropoda in which special emphasis
is placed upon the great class Insecta. Their classification,
life histories, habits and relationship to other animals are
considered. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory
per week.
BIOLOGY 5ll: Econornit EntonologA. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Biology 401.
Ttris course is designed to give the student detailed in-
formation about those groups of Arthropods which are of
particular interest to the home, garden, farm, forest. Iheir
structures, life histories, habits, economic importance, and
methods of control are considered. Two hours lecture and
three hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 520: Plant Phgsi,ologg and, Anatomy. thtee
hours. Prerequisite, Biology 402.
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A study of plant tissues, plant structures, their functions,
and t}le life processes of plants. Ttvo hours lecture and three
hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 521: Adtsanced, Botdng cnd Tororwmy.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Biology 402.
The principles of classiffcation and nomenclature and
their application to selected plant groups. A1so, a study of
t}le relations of plants to each other and to their environ-
ment. One hour iecture and six hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 610: Gezetics and, Eugeni.cs. Three hours.
Prerequisites, Biology 401, 402.
This course deals with the fundamental laws of inher-
itance, their application to plant and animal breeding, and to
man. Three hours lecture per v/eek.
BIOLOGY 617: General Embryologg. Four hours. Pre-
requisite, Biology 401.
This course includes a study of the structure, maturation
and fertilization of the germ cells, and early development
of the invertebrate and vertebrate animals. Two hours lec-
ture and two three-hour laboratory periods per week.
BIOLOGY 620: Persorul and, Cornmunitg Hygiene anil
Sani,tation. Three hours. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
This course combines former Biology 600, (Persotwl
Hygi.ene and Health), wilh former Biology 601, (Cornmunitg
Hggiene and Sonitation). A study is made oI personal hy-
giene and healthful living with just enough emphasis upon
structure of organs and organ systems to make clear theh
hygiene and its importaace in preventing and controlling our
most cotnmon diseases. This is followed by discussions on
construction and sanitary operation of institutions and plants
dealing v/ith education, food and water supply, and disposal
of wastes. Three hours lecture per week,
BIOLOGY 625: Hurnan $natorny and Physialogy,
Three hours. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
A study is made of the structures and functions of the
principal organs and organ systems of the human body.
Emphasis will be placed upon the proper functioning oI these
in healthful living, This course is designed prtnarily for
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Physical Education, Education, and general Arts and Sci-
ences students who desire more information concerning the
human body in relation to health.
BIOLOGY 630: Plant Pathologg-Diseoses oJ Plonts.
Three hours. Prerequisites, Biology 401, 402.
A general study of plant diseases, with special considera-
tion given to the more important diseases of the cultivated
plants. Three hours lecture.
TIIE FOLLOWING ARE MEDICAL LABORATORY TDCHNIQUE COI'RSES
Students completing the curriculum outlined below for
laboratory technique and who complete the required intern-
ship may, upon taking and passing an examination given by
the American Medical Technologists, receive the M. T. rating.
This institution is recognized by the American Medical
Technologists.
BIOLOGY 640: Clinical Pathologg ond Blood Chemis-
try. Four hours. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
Ihis course includes lectures, demonstrations, and reci-
tations followed by practical laboratory work which serve
to emphasize the mole commonJ.y used tests essential in the
everyday practice of medicine. Students repeat all tests many
times until they are thoroughly familiar with the procedure
and have developed skill and accuracy essential in a busy
laboratory. Clinical Pathology includes the metric system,
cleaning and the sterlization of glassware, urine analysis,
gastric analysis, milk analysis, and globulin tests on spinal
fluid.
In Blood Chemistry, tests are made on venous blood for
sugar, creatinine, urea nitrogen, uric acid, total nonprotein
nitrogen, chlorides cholesterol, calcium, bilirubin and others.
In both courses students learn to make, titrat€ and standard-
ize all of the solutions used. Two hours lecture and two
three hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 647: Hematologg. Four hours. Prerequi-
site, Biology 401.
Includes numerical counting of erythrocytes and leu-
cocytes, cell counting in spinal fluid, hemoglobin estimation,
color index, coagulation time, bleeding time, Ehrlich's and
Schilling's differential counting, origin of blood cells, inter-
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pretation of blood pictures, studies of pathological blood such
as infection, anemias, Ieukemia, lead poisoning, etc., counting
of blood platelets, special tests, blood grouping and subgroup-
ing for transfusions, thick drop examination, and bone mar-
row studies. Two hours lecture and two three-hour labora-
tory periods per week.
BIOLOGY 642: Parositolog! dnd" Serologg. Four hours.
Prerequisite, Biology 401.
Parasitology: Students learn to identify eggs, larvae,
or adults of all the human parasites, which includes those of
Protozoa, Platyhelminthes, and Nemathelminthes. The life
histories and method of specimen preparation are studied.
In Serology students learn to do the routine syphilitic
tests and other complement fixation tests on both blood
serum and spinal fluid. Two hours lecture and two three-
hour laboratory periods per week.
BIOLOGY 643:. Clinical Bacterialogg. Four hours.
Prerequisite, Biology 401.
This course surveys the field of medical bacteriology
making use of lectures, demonstrations, recitations, and
animal innoculation along with practical application. The
students make their own culture media, staining solutions,
learn to handle cultures of pathogenic bacteria, Petri plate
innoculation, differentiation of the various types, and to iden-
tify bacteria from specific diseases. Two hours lecture and
two three-hour laboratory periods per week.
BIOLOGY 644: Histologicol Secti,oning and Basol Me-
tabolisrn, Two hours. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
The purpose of Histological Sectioning is the training
of tissue technicians. They learn methods of fixi:rg, dehy-
dration, embedding, cutting, staining, and mounting of paraf-
fin sections, together with the methods of operating the
freezing microtome. Special staining techniques are also
studied.
Beser, Mnreror,rsu
The aim of this part of the course is to teach the care
and use of the basal metabolism apparatus, preparing the
patient, performing the tests, calculating and reporting the
results. Two three-hour laboratory periods per week.
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G. C ARROLL IIILMAN. PROEESSOR AND TTEAD OF TIIE DEPA,RfM'I[!.
PROTESSOR EDWARD S. JENI<iNS: ASSOCIATE PBOI'ESSOII A. W. tAY JOIIN-
soN: AssIsTAIYr PROFESSOR CIIARIIES IIOOPEi SMrrE.'
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN CHEMISTRY
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments who elect a minor in
Chemistry should complete General Chemistry 401, 402 and
Analytical Chemistry 605, 606. In addition, they should
elect either Organic Chemistry 601, 602, or Physical Chem-
istry 611, 612.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
PLEASE NOTE: General Chemistry 401,402 is the
bosic course in Chemistry, and is required of Chemistry
Majors, Pre-Medical students, students of Agriculture, stu-
dents of Engineering, and all other students who plan to
take an advanced course in chemistry.
CHEMISTRY 40L'. General Chemistrg. Four hours
credit. Three lectures and three hours of laboratory work
weekly during the regular session.
A course in the fundamental principles oI chemistry.
The principles of the science are illustrated by lectures,
demonstrations, and recitations, involving general principles,
Iaws of chemical combination, and a descriptlon of the ele-
ments and their more important compounds. Emphasis is
placed on the study of the nonmetals.
CHEMISTRY 402: General Chemistrg. Four or five
hours credit. Three lectures and three or six hours of labora-
tory work weekly during the regular session. Engizeering
students reguter Jor on three hours o! laboratorg uork.
This course is a continuation of the study of the funda-
mentals principles of chemistry in which speci.al emphasis
is placed on the study of the metals. The theory will be
illustrated by solving a number of difierent types of prob-
Iems. The laboratory work deals with the general principles
and methods of Qualitative analysis.
.Orr l.av€ ,or Es€ntlal Wd work
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CHEMISTRY 407, 408: General Chemistryr. For each,
four hours credit. Three lectures and three hours of labora-
tory work weekly during the regular session. Not open to
Chemistry Majors, Pre-Medical students, students of Agri-
culture, students of Engineering, or any other student who
plans to take an advanced course in chemistry.
The course is planned speciffcally for the considerable
group of students who will take no other course in physical
science, and for those who are not interested in the tradi-
tional type of elementary chemistry eourse which is required
of studnts majoring in chemistry. It is desigrred primarily
for those students whose major interest lies elsewhere.
CHEMISTRY 515-516: Adr.rozced, Inorganic Chemistrg.
For each, three hours. Prerequisites, Chemistry 401,402.
The course deals more thoroughly with the theories and
principles of chemistry than is possible in an introductory
course. Special attention is paid to modern advances in
chemical theory. The discussion is non-mathematical, and
the course is intended as a foundation for the later course in
Physical Chemistry. Three lectures each week.
CHEMISTRY 520: Oryanic Cherni"stry. Four hours.
Firstsemester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 407,408.
Registration for this course is confined to students of Home
Economics-
The fundamental theories and principles oI that division
of chemistry which has to do with the compounds of carbon.
The principles of the science are illustrated by the prepara-
tion and study of typical representatives of the saturated
series. Three hours of lectures and one three-hour labora-
tory period each week.
CHEMISTRY 601-602: Organic Chemistry. For each,
five hours. Prerequisites, Chemistry 605, 606.
The fundamental theories and principles of that division
of chemistry which has to do with the compounds of carbon.
The principles of the science are illustrated by the prepara-
tion and study of typical representatives of the fatty and
aromatic series. Three hours of lecture and two three-hour
laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 605: Anolgticol Chemisttg. Three hours
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credit. One hour of lecture and six hou.rs of laboratory work
weekly during the regular session. Prerequisite, Chemistry
407,402.
The ffrst six weeks' work in this course will be devoted
to a comprehensive study of qualitative analysis. The re-
maining part of the semester will be used in a study of
elementary quantitative analysis. It consist of a carefully
selected series of quantitative determinations, designed to
give the student as wide a range as possible of typical meth-
ods of quantitative manipulations, both gravimetric and
volumetric. The theory will be illustrated by solving vari-
ous types of problems.
This course is required of all students who expect to
take further work in chemistry.
CHEMISTRY 606: Analytical Chemistrg. Three hours
credit. One hour of lecture and six hours of laboratoryu/ork
weekly during the regular session. Prerequisite, Chemistry
605.
This course is a continuation of the study of the funda-
mental principles of quantitative analysis in which better
technique and a higher precision will be required. The stu-
dent will be given some choice in selecting the type of ma-
terials to be analyzed. Water, foods, feeds, alloys, rocks,
cements, and other materials will be analyzed. There ma-
terials may vary from year to year.
This course is required of all students who plan to take
additional work in chemistry.
CHEMISTRY 609-610: ?echzical Analgsis. For each,
two hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites,
Chemistry 605, 606. (Not offered ir:r 1946-47)
The analysis of water, foods, feeds, alloys, rocks, and
cements. The materials analyzed vary from year to year.
Two three-hour laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 617-612: Theoretbal anit physital Chem-
istrgr. For each, four hours. tr'irst and second semesters.
Prerequisites, Chemistry 606, Physics 502, and Mathematics
601.
. -Ttr3 fundamental principles of chemistry and physics arestudied, with special emphasis upon the application-of these
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in the correlation of natural phenomena. In the laboratory
molecular weight determinations, and measurements of the
velocity of chemical reaction, viscosity, surface tension, etc.,
are made. Three hours of ]ecture and discussion and one
three-hour laboratory period each week.
CHEMISTRY 620:. Agricultural Analysis. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Chemistry 40L, 402. Registra-
tion for this course is confined to students of Agriculture.
The underlying theories involved in agrieultural chem-
istry; the principles and practice of quantitative analysis of
materials related to agriculture. The theory will be illus-
trated by solving various types of problems. One hour of
lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 630: Theoretical and" Phgsical Chemistrg.
Four hours. Prerequisite, Chemistry 602 or 606. Calculus
not required. For pre-medical students and others not ma-
joring in chemistry or chemical engineering, (Not offered
in 1946-4?)
Classroom and laboratory study of the fundamental
principles of chemistry and physics, with special reference
to the application of these in the correlation of natural phe-
nomena.
CHEMISTRY 701: Organic Preparatians. Two hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 601, 602. (Not
offered in 1946-47)
Tlaining in the methods of carrying out important
organic reactions for the preparation of pure compounds,
using larger amounts and greater refinements than in Chem-
istry 601,602. Two three-hour laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 702:. Qualitatloe Orgonic Azolgsis. One
hour. First semester. Prerequisite or parallel, Chemistry
?01. (Not offered in 1946-47)
A laboratory study of the class reactions of carbon com-
pounds and practice in the methods of identifying unknown
substances. One three-hour Iaboratory period each week.
CHEMISTRY 703: Quantitoti,ue Orgonic Alt'olEsis. Two
hours, Second semester. Prerequisite or parallel, Chemis-
try ?01. (Not ofiered in 1946-47)
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The determination of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur,
phosphorus, and the halogens in organic substances, em-
bodying standard methods of ultimate analysis by the use
of the combustion and bomb furnaces Two tlree-hour
laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 707-708: Adtsonced QuorltitotiDe Analg-
sis. For each, three hours. First and second semesters.
Prerequisites, Chemistry 605, 606.
A study of the principles of quantitative analysis and
of modern analytical procedures, including certain physico-
chemical methods; the analysis of carbonates, silicates, al-
loys, and ores. Numerous problems are required. One hour
of lecture and turo thee-hour laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 710: Collorl, Cherni,stry. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites Chemistry 611, 612.
Lectures, recitations, and assigned readings on the prep
aration and properties of colloids, and practical applications
of the chemistry of colloids. Three hours of lecture and
discussion each week.
CHEMISTRY 777: Chemicol Thermod,grwmics. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 611, 612.
The application of the laws of thermodynamics to chemi-
cal and chemical engineering problems; the laws of chemical
equilibrium, and tlte changes in free energy and entropy
attending chemical and physicochemical changes. Three
hours of lecture and discussion each week.
CHEMISTRY 713: Theoretical ElectrochenListry. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 611, 612.
(Not offered in 1946-47)
Lectures, discussions, and assigned readings on the mod-
ern theories of solutions, electrode phenomena, polarization,
electrolysis, homogeneous equilibria, and heterogeneous
equilibria. Three hours of lecture and discussion each week.
- CHEMISTRY 714: Applieil Electrochelnistr1. Threehours. Second semester. prerequisites, Chemistry 611, 612.
(Not offered in 1946-47)
- A study of primary and secondary cells, electroplating,electrometallurgy, electroanalysis, and of the constructio-n
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and opelation of electric furnaces for metallurgical and non-
metallurgical processes. Three hours of lecture and dicus-
sion each week.
CHEMISTRY 775: History of Chemistry. Two hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 601, 602, 611, 612.
(Not offered in 19464?)
This course is intended to cover the historical develop-
ment of the science. An attempt is made to give the student
some knowledge of the individuality of the men whose work
has resulted in the growth and development of modern
chemistry. Considelation will be given to the relation of
chemistry to other sciences during the course of its develop-
ment. Two hours of lectures and recitation each week.
CHEMISTRY 716-717: Chemistrg Setrlino;r. For each,
one hour. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, junior
standing in Chemistry or Chemical Engineering. (Not of-
fered in 1946-47)
Assigned reading and reports on original articles in cur-
rent chemical literature of French as well as English and
American journals. One hour each week.
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IIEREERT L- EUGIIDS, PRO]r.ESISOR OF ENGLIS'E AND SIrlD OE Tlld DEPART.
MEI{'T.
ENGLISS: PROFESSOES LE8BERT L. EUGIIES, E. J. SACIIST: ASSOCIAIE P8O-
TESSORS ALMA BI'II'<. MADTSON IIALL. 
'RELLSEI! 
F. SMITIi, MII'
DRED walll.m, EONIqE COON WILLIAMSON; ASSIIiTAI(r PROTESSOR,S
WINNIE D. E\/ANS, MARY EI'ANCESi FI.E!C!IER, JOTTN M. ,<AVA.
NAUGII.'
FRENC!i: ASSoCIAIE P8OEESSOR EUGIoIIA E. SMrrH; ASIiII|TAIIT PROFES|SOR
I<ATI{LEEN DECOU TIIAIN,
SPAMSS: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOT aRANCIS O. ADrllll, JR.; ASSISTAIrI PRO-
EESSOR KATEE,EE}iI DECOU TIIATN.
SPEECB: ASSOCTATE PROTESSOE \IE8A Ar,tcE PAI,L: ASSTSTAI{! PROTISSOEII
ELTON ABERNATEv, IIIIARD 1:, rLOWl.ESii ACTING INSTRUqIORE
JEAN BAINS, MARY MATIERN IIUGHI.S.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR AND MINOR
Each student who majors in the department is required
to {ollow t}re curicul.um for English, French, Spanish or
Speech. Not later than the end of his sophomore year he
must, with the approval ol tJre head of tJ:e deparhent,
choose his major and minor study and the rest of his pro-
gram of work for his junior and senior years. A nwjor in
English or Speech consists of thirty hours. A minor consists
of twenty-one hours in a ieiated sujbect. A major in trerrch
or S'panish consists of eighteen semester hours in courses
numbered 600 or above. A minor in French or Spanish eon-
sists of 21 hours in a related subject.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN THE DEPARTMENT
FOR STUDENTS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS
Minor in English: 21 semester hours.
Minor in French: 15 semester hours in addition to
French 401, 402 or equivalent.
Minor in Spanish: 9 semester hours of courses in 600
group, plus prereqUisites to these courses-21 semester hours.
Minor in Speech: 21 semester hours.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
ENGLISH' ENGLISH 407402; Freshm.an English_Reailing, Writ-
ing , Speoking , U se oJ the Librorg . Three hours 
"""1i. 
Eng-
lish 401 is prerequisite to 402. Required of ali student-s.
.O! leav€ !o! biuLry t.rele.
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The main objective of the course is to tlain the student
to speak and write correctly and effectively and to use books
v/ith efEciency and pleasure. The subject matter and re-
quirements of the course are chiefly the following: study
'of the forms of discourse; use of the library; writing of para-
gtaphs, themes, letters; making of outlines; precis writing;
making oral and written reports; vyord study; reading; re-
view of punctuation, spelling, granmar; individual confer-
ences with the instructor.
ENGLISH 501, 502: Sophomore English-English and
American Literature. Three hours each. English 402 pre-
requisite to 501, and 501 is prerequisite to 502.
This course is for the general student, and oniy such
material is included as will serve his needs and interests.
English 501 is a study of selections exclusively from the
greatest English writers, beginning with Shakespeare and
ending with the present. English 502 is a study of selections
exclusively from the major American writers, beginning
with Irving and ending with the present. By such a course
of study it is intended to furnish the student with such
Iiterary backgrounds as are necessary to make him a dis-
criminating and intelligent reader and to create in him, if
possible, a taste for the best literature, whether of the pres-
ent or past.
ENGLISH 603: Technical English. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, English 502.
A course primarily for engineering students. A study of
reports, letters, and other kinds of technical v/riting, and
practice in writing these.
ENGLISH 608: The Short Story. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, English 502.
The technique of the short story; literary appreciation.
Opportunity given to write the short story for those who
desire to; but none are required to write stories'
ENGLISH 609'. ParltamentarA Law. One hour' Open
to all students.
Theory and practice in parliamentary usage; how to form
and conduct organizations; how to preside, make motions,
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transact business, etc.; constant drill and practice illustrating
the rules and principles studied.
ENGLISH 6L0: The English Nooel. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, English 502.
Chief English novels and novelists from the beginning to
the present.
ENGLISH 614: English Poehg of the Nineteenth Cen-
tzrgr. Three hours. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of Romanticism and other nineteenth century
literary developments, and of nineteenth century English
thought; Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Tennyson,
Browning, Swinburne, Rosetti, and Meredith.
ENGLISH 618: Shokespeore. Ilrree hor:rs. Prerequi-
site, English 502. Required of all English majors and pro-
spective English teachers.
A study of selected plays. Attention to speaking Shake-
speare's lines.
ENGLISH 6L9: Contemporarg Droma. Three hours.
Prerequisite, English 502.
The chief characteristics of contemporary drama-Euro-
pean, English, and American. Opportunity is afforded for
writing plays, but playwliting is not required. Attention
to the technique of the motion picture.
ENGLISH 621: Comparatioe Literdture. Three hours.
Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of selected classics of foreign literature in trans-
lation, particularly those masterpieces which have influenced
English literature.
ENGLISH 622: The English Langtnge. Three hours.
Required of English majors and prospective English teach-
ers. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of the important aspects of English as a language
in order to aid students in a better use of English throu,h
knowledge of its fundamental laws. Included in the study
are language families, language fashions, slang, vocabulary,
grammar, spelling, pronunciation, Ianguage psychology, coi_
rect usage, etc.
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ENGLISH 625i Contemporory English and, Arnericofl
Poetrg. Three hours. Prerequisite, English 502.
A brief survey of English and American poetry of the
twentieth century.
ENGLISH 627: The American Nouel Three hours.
Prerequisite, English 502.
The chief American novelists from the beginning to the
present.
ENGLISH 632: Adtsanceil English Gramrnar. Three
hours. Prerequisite, English 502. Required of prospective
English teachers.
An intensive study ol English grammar and of the funda-
mentals of the teaching of English in the high schools.
ENGLISH 634:. College Grammnr. Three hours credit.
Prerequisite, English 502.
An intensive course in English grammar. For non-
English majors who need further study of grammar. Pro-
spective English teachers and majors in English who may de-
sire to take a grammar course should take English 632.
TRENCII
(Sce FleDch Culrlculum)
NOTE: The following changes have been made in French
course numbers: Erench 501, 502 in the 1945-46 catalogue
were numbered 411, 412 and prior to 1945-46 v/ere humbered
501,502 as at present; French 505 in the 194546 catalogue
was numhred 415 and prior to 1945-46 was numbered 505
as at present; French 550, 551 in the 1945-46 catalogue were
numbered 501, 502 and prior to 1945-46 were numbered 601,
602.
FRENCH 407402: Elementarg French, Six hours.
For beginners. Reading, grarnmar, pronunciation.
FRENCH 501: Intermed'tate trrench. Three hours.
Prerequisite, French 402 or two years of high school French.
A reading course designed to teach students to read
French of moderate difficulty'
FRENCH 502: lnterrnedwte French. Three hours'
Prerequisite, French 402. Required of all majors and min-
ors in French.
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A grammar course. Note that this course is a prerequi-
site for French 550.
FRENCH 505: lnterrnediate French continued. Three
hours. Prerequisite, French 501.
A reading course designed primarily for those students
who do not plan to complete more than two years of French.
I'RENCH 503: ?he Readlng of Saentific French. Three
hours. Prerequisite, French 501. tr'or science majors and
pre-medical stu.ilents onlg.
FRENCH 550'. Adtsanceil French Grarnrncr. Three
hours. Prerequisite, French 501, 502, or four years of high
school French.
FRENCH 551:. The french Short Storg. Three hours.
Prerequisite, French 501, 502 or 505, or four years of high
school French.
FRENCH 600:. Phonetits anil Conoersoti.oz. Three
hours. Prereq\risite, French 550 or 551, or permission of
the instructor. Required of all French majors.
FRENCH 620-627: Suroeg of French Literature. Six
semester hours. Prerequisite, French 551 or permission of
the instructor.
FRENCH 700: Mod,ern French Dratno. Three hours.
Prerequisite, French 620-621 or permission of the instructor.
SPANISH
(S.. SDanrdr clElculrD)
SPANISH 401402:. Elementarg Spantsh. Six hours.
Prerequisite, freshman standing. No credit for 401 unless
402 is taken.
Reading and grammar; pronunciation; elementary con-
versation.
SPANISH 501-502 (formerly 411 , 412) : lntenr\eitiete
Spotrish. Six hours. Prerequisite, Spanish 402, two years
of-high sehool Spanish, or equivalent, S0l prerequisile to
502.
Rapid reading of standard Spanish prose. Comprehen_
sion of spoken Spanish; oral practice. By the end of the
course the student is expected to be able to read standard
Spanish without aid of a dictionary or other vocabulary.
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SPANISH 576: Commerciol Spazish. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Spanish 502 or permission of instructor. (Not
offered 1946-47)
, Study of common commercial forms for use in Spanish
correspondence and business.
SPANISH 557-552: Surueg of Spanish Literature. Six
hours. Prerequisite Spanish 502 or consent of instructor.
A study of literary types from earliest days of Spanistr
literature to modern times. Reading of representative works,
SPANISH 601-602: Conrsersation and Contposition.
Six hours. Required for major in Spanish. Prerequisite,
Spanish 552, or consent of instructor.
Conversation on everyday topicsl themes.
SPANISH 603-604: ?he Notsel in Spoia. Six hours.
Prerequisite, Spanish 552, or consent of instructor. Given
in alternating years.
A study of the novel in Spain from the sixteenth century
to modern times. Reading of outstanding examples.
SPANISH 605-606: ?he Dramn. in Spoin. Six hours.
Prerequisite, Spanish 552 or consent of instructor. Given
in alternating years.
A study of the drama in Spain from the sixteenth cen-
tury to modern times. Reading of outstanding examples.
SPANISH 607: The Nooel of Latin Arnerica, Tlree
hours. Prerequisite, Spanish 552, or consent of the instruc-
tor. Summer school only.
A study of representative novels of Latin America,
Mexico excepted.
SPANISH 625: The Nouel Ln Merico. Ttrree hours.
Prerequisite, Spanish 552, or consent of instructor. Summer
school only.
A study of outstanding novels from 1880 to contempo-
rary times.
SPEECH
SPEECH 410: Prrncrples o! Speech. Three hours. Open
to freshmen and soPhomores.
Elementary speech training designed to meet the indi'
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vidual needs of the student. The aim of the course is to
correct poor speech habits, develop serviceable ones.
SPEECH 577: Prinarples of Speech. A continuation of
410. Three hours. Required of majors and minors. Pre-
requisite, Speech 410.
Purpose: To strengthen the speech patterns built up in
the previous course. Abundant opportunity given for stu-
dents to participate in group discussions, to give talks before
the group, and to read orally. It is strongly advised that 511
follow 410 as closely as possible.
SPEECH 612: Public Speaking. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Speech 410; advised, Speech 511.
Designed to give more advanced experience in speech
eomposition and delivery for varied situations.
SPEECH 613: Public Speaking. Three hours. Con-
tinuation of 612. Types of speech, such as oratory, radio,
after-dinner, are studied and placticed. Prerequisite, 410;
advised 511 and 612.
SPEECH 615: The Oral Interpretation of Literotwe.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Speech 410.
The purpose is two-fold: To teach students to get from
tht printed page the meaning that lies upon it, and to give
that meaning sincerely and convincingly to the audience.
The material used for intelpretation will be taken from
contemporary writers.
SPEECH 676:. Oral lnterpretatial of Literatlne, ll:.tr:ee
hours. Prerequisites, Speech 410, 615.
A continuation of Speech 615. The material used for
interpretation will be mainly from English and American
classics.
SPEECH 619: Choral Speaking. One hour. prerequi-
site, Speech 410.
The aim of the course is to give an opportunity for group
participation in the interpretation of literature.
SPEECH 620: lnterpretation o! Children's Literature.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Speech 410.
Aranged for grade teachers. Study of technique and
practice in- story telling, in oral reading of both prose and
poetry, and in group reading.
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SPEECH 625: Speech Personality, Two hours. Pre-
requisite, Speech 410 or its equivalent.
This course is designed to give individuals seeking pro-
fessiona-I training or opportunity to gain speech skill in actual
life situations, to improve personality, and develop leader-
ship.
SPEECH 650: Speech in Railia Broa.il,costing. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Speech 410; advised, Speech 615.
Fundamentals of radio speaking with practice before
the microphone. Actual broadcasting experience for those
q ualiffed.
SPEECH 651: Speech in Rad,ia Broodcostizg. Three
hours. Continuation of 650.
Practice in writing and participating in special forms
of radio programs.
SPEECH 700: Acting, Three hours. Prerequisite,
Speech 410; advised, Speech 615 and 616.
Purpose: To develop techniques for the interpretation
of drama through the medium of the actor. Students will
both play and direct.
SPEECH 707: Stagecrajt Three hours. No prerequi-
site; advised, Speech 700 and Art 564.
Desigtred to develop techniques for the interpretation of
drama through the media of scenery, costume, and light.
SPEECH 710: Speech Cotection. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Speech 410.
Especially for speech majors and elementary teachers.
Study of the nature and treatment of various types of speech
defects. Students registered in the course will be given some
clinical experience.
SPEECH 720: Creati,oe Dramati*s. Three hours. Pre'
requisite, Speech 410; advised, Speech 620.
Planned Ior t}re elementary teacher. Consists of two
hours of laboratory. Purpose: To help teachers to direct
children in their dramatic explession, both in plays they
make themselves and in plays that are not original'
SPEECH ?50: Discussi,on ond Debote' Three hours'
Prerequisite, Speech 410 or equivalent; advised 511'
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Study of the principles of argumentation and group dis-
cussion.
SPEECH 751: Discussion dnd Debate continued. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Speech 410 or equivalent; advised, 511
and ?50.
Application of the principles studied in Speech 750 to
various types of group discussion.
SPEECH 755: Malceaq, One hour. No prerequisite.
Study and application of principles of make-up for the
stage.
DEBATE: One hour. Prerequisite, sophomore stand-
ing. Open only to students whose total load (including the
debate course) is not over eighteen hours.
A course designed to aftord practical experience in de.
bate and other forms of forensics. Class meets twice a week,
This course does not overlap the work of Speech ?50 and 751
but is zupplementary to it.
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Department of Health and Physical Education
For Men
G. B. EOGG, PROEE.SSOR AND HEAD OA TllE DEPAi'IMEIIII
ASSOCIATE P8OFESSOR L. P. MdLANE; ASSISTA.III PROaESSOR J. !it. w:ET LS
The Department of Health and Physical Education for
Men has four major objectives: (1) to provide service cours-
es to meet the college requirements for graduation; (2) to
provide courses to meet the requirements of the State De-
partment of Education for certiffcation of teachers; (3) to
provide a curriculum to train teachers in Health and Physi-
cal Education leading to the B.S. degree; (4) to promote and
stimulate student interest in wholesome recreational acti-
vities.
All men students are required by the college to complete
eight semester hours of physical activities. Students who,
because of physical defects, cannot take the required courses
must take a restricted program of activities (Physical Edu-
cation 405-406) planned to meet the individual need of the
student.
All activity courses meet three clock hours per week.
Only one course may be taken at one time. A regulation glm
suit is required for participation in activity courses. Each
male student must have a record of physical examination by
his family physician stating condition of heart and respira-
tory system.
AII returning service men are required to take Physical
Education 720. This course is open to all students wishing
to participate in recreational activities--camping, boating,
bicycling, hiking, fishing, golf, etc. Students are allowed
to choose their own activities subject to the approval of the
depa{ment head.
AII of those who expect to teach in high school are re.
quired to complete the minimum of eight semester hours.
The following courses will satisfy these requkements: Phy-
sical Education 401, 402,500, 501, 502, 621.
AII elementary school teachers are required to complete
the minimum of 12 semester hours. For men, the following
courses will satisfy these requirements: Physical Education
40L, 402,500, 501, 502, 621, 605, 641.
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MAJORS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAI EDUCATION
FOR MEN
Graduation for majors in Physical Education is based on
the following conditions and requirements:
1. A total of 132 hours, and a total of 132 quality points.
2. The satisfactory completion of the requirements of
preparation for teaching in two fields. Some desirable com-
binations in teaching majors are:
Physical Education and Science.
Physical Education and Mathematics.
Physical Education and Social Science.
Majors in Health and Physieal Education for Men are
required to complete 41 semester hours. Required courses
for men: Health and Physical Education 401, 402,408, 490,
420, 500, 501, 502, 50?, 508, 590, 603, 604, 620, 621, 626, 641,
790, and Biology 625.
Electives for majors in Hea1th and Physical Education:
Health and Physical Education 606, 608, 672, 614,623, 705,
714, 720.
A student majoring in Health and Physical Education
for Men should select, by the beginning of the second semes-
ter of his freshman year, his second t€aching ffeld. Certain
basic courses are required, and the electives should generally
be concentrated on one of the following fields: science-
mathematics, or social science. Such concentration upon
electives will prepare plospective coaches for two teaching
fields. Electives should be carefully chosen after consulta-
tion with the head of the department. See also curriculum
for majors in Physical Education elsewhere in catalogue.
SEQUENCE IN SUBJECT MATTER flELDS
OF TEACI{ING MAJORS
Science, 12 semester hours, with 12 semester hours elec-
tives or a total of 24 semester hours.
Biology 401,402. Chemistry 407, and Physics 5M. Elec-
tives Biology 610, 403, or 620, 625 and Chemistry 408.
Mathematics, 12 hours with six hours electives or a total
of 18 hours. Mathematics 401,402 or 405, 406 and 403, 419.
Social Science, 24 semester hours.
History, 501, 502, Political Science 501,603, Sociology
501, 612, Economics 501.
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MINORS IN HEALTH AND PI{YSICAL EDUCATION
(For students in other departments)
Students who minor in Health and Physical Education
for Men are required to complete 21 hours, 11 of which must
be Biology 401 and 402, or 403 and 625.
DESCRIPTION OF COI'RSES
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 401: First-Yeor Ggrnnnsti.s
oad Sporrs Actiuities. One hour credit. One hour instruc-
tion; two hours laboratory.
Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 402: First-Y ear General
Ggnlnasttcs ozd Sports Acti,tsities. One hour credit. One
hour. instruction; two hours laboratory.
Fundamental drills, participatiou, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 406; Correcthse Phgsbal
Education. One hour each semester.
Ihis course is for those who are not able to take Physical
Education 401-402 and 501-502. Emphasis will be placed on
the correction of kyphosis, lordosis, scoliosis, etc.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 407: Sports Appreaotian.
One hour credit. Two hours recitation.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 408: Turnbltng, Pyramti!,s,
and, Apparatas. One hour.
The technique and practice of progressive elementa{r
exercise in tumbling and with heavy apparatus; elementary
training in floor and parallel bar pyramids.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 420: Prhciples anil Histor!
of Phg$cal Eilucation. Two hours.
A study of historical background and an analysis of the
basic principles of health and physical education.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 490: lntroiluction to Phgsr-
cal Eilucotian, Two hours.
This course covers the organization and requirements for
a comprehensive general course in Physical Education. The
course is of special value in work designed to accomplish
a professional orientation of physical education for students.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 500: Health orLd. Soteta Eiht-
coti,on. Three hours.
A course designed to meet the health and safety educa-
tion requirements of the state for all teachers.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 501: Seconil-Year General
Ggmrwstics and S'port Actiuitics, One hour. One hour in-
struction, two hours laboratory.
Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are ineluded in the team sports.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 502: Second,-Year General
Ggmnastics and, Sports Actiuities. One hour.
Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 507: Elen'Lentorg Instru.tiol
in All Minor Sports. Two hours. Two hours lecture, one
hour laboratory. Required of all majors in Physical Educa-
tion.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 508: Moterials and Methoils
and Participation in Minor Sports. Two hours. Prerequisite,
Physical Education 503.
PEYSICAL EDUCATION 590: Applied Arntorq.
Three hours.
A study of the structure of the human skeleton and
viscera, muscles, joints, and ligaments; general physiological
processes of man, involving circulation, respiration, muscles,
nerves, sense organs, and nutrition.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 600: Methods in Cl.o,ssroom
Health Eilucation, Ttrree hours.
A course for health and physical educators, school ad-
ministrators, elementary classroom teaehers and supervisors,
teachers of biological science and home economics.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 601: Third-Yeor Generol
Ggrnnastics ond Sports Actioities. One hour.
Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 602: Thiril-Year General
Ggmnastics anil Sports Actitsities. One hour.
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Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 604: Organizotion onil Ad-
rtuinrstration of lntramural Sports. Three hours.
This course covers the organization and administration
of high school and college intramural programs. The stu-
dent is required to assist in the organization and administra-
tion of the intramural program at Tech.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 605: See description under
Physical Education for 'Women.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 606:' Princrples and. Practices
in Football Coochi,ng. Three hours.
This course is designed to familiarize the student with
various offensive and defensive systems that are used by
various coaches.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 608: Principles and. Proctices
of Baseball Coaching. Two hours.
Fundamentals: (1) throwing, batting, and ffelding; (2)
position play; (3) oftensive and defensive team strategy; (4)
training and practices; (5) officiating.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 612: Principles and" Practbes
in Basketboll Coaching, Tv/o hours.
Fundamentals of team oftense and defense. Training
and plactice; scouting and strategy; officiating.
PHYSICAI- EDUCATION 614: Principles dnd Prac-
tioes in Truck and Field. Two hours.
tr'undamental movements involved in the different
events; (1) stafting for the different events; (2) training
and practice; (3) officiating..
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 620:. Orgonization and. Ail-
nxlnlstrdtion of Phgsical Education. Three hours.
A treatment of the practical factors involved in adminis-
tering the large unit of heaith and physical education, in-
cluding tests and measurements utilized in evaluating re-
sults.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 621: First Aid. One hour.
Each semester.
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Lectures, discussions, and practical demonstrations of
Red Cross methods in first aid.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 623: Athletic ManogeflLent.
Two hours. Open to Physical Education majors only.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 626: Kinesiologg. Ahree
hours. Prerequisite, Biology 625. See Physical Education
for Women.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 641: MoteriaLs ond Method.s
in Health ond, Sotet! Education, Two hours.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ?01: Fourth-Year Generol
Gymnastics and. Sports Acti0ites. One hour.
Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PH1SICAL EDUCATION ?02: Fourth-Year Genqal
Ggmnastics and Sports ActiDities. One hour.
Fundamental drills, participation, and sports activities
are included in the team sports.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 704: Organizotion onil Ad-
rninistrati,on o! Recreational Actit:itg Prograrns, Three hours.
Problems, methods and procedures in the organization
and administration of recreational and vocational activities
in community centers, playgrounds, clubs, churches, scouting
and industry.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 705: Athletic Injuries, Pre-
oention, Diagnons, anil Treatrnent. 'Iwo hours. Open to
Physical Education majors only.
A course for men and women in the prevention, diag-
nosis, and treatment of injuries in the gymnasium and on the
athletic field.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 120: Recreation One hour.
No prerequisite.
This course is open to all returned service men wishing
to participate in recreational activities--camping, boating,
bicycling, hiking, fishing, golf, etc. Students registering in
this course will be required to participate in the above
activities at a minimum of 36 hours per semester and a
maximum of 60 hours per semester under the supervision
of the Health and Physical Education Department.
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Department of Health and Physical Education
For Women
ASSOCIATE PROTIESSOB JOIIA DI'I<!, ACTTNC BEAD O' TEI DIPA.BTUIIiII.
ASSISTAIIr PROFESSOE' MRS|. STELLA wraALEY CAIRISON: INSTRUCTORII
MINNIE E. RATLTFI|, BONNID JEAN IDMISITON.
The Department of Health and Physical Education fo!
Women is set up to perform the following services:
1. Provide service courses to meet the four hours re-
quired by the college for graduation.
2. Provide courses to meet requirements of the State
Department of Education for certification of teachers.
3. Provide a curriculum to train teachers in Health and
Physical Education and leading to the B.S. degree in
the School of Education.
All students are required to complete four semester
hours of activity work in Physical Education, this work to be
completed by the end of the sophomore year.
Freshman year Select two fuorn 472-417.
Sophomore year: Select one from 530, 540, 560, 561.
Select one from 570-582 or 427,
Elementary maj ors---430 and 521.
In addition, all state colleges have been requested to
provide a three hour per taeek o,ctiuitg program, tor all sttt-
dezts. Every woman student is, therefore, exp€cted to reg-
ter for an activity course in physical education each semester.
All stuilents rnajoring in Phgsical Educati,oz are required
to attend at least one summer session and take at least one
course in swimming. It is recommended that this be before
the junior year; special permission should be secured from
the head of the department if it is necessary to postpone this.
Mang of the courses listeil unaler the sensice program
are open to and requi.red, of majors in Phgsical Education.
Ttris is especially true of some of the rhythms courses and
all of the individual sports.
All stud,ents uho erpect to teoch must take the follow-
ing courses in addition to the four hours listed above (a total
of eight hours in Health and Physical Education): Physical
Education 500 and 621.
All stuilents in ElementatA Educotion must complete
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twelve hours in Health and Physical Edueation, including
the four hours of activity work listed above. Other required
courses: Physical Education 500, 621, 640, and 641.
DEPARTMENTAI REGULATIONS
Physical Etomination* Every woman student is re-
quired to have a thorough physical examination by her fami-
Iy physician ecch geor. A record of this should be presented
to the head of the department of Health and Physical Edu-
cation for Women to be kept on file.
Record blanks should be secured from the Guidance
Counselor, the Dean of Women, or the Department of Phys-
ical Edueation for Women.
Costllfite. Each girl v/ho is registered for an activity
class in Physical Education is expected to have white tennis
shoes and socks and a gymnasium uniform, to be bought after
she arrives at college.
DESCRIPTION OF COIIRSES
Courses numbered in the 400's are open to freshmen,
those numbered 500 and above are open to sophomores and
upper class students.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 410, 417: Restricted, Actitsi-
ties. One hour. Throughout year.
For girls not physically able to take the regular courses.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 412: Soccer. One hour.
Fundamental techniques, rules and team play.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 473: BasketbalL One hour.
Fundamental techniques, rules, and team play.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 414: Votley BoIl. One hour.
Fundamental skills, ruies, and team play.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 475: Sottball. One hour.
Fundamental game skills, rules, and team play.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 476: Fieldball and, Speeil-
boll. One hour.
Fuldamental game skills, team play, and rules.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 477: Field, Hoclc4r. One
hour.
Fundamental game skills, team play, and rules.
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PHYSICAI EDUCATION 421: Recreationcl Sports.
One hour,
Instruction in darts, table tennis, shufreboard, horse-
shoes, ring tennis, croquet, mass badminton, and other games.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 430: Garnes of Low Organi-
zotiotl. One hour.
Materials are presented and practice given in methods
of teaching.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 500: See course description
under Department of Health and Physical Education for Men.
Three hours.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 510-511 : Restricted, Activitg.
One hour.
A continuation of 410-411 for girls not physically able
to take part in sports and rhythms.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 520: Rhythms for the Ele-
firefltdrg Grcdes. One hour.
This course includes singing ge'ns5, free activities, crea-
tive rhythms, folk dances, and dramatizations for the grades
from kindergarten through the sixth grade. Materials are
presented and practice grven in the methods of teaching.
PEYSICAL EDUCATION 530: Fundamentals o! Mod-
ern Dance. One hour.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 531: Aduanced Modern
Dance and Composition. One hour. Prerequisite, Physical
Education 530.
PHYSICAL EDUCAfiON 532: Dance Composition.
One hour. Prerequisite, Physical Education 531. May be
repeated for credit.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 540: tr'ollc Doncing. Ore
hour.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 545: Sociol Doncing. One
hour.
Open only to stud,ents utho ilo rat knoto horo to ilance.
Ihis course offers the fundamental social dance steps, begin-
ning with the dance walk and continuing to the loxtrot,
two step, waltz, and tJ:e turns lor these basic steps. Open
to both men and vromen. May be taken only as an elective,
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it.wiU not be accepted as part of the requirement for the
basic activity courses.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 550.: Tunbling and Pgra-
znids. One hour.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 560: ?ap Donciag. One
hour. Open to men and women students.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 561: Amerbon Country
Donces. One hour.
Circle, quadrille, and longways dance forms t}rat are a
part of the American Country Dance. Open to men and
women.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 570: GIIJ.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 577: Tennis. One hour.
This course includes the practice of the various tech-
niques of the game and the rules.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 512: Badrninton One hour.
Ihe course includes the practice of the various tech-
niques of the game and the rules involved.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 573: Archery. One hour.
Fundamentals of shooting and instruction in the choice
of equipment.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 580: Begtnnlng Swimmlng.
One hour.
PHYSICAI- EDUCATION 587: lntermeilate S:uirn-
ming. One hour. Open to men and women.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 582: Adoanceil Swi.mrning
and Water Sofetg. One hour. Open to men and women.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 621: First Aid. One hour.
Lectures, discussions, and practical demonstrations of
Red Cross methods in first aid.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 640: Methods onil Moterinls
in Physiaal Eilucation lor Elementary Schools. Two hours.
Prerequisite, Physical Education 520 and 430, or 521, and two
additional semesters of activity.
Planned to satisfy the requirements for elementary
school teachers, and required of all majors.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 641: (See course descrip-
tion uniler Department of Health and Physical Education
for Men) .
COURSES FOR MAJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 403: ?eonr Sports. One hour.
Fundamentals of sports, and intensive study of rules,
play, etc. The class meets four times a week for activity and
one time for lecture.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 404: Tearn Sports. One hour.
Fundamentals of sports, and intensive study of rules,
play, etc. The class meets four times a week for activity and
one time for lecture.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 500: See course description
under Health and Physical Education for Men.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 503, 504: Sports. One hour.
A continuation of study of sports techniques, practices
in skiIl, etc., begun in the freshman year. Four times a week
for activity and one hour for leeture,
PEYSICAL EDUCATION 52L: Games of Low Organi-
zotion. Two hours.
Course similar to Physical Education 430 but planned for
mrjor students and requiring outside study, notebooks, etc.
PEYSICAL EDUCATION 540M: Iollc Dancing. Ore
hour.
Special section for women majors.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 550M: Tumbling. One hour.
Special section for majors.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 611: (Formerly 601) Bas-
ketball Coaching. Two hours. Prerequisite, Physical Edu-
cation 404, or 413.
Study of fundamental skills, team offense and defense,
coaching principles and officiating. Open to non-majors by
permission of the instructor.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 613: (Formerly 603) Tech-
nique in Teom Sports, Three hours. Prerequisites, Physic-
aI Education 403, 404, and 503, 504.
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Study of team sports from viewpoint of teacher and
coach.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 605: Methods and Mot*ials
in Health Educotion. Three hours.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 610: I{isto4t and Pnnciples
of Phgdcal Eduration. Three hours. Prerequisite, junior
standing.
A course designed especially for Health and Physical
Education majors.
PEYSICAL EDUCATION 620: See course description
under Department of Physical Education for Men.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 627: Fi,rst Ai.d. One hour.
See service curriculum.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 626: Applied Anatotlg dnd,
Kinesialogg, Three hours. Prerequisite, Biology 625.
This course includes the theory of body movement in
relation to Physical Education activities.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 631: Festiools and Pageur-
try- Two hours. Open to non-majors by permission of the
instructor.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 640: (See service eourses)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 660: Introiluction to Cont-
munitg Recreatinn. Three hours.
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REQIIIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN JOURNALISM
Of the thirty-one semester hours required for a major
in Journalism, twenty-two must be in advanced Journalism
courses numbered in the 600 series. The other nine hours
required include English 401 and English 402 (Freshman
Composition) and English 634 ( Ad,oanced Grammar), or, in
Iieu of the latter, another course in English approved by
the head of the department.
For a minor, the student must complete 21 hours in a
subject related to Journalism. Junior and senior courses
in such fields as English are recommended as a minor with
a Journalism major, although other subjects, such as the
social sciences, may be selected upon approval of the Dean
of the School of Arts and Sciences and the department head.
Proficiencg in spelli,ng and, grornrnar is esseztial to suc-
cesstul newspaper work. Stu.dents ueak in those subjects
are ilLscouraged from enrolllng in J otrnali,srn as a major .
MECHANICAL AIDS TO JOURNALISM
TIIE PRINTING PLAI{'I
Opportunity for observation and experience in printing
processes and other phases of the mechanics of publishing is
available to the Journalism students through a modern and
well-equipped printing plant maintained by the college. Two
Iinotype machines, a wide variety of foundry-cast type,
presses, and other up-to-date equipment are included in the
print shop.
Department of Journalism
REQIIIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN JOIIRNAIJSM
(For students in other departments)
Eighteen hours of advanced Journalism courses, num-
bered in the 600 series, may constitute a minor in Journalism.
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THE ENGRAVING PIJ\ITT
Ibe college maintains a photo-engraving plant by means
of which students may learn the fundamentals of the process
of producing plates for newspaper reproduction.
TI{E STUDEI{T NEV/SPAPER
hactical experience in nev/spaper work is afforded the
Journalism students through their work as staff members
of The Tech Tclk, the college newspaper. In addition to
their editorial work on the newspaper staft, the Journalism
students are encouraged to gain practical mechanical experi-
ence through page make-up, etc.
DESCRIPNON OE COTIRSES
JOIIRNALISM 501: Neus Writing. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, English 402.
Beginning course in news writing. Theoretical study
of newspaper style and mechanical terms, supplemented by
work on the coliege nerrrspaper. In addition to beneffting
journalism students, this course is planned as an aid to edu-
cation students preparing to supervise publications in con-
nection with their teaching duties and to agriculture students
seeking some training in the writing of articles for weekly
newspapers or trade journals.
JOURNALISM 610: Copgr Editrng. 'Ihree hours. Pre-
requisite, Journalism 501.
Course dealing with methods of editing copy and the
writing of headlines. Theory supplemented by work on the
college newpaper.
JOURNALISM 620: Feature Writing. Ttrree hours.
Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
Practical instruction in gathering material for "human
interest" and feature articles of various types and the writing
of these types of manuscripts for magazines as well as news-
papers. Consideration also is given to the marketing of
manuscripts.
JOIIRNALISM 630: Eilitorbl Writrng. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
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Course in the study of fundamentals and practice in
editorial writing. A survey is made of editorial pages of
several of the leading state and national ne$/spapers.
JOIIRNAIISM 640: The Country Weelclg. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
Course designed to benefit agriculture and home eco-
nomics students as well as journalism students. Considera-
tion is given to the preparation of copy for weeklies as difier-
entiated from the dailies.
JOURNALISM 650:. Practical Reportulg, Two hours,
Open only to journalism majors or minors. Prerequisites,
Journalism 501, 610, 620, 630 and 640.
Advanced coruse in newspaper practice, involving work
on the college newspaper. Writing of articles for publication
in the college newspaper upon assignment or consultation
with the faculty supervisor of the paper.
JOURNALISM 651:. Practical Reporting. Two hours.
Prerequisite, Journalism 650.
Continuation of Journalism 650, with the same provisions
and lequirements applying.
JOURNALISM 653: General Neusspaper l4'ork. Two
hours. Open only to Journalism majors. Prerequisite,
Journalism 651.
Advanced course in copy editing, headline writing, proof-
reading and rewriting for the college newspaper.
JOURNALISM 654: General Newspaper Work, Two
hours. Continuation of Journalism 653.
JOURNALISM 660: Ailuertising. Two hours. No pre'
requisite.
Fundamental study of advertising copywriting, appeals
and layouts. Special emphasis is placed on retail advertising
in newspapers.
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Department of Mathematics
P. K, SMI'rH, PROFESSOR AND IIEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT,
PROFESSORS P. K. SMITII, HENRY F. SCHROEDER, ERNEST M. SEIRI,TY; AS-
SOCIATE PROFESSORS L, M, GARRISON. F. C. GEMTEY, C. E, JONES:
ASSISTAIiI'I PROTESSOE WAJ,LACE IIEEBER!; ACTINC AS-
STSTANT PROFI'SSOB IIIIRS. H, J. SACIIS|.
The courses in the department are arranged to fit in with
the general courses and also to give students majoring in
mathematics a thorough preparation for teaching or gradu-
ate work.
For registration in Mathematics 401 the student must
have had one and one-half units of high school algebra, or
credit in Mathematics 405. For registration in Mathematics
402 the student must have had one and one-half units in high
school algebra or Mathematics 405, or take Mathematics 405
concurrently. A further prerequisite for Mathematics 402
is one unit in plane geometry or credit in the Mathematics
Refresher Course.
REQIIIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN MATHEMATICS
Students majoring in Mathematics are required to con-
sult the Head of the Department of Mathematics during the
second semester of their sophomore year in college for direc-
tion as to their major and minor courses of study during their
junior and senior years.
Prescribed courses for a major: Mathematics 401,402,
403, 501, 502, 600, 60f, 602, 660, and in addition three semester
hours earned in courses numerically above Mathematics 602.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN MATHEMATICS
(For students in other departments)
Students in other departments who wish to minor in
Mathematics are requAed to take Mathematics 401, 402, 501,
660, and in addition nine semester hours earned in courses nu-
merically above Mathematics 501.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
MATHEMATICS REFRESHER COURSE. No Credit.
This course will include elementary algebra, plane ge-
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ometry, and solid geometry. It is designed for students de-
siring a review of parts of their high school mathematics and
for students desiring to remove a conditional entrance in
plane geometry.
MATHEMATICS 401: College Algebrd. Three hours.
Prerequisite, one and one-half units of high school algebra
or Mathematics 405.
Exponents, radicals, graph of a function, quadratics, sys-
tems of equations involving quadratics, variation, and pro-
gressions, binomial theorem, and theory oI equations.
MATHEMATICS 402: TngonofiLetry. Three hours.
Prerequisite, one and one-half units in high school algebra,
or Mathematics 405 taken conculrently; one unit in plane
geometry from high school, or the Mathematics Refresher
Course.
Solution of right triangles, reduction formulas, functions
of several angles and of multiple angles, Iogarithms, oblique
triangles, trigonometric equations, and inverse firnctions.
MATHEMATICS 405:. General MathematiEs. T:hree
hours.
Basic principles of arithmetic reviewed, operations with
polynomials, the formula, linear equations, exponents and
radicals, and logarithms. This course is designed for students
in the School of Arts and Sciences, and for students in the
School of Education offering only one year of mathematics
for graduation.
MATHEMATICS 406:. General Mathemattrs continued.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 405.
Quadratic equations, binomial theorem, progressions,
theory of investment, and trigonometry of the right triangle.
MATHEMATICS 479: Business Mathemotics I. Thtee
hours. Prerequisite, one unit of high school algebra. This
course is designed for students in the Commeree Department.
Polynomials, fractions, simple equations, simultaneous
linear equations, percentage, simple interest, discount, and
partial payment.
MATHEMATICS 420i Business Mathemdtics II. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 419.
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Commuting obligations, equations of accounts, expon-
ents and radicals, quadratic equations, logarithms, and com-
pound interest.
MATHEMATICS 460: Ailoanced College Algebra.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 401, 402.
Complex numbers, theory of equations, permutations
and combinations, probability, partial fractions, and determi-
nants.
MATHEMATICS 507. Plane Analytit Geometrg. Thtee
hours. Prerequisites, Mathematics 401 (or Mathematics 405
and Mathematics 406, or Mathematics 419 and 420) and
Mathematics 402.' Cartesian coordinates in the plane, straight line, circle,
conic sections, polar co-ordinates, and transformations of
axes.
MATHEMATICS 600: Calcults I. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Mathematics 501.
Variables, functions and limits, differentiation of alge'
braic forms, various applications of the derivative, successive
differentiation and applications, differentiation of transcen-
dental functions and applications, di-fferentials, and curva-
ture.
MATHEMATICS 607: Calculus II. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Mathematics 600.
Integration of elementary forms, the definite integral,
calculation of areas, fundamental theorem of integral calcu-
lus and applications, integration by various devices, cen-
troids, fluid plessure, and work.
MATHEMATICS 602: Colculus lII. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Mathematics 601.
Mean value theorem and applications, expansion of func-
tions, partial difterentiation and appucations, multiple inte-
grals, moments of inertia and volumes, and areas by multiple
integrals.
MATHEMATICS 670,. Astronorng. Three hours. Pre-
requisites, six hours of college mathematics, or sufrcient
maturity. This is a course in descriptive astronomy with
the mathematical processes largely eliminated.
The earth, moon, sun and planets, coordinate systems,
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motion in the solar system, the seasons, time, the stars, and
the galactic system.
MATHEMATICS 619: Bzsizess Mathematics III. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 420.
Equation of payments, annuities, amortization and sink-
ing funds, depreciation, bonds, life annuities, and insurance.
MATHEMATICS 627: Srotisrks I. Business Statistics.
Four hours. Three lecture hours and two hours of ]abora-
tory. Prerequisites, Mathematics 419 and 420.
The laboratory period is devoted to the solving of prob-
lems and the use of computational machines.
Sampling tabulation, graphic representation, averages,
dispersion and skewness, correlation, index numbers, seasonal
fluctuations and cyclic application, characteristic curves,
curve fitting, normal probability eurve, and the probability
error.
MATHEMATICS 628: Sratistics IL Three hours. Pre-
requisites, Mathematics 62?, or Mathematics 600.
The purpose of this course is to emphasize the mathe-
matical phases of the subject to a greater extent than desir-
able in Mathematics 627. It is a course in mathematical sta-
tistics.
MATHEMATICS 656: Materials and Methods in Teach-
ing High School Mathemarics. Three hours. Mathematics
601 or sufficient teaching experience.
fhe alm in this course is to make a critical study in the
presentation of high school mathematics; to study the most
effective procedure in presenting topics in high school mathe-
matics. The course is devoted chiefly to methods in arith-
metic, algebra, and geometry.
MATHEMATICS 701:. College Geornetry. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Mathematics 501 or sufficient teaching ex-
perience.
Geometlic construction with elements given and indi-
rect, similar and homothetic figures, medians, bisectors, alti-
tudes, and the nine-point circle.
MATHEMATICS 706: DifrerentialEqtations. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 601.
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Definitions of ordinary and partial differential equations;
of degree and order; of various types of solutions. Equations
of the ffrst order and first degree, equations of the first order
and higher degree, singular solutions, applications from ge-
ometry and physics, Iinear equations with constant coeffi-
cients and with variable coefficients, exact equations, and
integration in series.
MATHEMATICS 701: Differential Equati.ons. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 706.
Total differential equations, systems of differential equa-
tions, partial differential equations of the first order, and
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!IASI'EI,L, LINN^ TIMMTTTMAN III'I{I, ST'ELLA BOOLES XIDD. 
'ACKL. NoRMAN, JAn,ES A. SMtll{: ACTING INSTRUCTOR VIB-
CTNIA GAINES I<AVANAUGH.
GENERAL INT'ORMATION AND REGI'LATIONS
Protessianal atti.tud,e, No amount of technical skill, of
theoretical knowledge, or of intellectual superiority on the
part of the student can compensate for lack of positive pro-
fessional attitude which manifests itself in attendance at
clinics, conferences, seminars, concerts, department social
functions, recitals by fellow students; in listening to certain
superior radio programs; in cooperating in a constructive
manner with the Director of Music and the Music Faculty in
everything that tends to improve the department's service
to the student, to the institution, the community, the state,
and to the profession. Building a healthy, constructive pro-
fessional attitude is an obligation of increasing importance.
Therefore, no student will be permitted to continue as a
major in any music curriculum whose attitude has been un-
satisfactory to the Director or the Music Faculty during the
previous session.
To a certain degree the above statement applies to music
minors and to those who take music courses as electives.
Considering the necessarily higher cost of training in
music, an obligation rests upon the Facu]ty to limit the stu-
dent personnel in the department to those who take lullest
advantage of the opportunities offered.
Failure to attend senior recitals, concerts in Howard
Auditorium, departmental meetings, conferences or after-
noon recitals reveals a negative attitude which brings the
right of the student to take music into question. Therefore,
missing such events automatically reduces the student's
grade in ensemble and applied music. Tte manner and ex-
tent of deductions will be posted on the bulletin board in
the Music Department from time to time.
Ensemble credit anl requirements. No student will re-
ceive more than two hours credit per semester lor ensemble
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work; music majors only one hour credit per semester. En-
semble requirements and credits for music majors are a
separate set-up, varying with individuals. No work is more
important for prospective music teachers. Majors must have
this work approved by the department head each semester.
They must do ensemble every semester and summer session
they are enrolled in a music course. AII instrumental majors
must do both band and orchestra work. Piano rnajors must
enroll in choral ensembles. AII non-majors taking applied
music must enroll in appropriate ensemble work.
Stuilents uho toke a tuelltg-tour hou.r mojm in applied
music are required to give a graduation recital. The term
preceding this graduation recital a qualifying audition
will be given the candidate for graduation by the entire
faculty of the music department. In this audition the stu-
dent may be asked to play scales, technical exerclses, studies,
or excerpts from the proposed recital. If, in the opinion of
the faculty, the student has not achieved sufficient mastery
in his chosen major to qualily as a graduate with a t'lsenty-
four hour major, he will be denied the privilege of giving his
recital and will be given a failing grade.
Atter the stuilent uho plans to teach has elected the
particular certiflcation he wishes to obtain in pursuing a
particular degree in music, he will be expected to complete
the necessary courses to meet the certiffcation desired before
the degree is conferred. This provision is made in considera-
tion of the complications involved in administering the vari-
ous certiffcations in music; i.e.. vocal, orchestra, and band.
Acad.emic electioes Jor prof essiorwl majors in music are
approved according to individual needs; e.9., voice majors
are required to elect foreign language.
Because o! the necessary aariables in the mu,sic cur, i.culo
the stud.ent must contq once each session with the Director
of Mttsic for the purpose of checking his own progress with
his individual advisory sheet as maintained in the Music
Department office in cooperation with the Registrar's office.
Pipe organ. A beautiful pipe organ has been installed
in Howard Auditorium. This organ, the gift of Mr. and
Mrs. G. A. Adams, makes it possible for interested and
qualified Tech students, either majors or non-majors in
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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music, to study pipe organ as a regular part of their college
work.
USE OF EQI]IPMENT
A large number of band and orchestra instruments are
available for instructional purposes or for use in regular,
faculty supervised Music Department organizations at a
reasonable rental fee.
The pipe organ can only be used by those students who
are studying or have studied pipe organ at this institution.
The use of the pianos in the practice rooms, class rooms,
and auditorium oI the Fine Arts building is restricted to
those students who are studying music, either as majors or
minors at this institution.
ATPLIED MI'SIC
Courses beginning with the numbers 4, 5, 6, or 7 ordi-
narily mean ffrst, second, third, or fourth year courses re-
spectively. Courses ending in 50 or 51 (for example, 450,
451) carry three hours of credit per semester. Usually in
these courses the student receives two private half-hour
lessons per week; in some cases, however, the student re-
ceives one private half-hour lesson per week and one class
lesson per week of one hour duration. Courses ending in
52 or 53 carry two hours of credit per semester. A student
may receive one private lesson per week of half-holrr dura-
tion or he may be assigned to a class meeting two hours per
week. Courses ending in 54 or 55 carry one hour of credit
per semester. These courses usually require meeting class
one hour per week.
In all applied music, the number of hours devoted to
practice is the primary faetor involved. The number of
hours of practice per vreek depends upon whether the les-
sons are taken privately or in class and upon the amount of
credit involved in the course. Failing to meet practice hours
is a sufflcient reason for failing courses in applied music.
However, the number of semester hours of credit placed on
the permanent record of the student in the Registrar's Office
will depend entirely upon the number of hours actually de-
voted to praetice. Ttris stipulation is in accordance with the
regulations of the National Association of Schools of Music.
Students will be required to pay the regular music tuition
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fee for private lessons above the number normally requiled
in their respective curricu.la if the additional lessons are re-
quired because of failure to meet practice hour assignments.
A student may have his credit reduced only once for
failure to meet practice hour requirements in any one sub.
ject of applied music; failure to meet practice hours in the
same subject in any subsequent trimester will automatically
cause the student to receive a failing grade unless the hours
missed were because of illness or other satisfactory cause.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
I. THEORY AND METHODS
MUSIC 401: School Masic. Two hours.
Materials and methods of teaching music in the ele-
mentary school. Rote songs, sight singing, study of rhythm,
music fundamentals, and interpretation.
MUSIC 402: School Musir, Two hours. Continuation
of 401.
MUSIC 410: Theory anil Practice. Three hours.
A study of notation, rhythm, major and minor scales
and intervals. Sight-singhg, ear haining, rhythmic and
melodic dictation. Prerequisite, a high school course in.Fu,n-
damentals oJ Mustc or its equivalent.
MUSIC 411: Theorg and" Practice. Three hours. Con-
tinuation of 410, with some advanced content added.
MUSIC 501: Harmong, Three hours.
A study of triads and inversions, the dominant seventh
chord and inversions. Harmonization of given melodies and
basses and original themes. Keyboard harmony.
MUSIC 502: Hamnong, Three hours.
A study of the dominant ninth, leading tone seventh, and
diminished seventh chords and their inversions. Secondary
seventh chords, and their inversions. Study of modulation,
keyboard harmony.
MUSIC 503: School Music. Two hours.
Further acquaintance with most used songs of our com-
mon heritage. Continuation of the work to meet the twelve-
hour standard for elementary classroom teachers.
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MUSIC 504: School Mu,sic. Two hours. Continuation
of 503.
MUSIC 510: Theory and, Practice. Three hours. Con-
tinuation of Music 411-
MUSIC 511: Theory and, Practire. Three hours. Con-
tinuation of Music 510.
MUSIC 520, 521: Kegboaril Harmony. Two hours.
A special course in keyboard harmony supplementing
the work of the harmony course; harmonizing of given melo-
dies and basses at the piano.
MUSIC 560: School Musi,c. Two or three hours, de-
pending upon desires and needs of individual students.
A course desigzred particularly to meet the needs of the
class-room teacher.
MUSIC 601: Ailuanced Harmong. Three hours.
A study of altered chords, enharmonic changes, irregu-
lar resolutions of the dominant seventh, modulation con-
tinued. Keyboard harmony.
MUSIC 602: Ad.uanced Harmong. Three hours.
A study of non-harmonic tones, melodic figuration; ac-
companiments; the figured chorale and form, including sim-
ple song forms, the sonata, variation, rondo forms and the
suite. Original exercises and keyboard harmony.
MUSIC 605: School Music. Two hours.
Organized observation of music teaching in training
echool and elsewhere, Study of the principles and problems
of integration. Normally, this will be the fifth semester of
the twelve-hour program for elementary teachers.
MUSIC 620, 621:. History and Ayprecittion of Music,
Three hours each semester.
A study of musical development with numerous recorded
examples. Attendance at assigned concerts and listening to
particular radio programs are required.
MUSIC 630: Muilrc Appreciotian. Two hours. Two
hours laboratory, one hour lecture per week. For non-music
majors. Attendance at assigned concerts and listening to
particular radio programs are required.
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A cultural course in appreciation of music. The object
oI this course is the attainmeat of appreciative listening
through a general survey of outstanding musical composi-
tions. Music 630 is open to all students except music majors.
The sixth semester work for those students who wish to meet
the l2-hour standard of the State Department of Eduea-
tion.
MUSIC 634: Historg or Appreciation. One hour.
This course will be offered every two years to accommo-
date transfer students who lack one hour in the require-
ment for the Tech degree and for state certification to teach.
MUSIC 635: Music tor Pleasure. Two hours.
A course designed for physical education majors but
open to others. Emphasizes singing for pleasure, instruction
in proper use of the voice, playing of some simple instrument
(e.g., the tonette) , with technical knowledge of music intro-
duced only incidentally or as necessity requires for the work
pursued.
MUSIC 640, 641: Form and. Analgxs. Tq/o hours.
A study of form from the simplest song forms through
the sonata and symphony. Alalysis of standard works with
speeial emphasis on the sonata and rondo forms.
MUSIC 642: Church Music. Two hours.
An elementary course in proeedures, materials, methods,
and principles of organization to be used in church music.
It is intended for those interested as church organists, as
choir conductors or as general directors of church music.
MUSIC EDUCATION 660: Mttsic Methods. Two hours.
A course emphasizing procedures, materials, and prob-
lems up to the high school ievel. It includes directed obser-
vation with discussions.
MUSIC 662: Piano Pedagogg dnd, Materials. Two hours.
Prerequisite, fifteen hours in piano.
This course is intended for those expecting to become
private teachers of piano. It is required by the State De-
partment of Education for those teachers wishing their
pupils to be eligible for credit in piano in the loeal high
schools.
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MUSIC 674: Drutn Majoring. One hour.
A study of fundamental technique of baton twtling with
basic instruction in band formation, drill, and parade.
MUSIC 680: Elementary Conryosition. Two hours.
Prerequisite, eighteen hours of theory.
This course affords an opportunity for the student to
utilize his previous theoretical training in testing his creative
ability in composition.
MUSIC 701: Counterpoint. Three hours.
Simple counterpoint; five species in two, three and four
voices,
MUSIC 702: Counterpoint. Three hours. Continuation
of Music 701. Not permitted as a theory elective unless the
student has previously taken Music 520, Music 640, Music
680, and Musie 701.
A study of combined species in three, Iour and more
voices. Elementary work in Canon and Fugue.
MUSIC 712: Orchestration. Three hours.
A study of the individual characteristics, range, and
capabilities of the instruments of the orchestra and band.
Some arranging and scoring for varied groups. Some per-
formance of arrangements under the student's conducting.
MUSIC 720: Conducting. Two hours.
Technique of the baton, score reading, principles of in-
terpretation, and problems which face the conductor. The
work v/ill be adapted to the individual's needs with respect
to vocal or instrumental emphasis. Practice in various cam-
pus organizations.
MUSIC 724, 725: Conilucti,ng. One hour each course.
Two hours a week in laboratory work in conducting for
each course.
MUSIC EDUCATION 760: Problems, Materinls, and
Administration. Three hours.
A course which anticipates many of the practical prob-
lems which will confront the secondary teacher and super-
visor of music; e.g. program building, contests, festivals,
requisitions, markings, materials, scheduling, rehearsing,
technical review of the instruments, etc.
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MUSIC 762, 763: Class Piano Methods and, Prdctbe
Teaching. Two hours for each course.
Study of methods in teaching piano pupils of different
age levels. Practice in teaching pupils who do not wish
college credit for their work.
MUSIC 774, 775: Semi,nar. One hour each semester.
Discussions and guided research based upon professional




PIANO 450, 457: Freshrnan Piazo. Six hours.
To enter the four-year degree course in piano, the stu-
dent should be grounded in the correct touch and reliable
technique. He should play all maior and minor scales cor-
rectly in moderately rapid tempo; also broken chords in oc-
tave position in all keys. Op. 299 of Czerny and some of
Heller's Op. 45, 46,41. He should study Hanon's technic and
at least twelve of Bach's two-part Inventions., memorizing
Nos. 1, 8, and 14. The compositions for this year's work should
correspond in difficulty to:
Haydn, Sonata No. 11, G. Major No. 20.
Mozart, Sonata C. Major No. 3, F Major No. 13.
Beethoven, Sonata Op.49, No. 1.
Beethoven, Sonata Op. 10, No. 1.
Schubert, Impromptu Op. 142, No. 2.
PIANO 550,551: Sophornore Piaao. Six hours.
During this year, the student should acquire a technique
suffcient to play scales in sixths and tenths and dominant
and diminished seventh arpeggi in rapid tempo. He should
study selections from Czerny's Opus 740 and Cramer's 84
Studies. He should also study Bach's Three-Part fnventions
Nos.2,3,4, and 7. He should develop some octave technique
and should study compositions of the following grades of
difrculty:
Beethoven, Sonatas or Movements from Sonatas, such
as Op.2, No. 1; Op. 14, No. 1; Op. 13.
Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, as "Hunting Song,"
"Spring Song."
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Schubert, Impromptu B flat.
Chopin, Polonaise C sharp Minor, Valse E Minor, Noc-
turne Op. 9, No. 2.
Also compositions by Haydn and Mozart and some by
standard modern composers of corresponding difhculty. At
the end of this year, the student should demonstrate his
ability to read at sight accompaniments and compositions oI
medium difficulty.
PIANO 650, 657: Juniar Piano. Six hours.
Scales in double thirds and dominant and diminished
seventh arpeggi in rapid tempo. Bach's three-part Inventions
Nos.8, 10, 14, 15 and several of Czerny's Op.740, He should
study Chopin Etudes, Bach Prelude and Fugue in C Minor;
also selected studies from Clementi's Gradus Ad Parnassum.
Compositions such as:
Beethoven, Sonatas Op. 31, No. I, Op. 31, No. 2, Op.27,
No. 2.
Brahms, Rhapsodie B Minor-Sonata F minor.
Liszt-"Liebestraum"
Schumann-Nocturne E Major.' Noveleette F Major and
compositions by modern American and foreign composers,
such as, MacDowell, Dubussy, Grieg, Rubinstein and others.
PIANO ?50, 751: Setio? Piano. Six hours.
At the end of this year, the student must have acquired
the principles of tone production and velocity and their ap-
plication to scales, arpeggi, chords, octaves and double notes.
He must have a repertoire including compositions by the
principal classic, romantic and modern coriposers, such as
Beethoven-Later sonatas Op. 53, 5? and a concerto.
Liszt-Hungarian Rhapsodies Nos. 6 and 12.
Schumann--Sonata G Minor, a concerto.
Chopin - Polonaises, Scherzi, Barcarolle, Ballads,Etudes, Preludes.
Bach-Preludes and Fugues-Well-Tempered Clavi-
chord.
Students must have had considerable experience in en-
semble and should be capable sight readersl at end of the
fourth year must give creditable graduation recital includ-
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iDg a eoncerto or a movement from a concerto to be played
from memory.
2. PrANo MrNoR (Foun YEAns)
PIANO 552,553. Two hours per semester.
At the end of the second year, the student should have
learned all major and minor scafes and dominant seventh
arpeggios. He should be able to play a number of studies in
Czerny-Liebling, Book II, and some of Heller Op. 45 and 47.
He should be able to play compositions such as Beethoven's
"Mir:uet in G," MacDowell's "To a Wild Rose," Beethoven's
"Contra Dance," sonatas by Mozart and Haydn.
PIANO 652, 653: Two liours per semester.
At the end of the third year he should be able to play
Bach's Two'Part Inventions Nos. 1, 8, 14 from memory and
should have begun Czerny Op. 740. He should have studied
compositions of such difficulty as Chopin's "Minute Waltz,"
"Valse in E Minor," and Mendelssohn's "Song Without
Words."
PIANO 752,753: Two hours per semester.
During the fourth year the student should acquire a
technique sufEeient to play scales in sixths and tenths and
dominant and diminished seventh arpeggio in rapid tempo.
He should study selections from Czerny Op. 740 and several
of Bach's Three-Part Inventions. He should be able to play
at sight simple aceompaniments and hymn tunes.
For voice and instrumental majors and others desiling
to obtain a minor in Piano.
Students not in the Music Department must also include
Music 410, 411 with these courses.
B. WOLIN
Entrance requirements to the violin course leading to
the orchestra instructor's certificate.
The student should be able to play all maj or and minor
scales in t$/o octaves and the following scales in three oc-
taves: G. A, and A-flat Majors, and G and A minors. He
should have studied five positions in finger technique. Sug-
gested accomplishments ix studies:
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Sitt: Studies Op. 32, Book I and III.
Dont: Studies Op. 37.
Mazas: Special studies Op. 36, Book I.
Sevcik: School of Violin Technic Op. I.
Suggested accomplishment in solos:
Seitz: Concerto No. 1.
Leonard: Six Solos Op. 41.
Massenet: Elegy.
Bohm: Danse Hongroise.
Godard: Berceuse from "Jocelyn."
AII students majoring in violin are required to play in
the Tech Symphony Orchestra regardless of the nature of the
degree sought.
It is expected that all students expecting to major in
violin should have had at least one year of previous study,
A student should be able to play major and minor scales in
two octaves, studies and pieces using the ffrst three po.
sitions.
Those who are deffcient in entrance requirements may
register for violin without credit and secure the necessary
entrance level, the amount of non-credit study depending
upon the progress made.
VIOLIN 450: Freshman Violin. Three hours.
Scales. Selected studies from Mazas Op. 36, Book I;
Violin Technics by Sevcik: Selections from the Kreutzer
Studies. Solos by Leonard, De Beriot, Sitt, Bohm. One
sonata by Corelli Op. 5, Volume II. One concerto by Seitz,
Viotti or De Beriot.
VIOLIN 451: Ereshmon Violia. Three hours.
Scales in three octaves. Completion of the Mazas Stud-
ies, Op. 36, Book I. Selections from the Kreutzer Studies.
Solos by Godard, Drdla, Saint-Saens, Borowski. One sonata
by Corelli. One concerto by Viotti, Kreutzer or De Beriot.
VIOLIN 550: Sophomore Vialin. Three hours.
Selections from the Kreutzer Studies and t}re Sitt Stud-
ies Op. 80, Book I. Solos by Bach, Beethoven, Ries, Wieniaw-
ski, Kreis1er. One sonata by Corelli, Nardini, or Handel.
One concerto by Bach, Kreutzer. or De Beriot.
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YIOLIN 551: Sophomore Vtoliz. Three hours.
Selected studies by Kreutzer and Sitt. Solos by Bach,
Brahms, De Beriot, Kreisler and others. One concerto by
Bach, Mozart, or Rode.
VIOLIN 650: Juniar Violin. Three hours.
Completion of the Kreutzer Studies. Selections from
Fiorillo Caprices. Solos by classic and modern composers.
Selections fTom the Bach Sonatas for violin alone. One
concerto by Bach, Mozart or Godard.
VIOLIN 65L: Junior Violin. Three hours.
Selections from the Fiorillo Caprices. Selections from
the Bach Sonatas for violin alone. Solos selected. One con-
certo by Mozart, Wieniawski, or the Mendelssohn in E minor.
VIOLIN 750: Senior Violin. Three hours.
Completion of the Fiorillo Caprices. Selections from the
Rode Studies. Selections from the Bach Sonatas. One con-
certo: Mendelssohn, Wieniawski or Bruch. Selected solos
by Vieuxtemps, Wieniawski, Sarasate, Kreisler and others.
VIOLIN 751: Seni,or Violizr" Three hours.
. The work of this semester will be spent in building up a
repertoire in preparation for the graduating recital. Se-
leetions must include a sonata by Bach, Handel, or Beethov-
en, and a concerto by Bach, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Bruch,
Lalo, or Wieniawski.
VIOLIN 452, 453,454, and 455. Mr.nor in Violin.
Studies and selections according to the needs and degree
of advancement of the individual student,
c. vorcE
1. MAJoRs
It is recomrnended that voice majors show some knowl-
edge ol piano before entering voice work,
VOICE 450: Freshm.on Voice. Three hours.
Elementary instruction in breathing, tone plecing, vowel
formation. Tests: Concone (Fifty Lessons i:r Voice) be.
gun.
VOICE 451: Freshman Voice. Three hours.
Continuation of Voice 450.
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VOICE 550: Sophomure Voice. Three hours.
Exercises for agility and for sustaining tone. Major
and minor scales and arpeggio.
VOICE 551: Suphornore Voice. firree hours.
Study of classie vocal embellishments, the recitative.
The voice student must be able to sing at least one of the
less exacting arias from opera and oratorio as well as several
standard songs from memory.
VOICE 650: Junlor Voice. Three hours.
Study of selections from the Anthology of ltalian Songs,
Volumes I and II, as well as some English, French and
German songs and arias.
VOICE 651: Junior Voiae. Three hours.
Continuation of Voice 651.
VOICE 750: Sqnior Voice. Three hours.
Continuation of Voice 651.
VOICE 751: Sqnior Voice. Three hours.
Intensive study of opera, oratorio and the best English,
French, Italian and German song literature. The student
must have a repertoire of at least four operatic arias, four
oratorio arias, twenty elassic and twenty standard modern
songs. A graduation recital must be prepared and presented
satisfactorily before credit may be received in this course.
2. NoN-MAJoRs
YOICE 452, 453: (For non-aoire majors). Two hours.
One private and one class lesson per week. Instruction
in posture, breathing, tone placement and vowel formation.
VOICE 454, 455: (Fm nona.:oice majors), One hour.
ouly the Trumpet, Trombone, Baritone, or Clarinet. Three
hours.
VOICE 552, 553: (Sophonore ooi.e lor nonqsoice ma-
jors). Two hours credit.
Technical studies continued, supplemented by the study
oI simple songs.
VOICE 554, 555: (Sophomore uoi.ce for notl-ooice mt'
jors), One hour.
Technical studies continued, supplemented by the study
of simple songs.
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VOICE 652, 653: (Junior uoice tor non-uoice majors).
Two hours credit.
Advanced technical study, supplemented by the study
of songs of medium difffculty.
VOICE 654, 655: (lunior uoice lor non-ooice nlaiors).
One hour.
Advanced technical study accompanied by songs of
medium difficulty.
VOICE 752, ?53: ( Senior ooice for non-ooice majors).
Two hours.
Technical studies continued, supplemented by study of
a varied repertoire of songs.
VOICE 754, 755: ( Senior uoi,ce tor non-xoice majors).
One hour.
Vocal technique continued, supplemented by the study
of a varied song repertoire.
D. BRASS, WOODWIND, AND PERCUSSION
FIRST YEAR
MUSIC 450: Trumpet, Baritone, Trombone, Clarinet,
Horn, Tuba, Percussion, or Saxophone. Three hours.
MUSIC 451: A Continuation of Music 450. Three hours.
SECOND YEAR
MUSIC 550: A Continuation of Music 451. Three hours.
MUSIC 551: A Continuation of Music 550. Three hours.
THIRD YEAR
MUSIC 650: A Continuation of Music 551, studying
only the Trumpet, Trombone, Baritone, or Clarinet







A Continuation of Music 651. Three
A Continuation of Music 750. Thre€
E. PIPE ORGAN
A limited number of interested students having the pre-
requisite pianistic ability may now study org.rn as a regular
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part of their college work regardless of whether or not they
are music majors.
Entrance requirements to the organ course leading to
a certificate of organ playing are the following:
The student should be able to play all major and minor
scales on the piano. He shouid have a thorough understand-
ing of the principles of piano technique, a thorough facility
in sight-reading and an adequate knowledge of harmony.
The student should be able to play some of the following
representative works on the piano: Chopin Etudes, Sonatas
by Mozart, Haydn or Beethoven, any of the Preludes and
Fugues from Bach's "Weli-Tempered Clavichord, an Inter-
mezzo ot Phapsody by Brahms.
ORGAN 452: Freshrnan Orgon. Two hours.
Manual and pedal technique from one ot more of the
following texts: "The Art of Organ Playing," Dickinson;
"The Art of Organ Playing," W. T. Best; "Method of Organ
Playing," Gleason. Assorted chorale preludes by Bach and
Brahms; slow movements from any of the six sonatas by
Mendelssohn; Short preludes and fugues, "Little Fugue in
G minor" and "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring," Bach.
ORGAN 453:. Freshm.an Orgoa. Two hours.
Continuation of Organ 452.
ORGAN 552: Sophomore Organ. Two hours.
Continuation of Pedal Exercises and Studies for Manuals
and Pedal. Selection of works from Bonnet Historical Re-
cital Series, Vols. I and II; Gabrieli, Buxtehude, Pachelbel,
Couperin and othe$; Franck's "Pastorale," Bach's "Ich ruf'
zu dir, Jesu Christ" and "In dir ist Freude;" shorter pieces
for church and recital by modern American and European
composers.
ORGAN 553: Sophornore Organ. Two hours.
Continuation of Organ 552.
ORGAN 652: Junior Organ. Two hours.
A thorough preparation for church service playing, with
special emphasis on hymn playing, improvisation, accom-
panying and conducting anthems from the organ console.
Franch's "Prelude, Fugue and Variation," "Cantabile" and
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"Piece Heroique," one complete sonata from the six Men-
delssohn sonatas, assorted movements from the Ten Sym-
phonies of Widor; shorter works for reeital programs by
Bonnet, Handel, Jongen, James, Dickinson, Delamarter,
Sowerby, and others.
ORGAN 653: Junior Orgcn. Two hours.
Continuation of Organ 652.
ORGAN 752: Senim Orgaz. Two hours.
frio Sonta I or VI, Bach; Choral in A minor, Franck;
Choral in E major, Franck; Toccata and Fugue in D minor,
Toccata in F major, Prelude and Fugue in E flat major (St.
Ann's) ail by Bach; selected movements from the six sym-
phonies of Vierne; shorter works for recital programs by
Bingham, DaIIier, Edmundson, Karg-Elert, Maleingreau,
Vaughan-Wi1liams, Weitz, and others. An acquaintance
with a wide organ repertoire will be stressed with classes
for advanced students in playing, repertoire, and criticism
of concert decorum.
ORGAN 753: Senior Orgoz. Two hours.
Continuation of Organ 752.
F. HARP
A limited number of students, either non-majors or ma-
jors in music, may study harp. Prerequisite, a satisfactory
degree of proficiency in piano.
G. ENSEMBLES
BAND-o'-cLEE
This is a choral organization of women students of the
three upper classes. It affords an excellent opportunity for
the enjoyment of group singing of some of the best literature
for women's voices. Public appearances of this gtoup are
popular events. Admission by tryout; two one-hour re-
hearsals a week. One hour credit per semester.
FRESTTMAN crus' clrg clug
Limited to freshman girls, this group varies considerably
in size and quality from year to year. It is always a vefy
valuable club and attracts many of the most capable girls
of the freshman class. Admission by tryout; two one-hour
rehearsals per week. One hour credit per semester.
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Drnr's cr,rr cr.us
I'his club is open to any Tech men who like to sing. The
music is restricted to numbers which are favorites with col-
Iege male glee clubs the country over. Two one-hour re-
hearsals a week. One hour credit per semester.
Instruction in posture, breathing, tone plaeement, and
vowel formation
TECII BAND
Membership is open to any student who can qualify upon
spplication to and consultation with the director. Registra-
tion for band is held from I a. m. to 3 p. m. during the first
day of registration. Special drills and tryouts will be held
daily from 3 to 5 p. m. during registration week. The foot-
ball trips the first semester and the concerts the second s€-
mester make the work both enjoyable and profitable. One
hour credit per semester,
TECH CHOIR
This organization devotes most of its efforts to some of
the major choral compositions for mixed voices. A con-
siderable amount of its work is A Capella. Membership,
which is by invitation only, is a matter of justifiable pride.
TECH SIMPIIONY ORCHESTRA
Symphonic music is rapidly increasing in popularity.
Most of the great masters did some of their best composing
for symphony orchestra, and the most satisfying way of
knowing this literature is by playing it.
Since strings are the foundation of a symphony, all v/ho
play stringed instruments are urged to join this organization.
T\rro one-hour rehearsals weekly. One hour credit per se-
mester.
LOUISIANA TECH COLLEGIANS
The Tech Collegians is a service organization whieh
furnishes music for dances, banquets, receptions, and other
social functions on and off the campus. Some members par-
ticipate only in what is called the Concert Collegians, where-
as others do both concert work and dance work. Those $tho
play dance work in the Collegians ffnd it possible to defray
theh college expenses in this manner.
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Department of Physics
PATRICI( D. NEII,SON, EROTESSOA A}ID E AD O' TEI DEIITMTI{T.
PRC'TESSOR E. E, EI'F'
REQIIIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN P}TYSICS
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments who elect a minor in
physics should complete Physics 501, 502, and in addition
thirteen semester hours in advanced courses.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
PHYSICS 501: General Phgsics. Four hours.
For engineers, pre-medical students, and all others with
special interest in the subject.
Subjects: Meclwnics, Heat, anil Sounil.
Prerequisites, Mathematics 401 and 402. Three hours of
lecture and one three-hour laboratory period each week.
PHYSICS 502: A Continuation of Phgsics 501. Four
hours.
Subjects: Electfi.itg, Mdgneti.$n, Md LNght.
Prerequisites, Mathematics t101 and 402, Physics 501.
Three hours of lecture and one three.hour laboratory period
each week.
PHYSICS 503: A Short Course tor Students of Agn-
culture. Three hours.
Subjects: Heat Energg ond Electrical Energg, Tlttee
hours of lecture and demonstration each week.
PHYSICS 5tA: A Briet Suntq o! Phgsics. Three
hours.
For non-technical students. Three hours of lecture and
demonstration each week.
PHYSICS 505:. Elementary Phgsics. Three hours,
For non-technical students. Three hours of lecture and
demonstration each week.
PHYSICS 506: A cmrtintntion of Physics 505. Three
hours.
For non-technical students. Three hours of lecture and
demonshation each sreek.
PEYSICS 507: Household Phgsics. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Mathematics 405. lhree hours lecture, reci-
tstion and laboratory each week.
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For students majoring in Home Economics. A course in
applied physics in which the applications have been chosen
from the daily household life and from the various com-
mercial ffelds which Home Economics students enter. The
aim is to present the fundamentals of physics in a manner
which will show their close relations to the problems of tJ:e
home, and also to treat the subject matter in such a way as
to form a background for those students who intend to enter
the commercial field. The laboratory work affords the stu-
dent an opportunity to learn something of laboratory tech-
nique, and to study at first hand the operation of household
equipment.
PHYSICS 508: Ilousehold Phgsics. A continuation of
Physics 507. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Physics 507. Three hours of lecture, reci-
tation and laboratory each week.
PHYSICS 672: Roilio. Four hours.
This course is offered to those students whose interest
in the subject makes them wish to gain a thorough knowl-
edge of, and familiarity with, the fundamental principles un-
derlying radio. Prerequisite, Physics 502 or Engineering 401.
Three hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratory period
each week.
PHYSICS 614: Roilio. A Continuation of Physics 612.
Four hours.
Three hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratory
period each v/eek. Prerequisite, Physics 612.
PHYSICS 630: Modent Phgsics. Four hours.
A second course in college physics designed to give the
student a comprehensive knowledge of the modern develop-
ments of the subject. The course deals with a wide variety
of important up-to-date subjects including the photoelectric
effect, quantum theory, television, nuclear physics, cosmic
rays, geophysics, and relativity. Prerequisites, Physics 502
and Mathematics 601. Three hours of lecture and one three-
hour laboratory period each week.
PHYSICS 631: Mod,ern Phgsics continued. Four hours.
Three hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratory
period each week. Prerequisite, Physics 630.
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HI8?OFY! PROTES'SORS CAINE Tf,. MCGIIfI-I, JOEN E. MC<EI, J. O. YAN EOOEi
ASSISTAiat PBOTISSOA aOBEaf, W. !{ONDY.
POLIIICAL SCTENCE: ASSISTAI\rI PROFESSOB LORTMER E, STORET.
SOCIOLOGY: ASSOCIATE PROrESSOR LAWX.ENCE J. iO,.: ACTING ASSISTANI
PROFESSOR O, C. MILLEE.
Department of Social Sciences
REQIIIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
Students intending to major in Sociai Science are re-
quired to consult the Head of the Department of Social Sci-
ences during the second semester of their sophomore year in
college (and from time to time later, as may be necessarl ),
for direction as to their major and minor courses of study
during their junior and senior years.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Students expecting to do graduate work should choose
French as their foreign language. Students uTho expect to
enter business will probably choose Spanish.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A MINON IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
(roR srt DEorrs Dr orrsR DEpAnrtrEt{Ts)
HISTORY: History 401, 402, and 501, 502, plus nine
hours of advanced history taken during the junior and senior
years constitute a minor in history.
POLITICAL SCIENCE: Nine hours in addition to
History 401, 402, 501, 502 chosen from the following constitute
a minor: Political Science 501, 502, 603, 610, 612, 614, 618, and
620.
SOCIOLOGY: Nine hours in addition to History 401,
402, 501, 502 chosen from the following constitute a minor:
Sociology 501, 502, 608, 610, 612, 614, 616, 618, and 620.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
HISTORY
HISTORY 401: History of the Western World to 7500.
Three hours.
After a glance at the life of pre-civilized man, an in-
troductory study is made of the rise of Western civiliza-
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tion in the Ancient Near East and of its development in the
Mediterranean region and in Medieval Europe.
HISTORY 402: History of the Western Worlil Since
1500. Three hours.
An attempt is made to trace the rise of mechanized in-
dustry, the growth of contemporary national.ism, the develop-
ment and signiffcance of modern imperialism, the extension
of popular government, the progress of social reform, the
birth of present-day thought and culture, and the emergence
of existing international problems.
HISTORY p01: History of the Uniteil Stutes,7492-7865
Three hours.
A general survey course which emphasizes the social and
political life of the later colonial period, the rise of the inde-
pendence movement, the separation from England, the Con-
federation period, the establishment ol the Federal govern-
ment, the growth of democracy and the slavery question to
1865.
HISTORY 502: History of the United States, 1865 to
the Present, Three hours.
A study of the new nation that has emerged since the
War Between the States. Emphasis is placed on reconstruc-
tion, the new industry, the settlement of the West, the
growth of empire, the position of the United State in the
world today with the social and political ploblems involved.
HISTORY 607: Economic History of the Uniteil States.
Three hours-
A study of the economic forces and institutions in Ameri-
can lile from colonial times to the plesent. Account is taken
of the growth of population, territorial expansion, agricul-
ture, Iabor, commerce, manufactures, tariff, ffnance, trans-
portation, and communication.
HISTORY 609: Economic Ewope in the Machine Age,
Three hours.
The central theme of this course is the impact of the ma-
chine upon European economic life in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
HISTORY 620: History of Europe lrom 1870 to 1974.
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Three hours. Prerequisite, History 402 or the equivalent.
A study of political, economic, and social developments,
with emphasis on political reform movements, the quest for
social security, cultural trends, dynamic nationalism, and
imperia-listic rivalries.
HISTORY 621: Europe Si.nce 7974. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, History 402 or the equivalent.
This course embraces a study of the causes and conse-
quences of World War I, problems arising from the peace
treaties, quests for peace and economic security, resurging
economic rivalries and power politics (the "haves" oerszs
the "have.nots"), conflicting ideologies (democracy oersus
totalitarianism) , the failure of appeasement, and World
War II.
HISTORY 630: The lntellectual onil Cultural Histor7g
ol the Western Worlil trom the Eorlicst Times to the End, ot
the Middle Ages. Three hours.
A survey is undertaken of the broad lines of develop-
ment in the philosophical, religious, and scientific thought
and in the literaly and a istic achievement of primitive
man, the peoples of the ancient Orient, the Greeks, the Ro-
mans, and the Europeans of the Earlier and Later Middle
Ages. An endeavor is made to relate the various lines of
development to each other and to society as a whole.
HISTORY 631. The lntellechtal anil Culhnal llistory
of the Westenl World in Modern Tbnes. Three hours.
The course surveys the major trends in the science, phil-
osophy, religious thought, social science, literatue, and art
of modern Westerners. The interdependence of the various
trends is disclosed as well as their common relationship to
the state of society.
HISTORY 640: Hispanic Americon l{istorgr. Three
hours.
This course is designed to foster an ever-growing inter-
est in, and a better understanding of, the Hispanic American
peoples. It is a survey of their political and socio-economic
development from the colonial period to the present time,
culminating in the study ot current inter-American relations.
HISTORY 650: The Historg of the Amercon Frontier,
Three hours.
This course is an intensive study of life on the American
frontier. It traees the movement of the frontier from the
settlement of Jamestown to its disappearance in 1890. Em-
phasis is placed on the social and economic conditions and
the frontier's influence on the older sections of the United
States.
HISTORY 680: The English-Speaking Peoples of Yes-
terdog. Three hours.
This course describes the entrance of the English-speak-
ing peoples upon the historical stage and discusses their role
down to the end of the eighteenth century.
HISTORY 681: The English-Speoking Peoples of Tod.og.
Three hours.
This course surveys the historical role of the English-
speaking peoples in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
HISTORY 700: Diplornatic Historg of tlw Uniteil Sto'tes
to 1898. Three hours.
Beginning with the colonial foundations of American
diplomacy, this course surveys the foreign relations of the
United States from the establishment of independence to
emergence as a world power. It includes such topics as the
machinery of diplomacy, the efforts of the young republic
to maintain its sovereign status and its rights as a neutral,
the Monroe Doctrine, territorial expansion, and the diplo-
matic problems pertaining to slavery and secession.
HISTORYT0l: American Diplomacy sin ce 1898. Tlxree
hours.
This course emphasizes the development of the Isthmisn-
Caribbean policy of the United States, the trend of Far East-
ern relations centering about the "Open Door," the World
War and subsequent European relations of the United States,
and the development of the "Good Neighbor" policy and
the solidarity of American states.
HISTORY 705: Recent History o! the Far East and, the
Pacific Areo. Three hours.
A study of geographical factors, the political organiza-
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tion and social institutions of China and Japan at the time of
the foreign impaet, foreign aggression and international ri-
valries in China, the establishment and maintenance of the
"Open Door," the rise of modern Japan, the "New Order" in
eastern Asia, and the war in the Paciffc Area.
I{ISTORY 750: History of the Sofih. Three hours.
A study of the growth and development of the South.
Such factors as soil, climate, natural resources, and popula-
tion will be noted and the influence they have had in mold-
ing the peculiar way of life found in the South.
IIISTORY 760: History of Louixana. Three hours.
A study of trtench and Spanish explorations, establish-
ment and growth of the French colony, the Spanish period,
the Louisiana Purchase and the American period; a study of
local conditions and federal relations.
HISTORY 765:. Recent Arlericon .Elistorgr. Three
hours.
This course is an intensive study oI twentieth century
development. It emphasizes the New Imperialism from 1898
and traces the development through the New Deal and
World War II to the present.
POLITICAI SCIENCE
POLITICAL SCIENCE 501: Gouemment of the Ar.iteil
Stotes. Three hours.
A survey of the historical development and organization
of the national, state, and local governments; governmental
problems connected with the federal system; national and
state constitutions; civil and political rights; the party sys-
tem; nature, structure, powers, and procedure of the legis-
lative, executive, and judicial departments in state and
nation.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 502: Comparatioe Ewopean
Gouemments. Three hours.
A comparative consideration of the governmental struc-
ture and political institutions of Great Britain, France, and
other liberal democratic states with those of Fascist and
Communist states of Germany, Italy, Soviet Russia, and
Japan. The forces underlying recent trends in governmen-
tal theory, organization, and functions will be analyzed.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 603: Stcte anil Locol Gotsem-
nent in the UnLted Stotes. Three hours.
National-state relations; development of principles and
forms of state government; state constitutions; constitutional
conventions; judieial administration; the legislature; prin-
ciples of public administration: the governor, administrative
organization and reorganization; financial control; personnel
administration; Iegislative and judicial control of administra-
tion; the problem of rural Iocal government; organization,
functions, and relationships of county and parish govern-
ment; state-local relations; criticism and movement for re-
form. Special reference to Louisiana.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 670: Gotsernrnentol Reguldtian
oJ Bzsizess. Three hours.
Legislative policies and constitutional problems togeth-
er with administrative regulations and governmental opera-
tion; relation of government to liberty; property, welfare;
development of American policy toward business and laborl
judicial attitudes toward Iegislation under the commerce
clause, the taxing power, the police pov,/er, and the 'tdue pro-
cess" clause of the Constitution; problems in policy and con-
stitutional interpretation; methods and scope of administra-
tive regulation; problems in administrative regulation; com-
parison between regulation and governmental operation;
problems in governmental operation; and governmental pro-
motion and ownership of business.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 612: Publir Administrotiotr.
Three hours.
Administrative problems and organization; ffnancial ad-
ministration; national-state and national-municipal coopera-
tion; practices in organization for personnel administration:
recruitment, classiffcation, training, tenure, promotion, re-
moval, political neutrality, and retirement; organization of
public employees; development of administrative law; pow-
ers and procedure of administrative agencies; law of public
liability; lights of public servants.
PoLITICAL SCIENCE 6t4:. Amertcan Mwia.pal Gots-
ernnl,ent and, Adrtuinistration. Three hours.
The forrnation and development of governmental theo-
l{5
ry, structure, and functions in American municipalities;
movement toward urbanization; position of the city; powers;
liability; charter; eleetorate and party system; types of or-
ganization; program of reform; nature of administration;
personnel management; revenues and expenditures; pur-
chasing; planning and zoning; public services; state and local
problems. Special reference to Louisiana cities.
POLITICAI SCIENCE 618: American Politicol Par-
ties. Three hours.
Political parties as an essential factor in democratic gov-
ernment; the nature of politics; the contenders for power:
sectionalism, agrarianism, labor and the state, business and
politics, the role and technique of pressure groups and the
lobby; the nature and functions of political parties; party or-
ganization; the party machine as an interest group; the rise
of minor parties; the nominating process; national conven-
tions; party finance; the party and the government; the elec-
torate; campaign techniques; electoral behavior; straw polls;
the role of force; pecuniary sanctions; education and politics;
and the expression of public opinion.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 620: Legislation in the United.
States: Federal and. Stote. Three hours.
Legislation as a process and a product; the origin and
development of representative government; the functions oI
legislatures; the structure of legislatures; minority and pro-
portionai representation; functional representation; pressure
groups and lobby; legislative sessions and membership; or-
ganization, Ieadership, and procedure of American legisla-
tures; the committee and party control; expert aid in legis-
latures; some technical problems of law-making; judicial,
administrative, and popular law-making.
POLITICAI SCIENCE 625 : Atnericon Politicol Theory .
Three hours.
The ideas of American political writers and leaders from
colonial times to the present, with emphasis upon the ideas
of the American Revolution, the framers of the Constitution,
the Hamiltonian, Jeftersonian, Jacksonian, and Rooseveltian
schools of political thought, and the slavery controversy,
together with a brief resume of the leading European po-
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Iitical philosophers and their influence upon American po-
Iitical thought.
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY 507:. Principles onil Elements oJ Soci-
ologg. Three hours. Not open to freshmen.
This course is designed to aid students in observing social
phenomena and in recording their observations; also, to guide
them in reading and interpreting the literature of the subject.
SOCIOLOGY 502: Sociol Problems. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Sociology 501.
In this course a study is made of the defective, depen-
dent, and delinquent classes of society; of the conditions and
factors contributing to the production and existence of these
classes; and of the best methods of treating and caring for
them.
SOCIOLOGY 505: Sociologg tor the Home Maker.
Three hours.
This course is intended primarily for Home Economics
students. A study will be made of the fundamental princi-
ples of society, and the relationship of these to the home.
Emphasis will be placed on the organization of family life
and its bearing on the community, state, and nation.
SOCIOLOGY 604: Social Psgchology. Three hours.
Prerequisites, Psychology 402, or Psychology 502, Sociology
501. (Same as Psychology 604)
A study of the nature of social behavior, social stimula-
tion and response; a psychological analysis of society and
social institutions.
SOCIOLOGY 608: ?he foznilg. Three hours. Pre-
requisites, Sociology 501, 502.
A study is made of the various forms of family lile that
have been erected upon the biological foundation. Modern
phases of the problem of the adaptation of the family to the
varied conditions of urban and rural environments.
SOCIOLOGY 610: Rtrol-Urban Socblogg. Three
hours. Prerequisites, Sociology 501, 502.
Ttris is a study of the genetic and historical development
of rural and urban groups of isolation, contact, and accommo-
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dation in these environments. Attention is given to the
influence of economic, religious, physical, and cultural fac-
tors upon the traditions and attitudes of the members of
these groups.
SOCIOLOGY 6l2i Racial MinofitA Groups. Three
Prerequisites, Sociology 501, 502.
A study of the ethnological, physiological, and cultural
difierences; of the concepts, isolation, assimilation, amal-
gamation, nationality, race pride and race prejudice.
SOCIOLOGY 614: Crimlnology. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Sociology 501.
An analysis of tlre nature and causative factors leading
to crime, a history of its treatment, and a comparative study
of present methods of dealing with the criminal.
SOCIOLOGY 6L6: Anthropologgr. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Sociology 501.
This course begins with the examination of the remains
of ancient man, showing the developmental process by a
study of the various cultural epochs through which he has
passed. It also makes an examination of the racial and ethnic
groups novr on earth and looks into the cultural processes of
diffusion and parallelism. In all, it attempts some appraisal
of the cultural factor in the developmental process of human
kind.
SOCIOLOGY 618: Social Control. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Sociology 501. Sociology 604 is recommended but
not required prior to taking this course.
An examination of the stabilizing influence of institu-
tions and a study of the agencies striving to secure uniformi-
ty in the behavioral pattern. Emphasis is placed on the
techniques by which group leaderships seek to bring about
su.fiiciently uniform response in members so as to make the
groups functionally eftective.
SOCIOLOGY 620: Special Problems in Socialogy.
Ttrree hours.
Under special cilcumstances, this course may be re-
peated for additional credit by extending or intensifying the
original problems of study. Prerequisites: Sociology 501,
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and approval of the instructor and the head of the depart-
ment.
This course is intended for the advanced student who is
embarking on graduate or special study requiring a some-
what specific type of preparation. In no case will it be con-
sidered for a student until he has demonstrated reasonable
competence in the social science field, Problems for study
will be arranged in conferences with the instructor.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND ECONOMICS
BUE?ON R. EISINGER, Decn
PRoFESSORS: tlw€nce W. Dixon, Iruis M. Phuripi, Burton 8. Rlrtrgc!.
ASSOCIATE PFIOFEaSORS: LucUl. CapbclL lruls M. O Qurm..
ASSTSTANI PROFESSORST t<eEnlt Kdghton, tlarold J. Smoun3kl,. J. l. BraLe-
neld..' O. C, Mt1ler...
lNsTRUcToFs: bua Dell cau*y szabo, AnnE L. l,rth.u.
HISTORY AND PIIRPOSE
Among the purposes listed in the original act creating
the eollege was to give instruction in business subjects and,
indeed, Tech's ffrst graduate, Harry Howard, graduated in
1897 in business and later became the head of the depart-
ment. Business courses were thus an important part of the
work of the coilege from its very inception. The Depart-
ment of Commerce progressed steadily through the years in
all of its branches and in 1941 the School of Business Ad-
ministration and Economics lsas created. The School has
enjoyed a large enrollment and its graduates are constantly
in demand. Its ofterings have been enlarged in each depart-
ment until it now has a wide range of courses in Accounting,
Business Administration, Economics, and Secretarial Sci-
ence.
The School of Business Administration and Economics
offers the student a wide latitude in selecting the particular
type of work in which he wishes to specialize. The students
who desire to equip themselves with the necessary knowl-
edges and skills to successfully hold some specific position
in business, industry or governrnent or who desire to prepare
themselves fo! entering business on thet own or who desire
to obtain,a sound foundation on which to do graduate work
in any of several ffelds or who wish to obtain a general
business education are all provided for.
DEGREES AND CI]RRICI]LA
The degrees offered by the School are Bachelor of Arts
in Economics and Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration. The curicu.lum in F,conomics leads to the Bachelor
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of Arts degree. There is a choice of several curricula and
group electives which lead to the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration. These are the curricula
in Accounting, Secretarial Science, Light Construction and
Marketing Management, Advertising and Commercial Art,
and Business Administration. The Business Administration
Curriculum is not a complete curriculum in itselI but is
designed to permit the student to make a group elective in
any of several fields. This curriculum in combination with
a given group elective gives what in effect is a curriculum
in Business Administration in whatever field is chosen. The
group electives now available are Merchandising and Sell-
ing, Buying and Merchandising Women's Clothing, Secre-
tary and Medical Technician, Business Administration and
Pre-Law, Business Administration of Government, and Gen-
eral Business.
PERSONAL RECORD BLANK
The filling out of a personal record blank is a part of
the registration of all students in the School of Business
Administration and Economics. Each student must fflI out
his undergraduate personal record blank by the beginning
of the sophomore year of enrollment in the School and at-
tach his photograph to it. The graduate personal record
blank must be completed upon the student becoming a
candidate for graduation in his final semester.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN THE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOI/trCS
(For students in other schools)
ACCOUNTING: Accounting 407,402,650, 651, 700, 701.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: Accounttrg 401, 402, Eco-
nomics 501, 502, and twelve semester hours of Busi-
ness Administration courses numbered in the 600
and 700 series.
ECONOMICS: Economics 501, 502, 612, and twelve'semes-
ter hours of economics courses numbered in the 600
and 700 series.
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SECRETARIAL SCIENCE: Secretarial Science 501, 502,
503, 504, 601, 602, 603, 604.
Students in other schools who expect to minor in Ac-
counting, Business Administration, Economics, or Secretarial
Science should see the Dean of the School of Business
Administration and Economics as soon as possible and not
later than the beginning of the junior year and declare their
intention to minor in one of these fields. Where advanced
courses are to be elected as in the case of Business Adminis-
tration and Economics, the student must confer with the
Dean of the School of Business Administration and Eco-
nomics and with his advice and consent work out the entire
program for the completion of the minor by the beginning
of the junior year.
Students in other schools may not major in any depart-
ment in the School of Business Administration and Eco-
nomics. They may, of course, elect additional hours to those
required for the minor and, indeed, it is recommended that
they do so as the courses listed for the minor constitute the
minimum requirements.
ACCOUNTING CI.IRRICULI]M
(LEADTNG To B.s. DEcREE rN BUsrNEss eorvrrrvrsrneuon)
The Accounting Curriculum is designed to give spe-
cialized and thorough training in the fie1d and also to give
a good all-round business education. The curriculum quali-
fies one to hold accounting positions in commercial and
industrial enterprises and in governmental service. It covers
all of the subjeet matter contained in the Certified Public
Accountant examinations and the student who excels and
applies himself should be able to pass the examinations by
the time he obtains the experience requirement.
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester Hours
Biology 401, 402: or Chemistly 407, {08; or Physics 505, 506 8 o! 6
Engtsh,$1,,()2 (English Composition)
Mathematics 419, 420 (Mathematics of Business)
History 501, 502, or 401, {02, or Political Science 501, 502 .......








Total 31 or 33
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SOPHOMORE YEAF,
Accounting 401, 402 (Elementary)
EEglish 501, 502 (Literature)
Economics 601, 502 (Plinciples)
Business Administration 510 (Business Organization
and Combination)
Speech 410 . ... 3
Physical Education
Elective subject to approval ol Adviser 3
Free elective (condiUonal oll student having taken only








Accounting 650, 651 (Cost and Intermediate)
Economics 612 arld 014 or 618 (Money and Banking and
Investments or Corporation Fihance)
Mathematics ol Finance 619
Accounting 704 (Incorne Tax)
Business Administration 605 (Business Correspondence) . ..


















Accounting 700, 701 (Advanced Accounting)
AccouDting ?03, ?05 (Auditing and Machine Accounting)........ ..
Business Administration 645. 646 (Business Law)
Business Administration 740 (Office Management) . ..... ...... ..
Electives subject to approval of Adviser
TotaI
130TOTAL sertester hours for graduation
'A placement test wiU be given at the beginning ol each semeste! to
place students who aheady have had some typewriting.
CURRICIILUM IN
ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAI ART
(LEADTNG To B.s. DEGREE rN BUsrNEss ADMrNrsrRATroN)
This curriculum is designed to serve two groups. In the
ffrst place, it provides a curriculum Ior those students, par-
ticularly girls, who may desire to become commercial artists
in the commercial and advertising fieids. In the second
place, it provides a curriculum for those students whose
main and ultimate interest is advertising. For such students,
it provides the basic business and advertising training neces-
sary for success and at the same time provides the best
practical means of getting into the advertising field. The
college graduate in advertising cannot become a general
mercantile or department store advertising manager or an
advertising salesman for an advertising agency before first
Semester Hours
Semester Hours
Business Administration 62? (Busihess Statistics).... ...............
Free Electives
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acquiring some experience. How to get this experience is
the question which plagues most college graduates in ad-
vertising. The best v/ay to obtain it is by doing lettering,
sketching, copywriting, and layout work under the direction
of an experienced advertising manager or salesman. The
art required in this curriculum will give the graduate "some-
thing to sell" and after obtaining experience as indicated
above, he should be able to successfully seek a position
directly in advertising work. Even then the art work will
be put to use in planning advertising layouts, window dis-
plays, etc.
FRESIIMAN YEAR SeEester Ilouls
Btology 401, {02: or Chemlstry 407, {08; or PhFtcs 505, 506. 8 or 6
English 401, 402 (Composition)
Mathemaucs 419, 420 (Mathematics of Buslness) ................ .... .. .
tlistory 401, 402, or 501, 502, or Political science 501, 502........






SOPIIOMOnE YEAR Semeste! l{ourr
Accounting 401,402 (Princlples).........................-.........-.....................-..-...-...............8
English 501, 502 (Litelature)... .








Art 4O1 (Art Structure)





IYee electlve (coaditional on student haviag takeD only








Economics 612, 629 (Money and BankinS and Marketing) ...........
Mathematics of Finance 619
Business AdmiDistration 605 (Business Correspoddence) .. ..
Psychology 501 (General)
Accounting 650, 651 (Cost and Intermediate)
Business Administr
Sales6ansblp)
aUoo 620, 625 (AdveltisiDg aud













Business Administration 635 (Merchandlsing and
Merchandise Management)
Business Administration 645, 646 (Busine$s Lew)....-..........-..:..-......
Psychology 601 (Sales and Advertising Psychology)........................
Business Administration 627 (Business Staustics)
Economics 614 o! 618 (Invest&ents or Corporation tr'inance).....
Business Administration 660 (Newspaper AdvertisiEg).............
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Art 584C (Art and Commerce) 3
Ait 610 (Advanced Design) 3
Elective subject to the approval ol the Adviser .. . . .. . 3
Itee elective. 2
TotaI
TOTAL semester hours lor graduation 130.A placement test x'iU be given at the beglDning ot each semester to
place students v,,ho abeady have had some typewriting.
ECONOMICS CURRICT]LI]M
(LEADTNG ro B.A. DEGREE rN EcoNoMrcs)
The Economics curriculum is designed to train students
either for graduate study or for service as governmental
economists. It is becoming more and more necessary for
economists to have at least one advanced degree. Therefore,
unless he student plans to take graduate work and teach
or enter governmental service as an economist, it is necessary
that the electives be utilized in acquiring some additional
salable knowledges and skills in other departments of the
School of Business Administration and Economics.
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester Hours
Biology 401, 402: or Chemistry 40?, {08; or Physics 505, 506 8 or 6
English 401, 402 (English Composition)
Mathematics 419, 420 (Mathematics oI Business)
History 401, 402 (Eulopean History)
Secletarial Science 501, 502 (Elementary $?ewriting). I
Physical Educatiort
Orientation
Total 31 or 33
SOPHOMORE YEAR Semester Hours
English 501, 502 (Literature). ........
History 501, 502 or'Political Science 501, 502.
Psychology 501 (General Psychology).....................
Ecottomics 501, 502 (Principles)















JITNIOR YEAR SeDester Hours
Econotnics 608, 610 (Labor Problems and Publtc FinaDce)..'. 6
F,cooomics 612, 618 (Motrey arld Banking and Corporatiod
foreiSr Latrguage or Accounung 050, 651 .. .. .. .. ................. ...... . . ..
Business Administration 619 (Mathematics ot Finance) . .......
Business AdminishatioD 605 (Business Colrespondence) . .......
Econom.ics 607 (Economic History oI the United States). ..-.. ....







,,, .":Total 32 o! 34
SENIOR YEAR Semester llours
Economics 629, 614 (Marketi.Dg and luvestdents) ... .. ............ 6
Economics 616,640 (l{orld Problems and Economic ltought) 6
Business Administration 645, 646......... .. ........-................................................... 6
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Business Administration 62? (Business Statistics)
Electives Subiect to approval ot 4dviser.........................
Free Elective
Total 34
130TOTAL semester hours lor gladuatioD.A placement test will be given at the beginning ol each semester to
place students who already have had some typeMiti[g.
CURRICULUM IN LIGHT CONSTRUCTION
AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT
(r-reorxc ro B.s- DEcREE rN BUsrNEss ADMTNTsTBAIoN)
This curriculum is designed for those who wish to enter
the light construction, real estate development, and-or build-
ing materials business. Specifically it is recommended for
the person who expects to enter the lumber supply or hard-
ware or electrical supply or general construction supply
businesses either on the wholesale or retail level, or who
expects to go on the road as salesman for a manufacturer
of building materials, or who expects to become a con-
structor of light commercial buildings and homes either in
connection with a real estate development or on single lots
and either on a contract basis or on a construction and sale
basis. Also opportunity exists in every town for specializa-
tion in the modernization of homes or of certain parts
of homes such as kitchens, bathrooms, etc. It is hoped that
many students who take this curriculum will enter business
for themselves. The opportunities which lie in the building,
alteration, and building supply fields is expected to last
throughout the foreseable future period. It is estimated
that a building boom of 15 years duration will not supply
the homes needed and changing style and equipment factors
have entered the field which will constantly renew the de-
mand for newer homes and for modernization of old homes.
This curriculum is Tech's contribution toward the solution
of the great sociological need for a great many additional
homes and an increase in home ownership in the United
States.
rRESIIMAN YEAR Semester Hours




EIect!ical Engineering 402 (Elementary Electricity).. ........... .... . .
Accounting 401 (Principles) (Take duiing secotrd sedester)
EBgineering 451 (Engineering Drawing)
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Mathematics 402 (TYigonoinetly) 3
1




SOPHOMORE YEAR Semester Hours
Electlical Engineering 614 (Elernents ol Elechical Eng.).......
Business Administratioo 605 (Business Correspondence) .. ..
Accounting 850, 651 (Cost and latermediate).....
English 501, 502 (Lit€ratule)











JITMOR YEAR semester Ilours
Busiuess Administratloa 620, 625 (Salesman6hip and
Economics 501, 502 (Principles)
Physics 501, 502 (General)
Mathematics 600, 601 (Calculus)
AccountiDg {02




Civil Engineering 822 (Stlength ot MatErials)
Civil Engineering 641 (Plane Surveying) . . . .. 316






Psychology 001 (Sales and Advertising Psychology)....,.... .... .






Busiaess Administlation 641,630 (fnsuraoce and Real Estate)
Business Administation 660 (Newspaper Advertising).....
Busiaess Administratioo 835 (Merchandising and
Melchandise Management)
Civil EngioeeriDE 681 (Civil hg. DlawlEE) ....... ...... \$
Civil Ergineering ?21 (Mat rials ol Constructlon)








TOAAL semester hours tor graduatior.... ............. ......... .........-
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE CURRICULI'M
(lraou.rc To B.s. DEGREE rN BUSTNESS ADMTNTSTRATTON)
This curriculum is designed to train students for secre-
tarial and other business positions where typing and steno-
graphic skills are of value. It gives a good business educa-
tion as welt as secretarial training and is intended to enable
the graduates to be of value to their firm in many ways and
to qualify as heads of fiIing and stenographic departments'
Transfer students etecting this Curriculum will be re-
quired to take at least one semeste! of shorthand and type-
writing at this institution regardless of the amount of credit
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they have earned elsewhere, unless excused on the basis of
an eximination by the curriculum adviser.
FRESI{MAN YEAR Semester Houra
Biology 401, 402; or Chemist y 407, {08; or Physics 505, 506 I or 0
English 401, 402 (English Composition)
Mathematics 419, {20 (Methematics ot Business)
History 501, 502, or 401, 402, or Politieal Scieace 501, 502........































Secretarial Science 503, 504 (Advanced Typewritlng).. ... ...... .
Secletarial Science 601, 602 (Elementary Sholthand).....................
English 501, 502 (Literature)




Itee Electives (Couditional olt student havi!8 tahen oDly
six hours ot science iD freshEan year)... . ...
Semester Hours
Secretarial Science 603, 6(X (Dictaton and T.alscriptioo).. .........
Accounting 650, 651 (Cost and Intermediate)
Ergllsh 634 (Advauced Eugl.ish Gratnmar)
BuiD,e&s Admi!.istrafloE 605 (Buiness Correspondence),.*.'.
Speech 410................
Psychology 501




Business Administrauon 645, 6{6 (Business Law)
Secretarial Science 607, 608 (Secretarial Practice)
Semester Houls
EcoEomics 612 (Money and BaEkins).
Accounting ?05 (MacLiDe A*"""ti;r..............................................::"...........
Secretalial Science 564C (Art and CoEmerce) ot
apploved elective .
BusiEess Ad&idshatiou 627 (Business Statiatics) .. ............... .. ..-..-..
Electives Subject to Approval ol Adviser.............. . ...... -
Free Elective.......... .. .
Total 3:l
r30TOTAI- semester hours lor 8laduatio[.A placemelrt tcst will be Sivea at the be8inainA ol each semester t!
place studeDts who already have had some typewritiDg,
CURRICULUM IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(r,raonc ro B.s. DEcnEE rN BUsrNEss ADMrNrsrRATroN)
This curriculum is designed to provide the basic courses
necessary for a broad business education and to enable the
students to elect a ffeld of.speeialization for private business
or to qualify for positions or public service in the business
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or professional u/orld. It is not a eomplete curriculum by
itself and students must understand that a major group must
be chosen to complete it. Students who have not previously
done so are required to consult with the dean of the school
on the matter of a group elective and officially register their
choice during the last semester of their sophomore year-
FRESI{MAN LEAR Semester Houls
Biology 401, 402; or Chemistry {07, 408; or Physics 505, 506 8 o. 6
English 401, ,$2 (English Composition)....... .........
Mathematics 419, 420 (Mathematics ol Business) ...............-.... ...........
Ilistory 501, 502, or {01, 402, o! Political Science 501, 502 .......













Total 31 or 33
SOPI{OMORE YEAR Semeste! Houls
Accounting 401, 402 (Elementary)
English 501, 502 (Literature)
Ecorohics 501, 502 (Principles) . .




JITNIOR YEAR Semester llours
Accounti[g 650, 651 (Cost and Intermediate Accountitrg) . 6
Mathematics ot Finance 619. .... ... .. .. ............... .............................. ....... ..... 3
.A placement test wiU be given at the beginning of each semester lro
place students who already have had some type$T ihng.
Economics 612 (Money and Banking) 3
Business Administration 605 (Business Correspondence)... ..... .. 3
Electives (Major group) 18
Total 33
SENIOR YEAR Semester Hours
Business Administration 645, 646 (Business Law) ...............-............... 6
Accounung ?05 (Machine AccountinB)............................................ ............. 3
Business Administrauon 627 (Business Statistics)............................. 4
Economics 614 or 618 (InvestmeDts or Corporatlon Finance) 3
..17
Total
TOTAL semester hours for 9raduation........................................ 130
31 or 33
MAJOR GROI'PS+
.aoEr! num.tbb a!l!r €rch cou[. lndtcit!. th. Goteto v.a! b atlcb lt !! D.c.r..r,
or d.slrablc lo! t!! cotlE€ to tG tata.
The maj or ffelds now available are listed below. Under
each major is listed the group of courses required of the
students who elect that major'
Electives (Major group or subject to approval ol advise!)
Free elective (conditional on student having taken only six
hours ol science in freshman year)
Total .. .. ..
Electives (Maior Gloup)
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MERCHANDISING AND SELLING
This group is designed for students intending to seek
a position in or to enter the merchandising or selling field.
Psychology 501 (General) U or III
Psychololy 601 (sales ana Advertisin! isy"r,.i.gyl iII "" fVBusiness Administration 629 (Marketirg) III
Business Administration 620 (Advertising) III
Business Administration 625 (Salesrlauship) III
Business Administration 635 (Merchandising) IV
Business Adminishation 660 (Newspaper Advertising) IV ... .
Business Administlation 641 (Real Estate) ry
Electives Subject to Approval of Advise! (Among which
B. A. 630 and ?40 are recommended)
Additional electives to make a total ol 130 houls in
the curriculum. . .... .. 5or7
Total 38 or q)
BUYING AND MERCHANDISING WOMEN'S CLOTHING
This group is designed for girls who desire to make a
career of women's clothing department or women's clothing
store work or to establish a women's clothing store or spe-
cialty shop of their own.




Home Economics 401 (Textiles) II
llome Economics 402 (C]olhidg) II
Home Economics 514 (family Clothing) III
Home Economics 610 (Advanced Clothing) III
Home Economics 710 (Dless Design and Pattern
Construction) Iv...... . ...... . .
Business Administration 629 (Marketing) IV
Business Administration 635 (Merehandising) ry
Business AdmiDistration 620 (Advertising) nI. .
Business Adminishation 625 (Salesmanship) IV.
Business Administration 660 (Newspaper Advertising) fV




Electives to complete a total of 130 hours Jor graduation 2 or 4
38 or 40
NOTE: Students planning to elect this group should take art struc-
tu-re in the treshman year instead of Sec. Sc.501,502 which will be
trken in the iunior year. If the decision is reached to elect this group
at the beginning oI the sophomore year, then English 501, 502 should be
postponed until the iunior yeat and the ffrst fou! coursB lisied above
taken in the sophomore year.
BUSINESS A.DMINISTRATION OF GOVERNMENT
This group is designed for students pianning to make a
career of service in the business management of government.
This is a field of increasing importance as governments are
constantly increasing their business and financial activities.
Poutical ScieDce 501 (Government of the UDited States)
I, II, or III
Political Science 502 (Compalative Europeal Goverttments)
I or III 3
Total
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Politlcal Science 603 (Sbte and Local covernment) IIL 3
Economics 608 (Labor Problems) III .. . . .. ... ......... ....... 3
Political Science 614 (Amelican Municipal Goveinment
and Administretion) IIL ... ... ... ............................................... 3
Business Administrauon ?40 (Office Management) rv.................. 3
Business Administration ?10 (Governmental Regulation
ol Business) fV....... .... ... ... ......................... 3
Business Administrauoo 712 (Public Administratlon) fV .........- 3
AccouDting 700, ?01 (Advanced Accounting) ry...............................- 0
tlectives subiect to tbe approval ot the advise! .... .............0 o! 6







BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND PRE.LAW
This group is designed for students who plan to take a
four year college course and then attend law school. Further-
more, it is designed for students whose chief interest is civil
law. A complete college education in business gives a tre-
mendous advantage to the civil law student in law school
and to his later career. The work of successful lawyers has
come to be more and more connected with the rendering
of opinions, council, etc., on business matters and in doing
title work. Certain Engineering courses are included on
the advice of a title lawyer as being of great value in title
work. Corporations employ many iawyers full time at hand-
some salaries for their contract and other legal work and
the young lawyer who has a degree in business administra-
tion will be at a distinct advantage in obtaining and doing
such work.
Engineering 450 (Dngineeriirg Drawing) II o! III.............................
Poliucal ScieEce 820 (Legislature) 1IL.........................-.................................
Psychology 501 (General) III
Economics 610 (Public Fidance) III
Business Administration 630 (Insurancet Iii;; IV " - ".
Business Administration 041 (Real Estate) IV or IU. ................






Business Administration 712 (Public Administration) rv ......-
Accouhting ?04 (Income Tax) rv
Civil Enginee.iDg 552 (Genelal Surveying) ry........................................-
Electives Subject to tlle Approval ol t}Ie 441viser..................................-
Free electives to complete a total ol 130 hours lor
graduation '.'.,,.,,.,'4 ot 6
Total 38 or {0
SECRETARY AND MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
This group is designed for girls who desire to qualify
for secretarial and medical technician positions in doctors'
38 or 40
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offices, clinics and hospitals. The student taking this group
qualiffes tor a certificate as medical laboratory technician.
This secretarial and medical technology combination is of
very great value to doctors as it enables them to obtain the
services of someone who can do their laboratory work and
also keep their books, send out bills, handle correspondence,
etc., and, in fact, run all the business aftairs of the office or
clinie. More often than not doctors cannot afford two pdople
for these two types of work, For these reasons, there is a
very great demand at good salaries for people who possess
these combined knowledges and skills.
Secletarial Science 503, 504 (Advanced Typewriting) U ..... 4
Secretarial Science 601,602 (Shorthand) UI (Substitute lor
Accounting 650 and 705 in curriculum) ... ...(6)
Secretarial Science 603 (Dictation and Transcription) fV
(Substitute for Business Administrauon 62? ln
curriculurn)
Secretarial Science 604 (Advaoced Dictation and
Transcliption) fV
Che&istry 401, 402 (General) III
Chemistry 606 (QuaEtitative) rv
Biology 640 (Clinical Pathology and Blood Chemistry)
III or fV
Biology 641 (Hermatology) III or I\/.........................
Biolocy 642 (ParasitoloEy and Selology) III or IV ........................
Biology 643 (Clinical Bacteriology) IU or I\,..........-..... . ... . ..












This group is designed for students desiring a general
all around business education without particular specializa-
tion in any field and who also desire a wide latitude in elect-
ing the courses which appeal to them most.
Business Administration 620 (Advertising) III or fV.... . .. .. ........ 3
Business Adhinistration 625 (Salesmanship) UI o! rv.................. 3
Business AdminGkation 630 (Insurance) III oi fV ....................-... 3
Business Administration 641 (Real E6tate) [I o! I\/....................... 3
Business AdministratioD 7{O (Ofiice Management) III or fV 3
Electives chosen vith t}le advice and consent ol the adviset.,.-.18
Free electives to complete a total ol 130 hours lorgraduatioD ............................5 or 7
38
(Two or three ol the 6ve laboratory techlrique courses Ehould be
taken in the junior yea! and the remaln-ing two or tbree tD the s€trio8
year.)
NOTE: Students who elect this group are expected t h.ve tateo
Biology,O1,402 as their scieDce elective in the rre8hman year.





ol Accounting. Prerequisites, Business Mathematics 419,
420. Four semester hours. Three lecture and three labora-
tory hours.
Uses of accounting; interpretation of financial state-
ments; sole ownership and partnership.
ACCOIINTING402: (EormerlyCommelce). Elerruezrs
of Accounting. Prerequisite, Accounting 401. Four semes-
ter hours. Three lecture and three Laboratory hours.
Continuation of Accounting 401; partnership and corpo-
rations.
ACCOUNTING 650: (Formerly Commerce). Cost Ac-
counting. Prerequisite, Accounting 402. Three semester
hours- Three lectures.
A study of cost systems; bookkeeping and accounting
peculiar to manufacturing enterprisesl making cost state-
ments; and solving cost problems.
ACCOUNTING651: (FormerlyCommerce). lnterme-
ilhte Accounting. Prerequisite, Accounting 402. Three se-
mester hours. T'lxree ]ectures.
A more detailed study of sole ownership; partnership
and corporations; problems; and financial statements.
ACCOUMTING 700: (FormerlyCommerce\. Aduonieil
Accounting. Prerequisite, Accounting 650, 651. Three se-
mester hours. Three lectures.
A study of higher accountancy; problems met in practi-
cal accounting; solution of numerous problems outside of
class.
ACCOUNTING ?01: (Formerly Commerce). Aduanced.
Accounting. Prerequisite, Accounting 700. Three semester
hours. Three ]ectures.
A eontinuation of Accounting ?00.
ACCOUNTING 702: (Formerly Commerce) . Practical
Accounti,ng. Prerequisite, approval of the accounting ad-
viser. Three semester hours. Three lectures.
A correlation of business mathematics with bookkeeping
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and accounting, desigtred to increase efEeiency in the work
of the student of business.
ACCOUNTING 703: (Formerly Commerce). Audir-
ing. Prerequisites, Accounting 650, 651. Three semester
hours. Three lectures.
Auditing procedure; balance sheet and detailed audits;
special investigation; working papers and reports.
ACCOUNTING ?04: (Formerly Commerce). fncozre
?ar. Prerequisites, Accounting 650 or 651. Three semester
hours. Three lectures.
A study of federal and state income tax laws; relations
to business management, and to accounting principles and
practices; solution of problems; practice in making income
tax statements.
ACCOUNTING 705: (Formerly Commerce). Machine
Accounting. Prerequisite, senior standing in the School of
Business Administration and Economics. Three semester
hours. One lecture and six laboratory hours.
The lecture is devoted to a study of the use, theory, and
managerial application of various types of accounting and
statistical machines (punch card, ledge! posting, billing, cal-
culating, etc.) to accounting and statistical processes with
special emphasis on the advantages and limitations of par-
ticular types of machines with reference to specific situations,
The laboratory periods are devoted to practice in the opera-
tion of accounting and statistical machines.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 510: (Formerly Com'
merce). Bzsize ss Organization and Combination. Three
semester hours. Three lectures. Open to freshmen and
sophomores.
This course aims to acquaint the student with the fun-
damental principles of business. Various types of business
enterprises are studied with special reference to the cor-
porate form of organization. Recent legislation which affect
business concerns will receive due emphasis.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 605: (Formerly Com-
merce). Bzsiness Correspond,ence. Three semester hours,
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Three lectures. Prerequisites, English 401, 402, Secretarial
Science 501, 502.
Practice in analyzing and composing all types ot prac-
tical business letters, such as Ietters of application, adjust-
ment, inquiry, collection, and sales letters; and writing
business reports involving aecounting and other technical
business subjects.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 612: Moneg and. Bank-
izg. Three semester hours. (See Economics 612).
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 614: lnuestrnents.
Three semester hours. (See Economics 614).
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 618: Corporotzon Fi-
natue. Three semester hours. (See Economics 618).
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 620: (Formerly Com-
serce). Bzsiness Aduertising, Three semester hours. Three
lectures. Prerequisites, Accounting 401, 402,and Economics
501,502.
A study of the principles of advertising, thus enabling
the student to appraise their effectiveness as marketing
tools. Attention given to the economic aspects of adver-
tising with reference to cost, types of media, research, and
organization.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 625: (Formerly Com-
merce). Solesrnanship. Three semester hours. Ihree lec-
tures. Prerequisites, Accounting 401, 402, and Economics
501,502.
The following are considered: The salesman, merchan-
dise, the customer, and human nature in general. Emphasis
is placed on personality development. The tactful manner
for selling services, ideas, or merchandise is explained and
stress laid on the importance of proper approach, convincing
argument, overcoming barriers, and closing the sale.
BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATION 627: Stctistics I, Busi-
ness Slotistics. Four semester hours. Three lectures and
two laboratory hours. Prerequisites, Mathematics 419, 420.
(Same as Mathem4tics 62?).
The laboratory period will be devoted to the solving.
of problems with the use of computational machines.
Sampling tabulation, graphic representation, averages,
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dispersion and skewness, correlation, index numbers, season-
al fluctuations and cyclic application, characteristic curves,
curve fitting, normal probability curve, and the probability
error.
BUSINESSADMINISTRATION629: Marketing.Thtee
semester hours. (See Economics 629).
BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATION 630: (Formerly Com-
merce). Insurance. Three semester hours. Prerequisite,
junior standing.
A study of the principles and the social values under-
lying personal, property, and casualty insurance. Special
attention is given to buying life insurance.
BUSINESS ADIItrNISTRATION 635: Merchard.inng
and. Merchand"ise Management. Three semester hours. Three
lectures. Prerequisite, junior standing.
A general survey of the ffeld of merchandise distribution
with special attention given to policies, methods and prob-
lems of direct selling at the retail and wholesale level. Also,
attention is given to store organization, operation, and serv-
ices.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 641: Principles of Real
Estate. Three semester hours. Three lectures, Prerequi-
site, junior standing.
The principles of purchasing, owning, leasing, develop-
ing, and otherwise operating leal estate. Attention is given
to such matters as interests in realty, liens, contracts, deeds,
titles, recording, etc., as are of wide practical use to all
individuals from either a personal or business point of view.
BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATION 645, 646: (Formerly
Commerce). Bzsiaess Laro. Three semester hours each.
Three lectures. Prerequisites, Accounting 401, 402, and Eco-
nomics 501, 502.
A course designed to familiarize students with the legal
aspects of business transactions. Subjects considered are:
contracts, sales, agency, property, negotiable instruments,
suretyship, bailments, carriers, insurance, partnership, cor-
porations, torts, and business crimes.
BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATION 660: Newspaper Ad,-
oertising. Two semester hours. Two lectures. Prerequi-
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site for School of Business students, Course 620, (Same as
Jownalism 660) .
Fundamental study of advertising copywriting, appeals
and layouts. Special emphasis is placed on letail advertising
in newspapers.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 705: Machine Ac-
counting. Three semester hours. (See Accounting 705).
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 710: Goaernmentol
Regulatians of Business. Prerequisites for School of Busi-
ness Students, senior standing. Three semester hours. Three
lectures. (Same as Political Science 610).
Governmental regulations and operations of business;
development of American policy toward business and labor;
methods, scope, and problems of administrative regulation;
governmental operation, promotion, and ownership of busi-
ness.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 712: Public Adminis-
trati.on. Prerequisites for School of Business students, senior
standing. Three semester hours. Three lectures. (Same
as Political Science 612).
Administrative problems and organizations; financial
administration; national-state and national-municipal coop-
eration; practices in organization for personnel administra-
tion: recruitment, classiffcation, training, tenure, promo-
tion, removal, political neutrality, and retirement; organiza-
tion of public employees; development of administrative
law; powers and procedure of administrative agencies; Iaw
of public liabiiity; rights of public servants.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ?40: (Formerly Com-
merce). Ofice Managernent. Three semester hours. Three
lectures. Prerequisites, Accounting 401, 402, Economics 501,
502, and senior standing.
The physical needs of a business office are studied. At-
tention is given to office layout, equipment, personnel, or-
ganization of the difterent departments, job analysis, improv-
ing production standards, salary administration, preparing
reports, and the problem of selecting and promoting office
employees.
ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS 501: Introductian to Dcononli,cs. Tlrree
semester hours. Three lectures. Not open to freshmen.
A survey is made of economic terms; forms of business
enterprise; forms and tactics of labor organizations; insur-
ance; population problems; and development and control
of money, credit, and banking.
ECONOMICS 502: lntroiluction to Ecolorni.cs. Three
semester hours. Three lectures. Prerequisite, Economics
501.
A continuation of Economics 501. Further study is made
of our system of free business enterprise, marketing, business
fluctuations, index numbers, and forms of taxation; analysis
is made of economic thought leading to our present economy,
and examination made of other economic systems.
ECONOMICS 505:. Economlcs lor the Horsehold. Three
semester hours. Three lectures. Open to home economics
students only.
Investments and savings, stocks and bonds, liie insur-
ance and annuities, soc'lal security, costs of living, inflation,
money, banking, credit, the business cycle, budgeting, per-
sonal expenses, trusts, wills, and inheritance.
ECONOMICS 607: Economic Historg ol the Uniteil
Srctes. Three semester hours. Three lectures. Prerequi-
sites for School of Business students, Economics 501,502.
(Same as History 607).
A study of the economic forces and institutions in Ameri-
can life from colonial times to the present. Account is taken
of the growth of population, territorial expansion, agricul-
ture, Iabor, commerce, manufactures, tariff, finance, trans-
portation, and communication.
ECONOMICS 608: Lobor Problems. Three semester
hours. Three lectur:es. Prerequisite, Economics 502.
The historical, descriptive, Iegal, and theoretical aspects
of the employer-employee conflict in the United States are
placed into a pattern of economic thought that gives organi-
zation to the Iacts.
ECONOMICS 609: Economic Europe in the Mochine
Age. Three semester hours. Three lectures. Prerequisite
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for School of Business students, Economics 501, 502. (Same
as History 609.)
The European industrial revolution with special em-
phasis on the impact of the machine upon European economic
life during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
ECONOMICS 610: Public Finance. Prerequisite, Eco-
nomics 502. Three semester hours. Three lectures.
First, a critical appraisal is made of the so-called "gen-
eral principles and practices" relative to governments' in-
come and out-go of money; and, second, an analysis is made
of both .the State's and the Nation's current public-ffnance
afiairs.
ECONOMICS 612: Moneg and, Bdnking. Prerequisite,
Economics 502. Three semester hours. Three lectures.
A study is made of the nature and functions of money,
the evolution of money, and the present monetary systems
of the world. Attention is given to all forms of credit in-
struments, to the relation of price to money and credit, to
the economic effect of fluctuating prices, to the origin, de-
velopment and present banking system of the United States,
and a comparison is made between the United States, Cana-
dian, and the English banking systems.
ECONOMICS 614: lnoestnxents. Three semester hours.
Three lectures. Prerequisite, Economics 502 and Accounting
40L, 402.
Investigation is made of the various types of stocks and
bonds available for investment purposes; the prerequisites
of a sound investment program; analysis of business factors;
operating ratios of corporations; analysis of financial state-
ments and credit risks.
ECONOMICS 676:. Contem.porarg World. Problems.
Three semester hours.. Three lectures. Prerequisites, Eco-
nomics 501, 502.
Designed for students wishing an organized picture of
current world events and problems. Special study is made of
social security, the labor movement, the farm problem, the
government lending-spending program, current taxation poli-
cies, our foreign policy, changes in philosophy and functions
of government. Consideration is also given to problems of
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international ffnances, trade, and reconstruction.
ECONOMICS 678: Corporati,on Finance. Three semes-
ter hours. Three lectures. Prerequisites, Economics 501,
502, and Accounting 407, 402.
A survey is made of the process of organizing, managing,
and expanding corporate organizations. Attention is given
to the various types of stocks and bonds which a corporation
may issue, to its flnancial policies, and to its grov..th and
development. Further consideration is given to mergers,
consolidations, holding companies, business trusts, and other
steps of business expansion.
ECONOMICS 620: Principles and, Problems of Agn-
cultural Econon'Lics. Three semester hours. Three lectures.
Prerequisite, Economics 501.
The course includes a survey of the rise of modern
agricultural technology, institutions, and theory; a treatment
of the customary principles of agricultural economics; a
consideration of the popu-lar ideas concerning economic evils
and economic reforms; a critical analysis of the various
governmental efiorts to solve the farm probiem during the
Iast generation; an analysis of the effect on the agricultural
economy of the methods in which farm prices are established
in relation to largely "administered" prices of the things
which the farmer has to buy; and the effect of mechanization
on the farm economy.
ECONOMICS 629: Prrnaples of Marketing. Three se-
mester hours. Three lectures. Prerequisites, Economics 501
and 502.
Study is made of wholesalers and retailers, auctions,
direct marketing, mail-order houses, chain-stores, specula-
tive markets, consumers' cooperatives, and other instituions
for distributing goods and services. Emphasis is placed on
consideration of lowering costs of marketing.
ECONOMICS 630l. Principles and Practlces of Agricul-
tural Marketi,ng. Three semester hours. Three lectures.
Prerequisite, Economics 501.
The course includes two things. First, it treats of the
methods and channels of agricultural marketing, giving at-
tention to Governmental action having to do with the mar-
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keting plocess. Second, it examines the economic process
sufficiently for the students to form opinions concerning the
extent to which the American "agricultural problem" is a
marketing problem that lends itself to solution.
ECONOMICS 640: Deaelopment of Economic Thought.
Three semester hours. Three lectures. Prerequisite, six
hours of advanced economics or the instructor's permission.
A survey is made (description and critical appraisal)
of man's thought on economic matters from the ancient
period to the present day.
ECONOMICS 7L0: Gouernmental Reguldtion o! Busi-
ness. Three semester hours. (See Business Administra-
tion 710)
ECONOMICS 712: Publlc Adrninistration. Three se-
mester hours. (See Business Administration 712)
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 501: (Formerly Commerce)
Elem.entarg Typeu:riting. Two semester hours. Five hours
a week.
This course is planned for beginners and includes con-
stant practice in touch typev/riting for mastery of the key-
board, operating the typewriter parts, and writing connected
matter. Placement tests will be given students presenting
entrance credit and to transfer students.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 502: (Formerly Commerce)
lntermediate Tgpeusriting. Two semester hours. Five hours
a week. Prerequisite, Commerce 501 or the equivalent.
This course is planned to develop greater skill in operat-
ing the typewriter and will include the development of ac-
curacy and speed in writing connected matter. Practice is
given in the typewriting of different types of business letters.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 503: (Formerly Commerce)
Ad,uanced Tgpeunting. Two semester hours. Five hours
a week. Prerequisites, Secretarial Science 501, 502.
This course is planned to develop greater technical skill.
Practice is given in the typewriting of various types of busi-
ness documents.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 504: (Formerly Commerce)
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Adoanced Tgpeutriting. Two semester hours. Five hours a
week.
A continuation of Commerce 503, with emphasis placed
on commercial papers most used in modern business,
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 601: (Formerly Commerce)
Shorthand- (Elementary) Three semester hours. Five hours
a week.
A course for beginners in Gregg Shorthand. Practice
is given in reading and writing shorthand. Students who
have had shorthand in high school will register for the sec-
ond semester of first-year shorthand, Secretarial Science 602.
If they are unable to do satisfactory work in Secretarial
Science 602, they will be required to take the ffrst semester,
Secretarial Science 601. Students will have the opportunity
of taking a placement test to determine which course they
are best prepared to enter.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 602: (Formerly Commerce)
Shorthand". (Intermediate) Three semester hours- Five hours
a week. Prerequisite, Commerce 601.
A continuation of Secretarial Science 601 with emphasis
on the development of speed in reading and dictation.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 603: (Formerly Commerce)
Dictation and, Transcriptioz. Four semester hours. Five
hours a week. Prerequisites, Commerce 601, 602.
This course is planned to develop a high degree of speed
in taking dictation and in transcription.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 604: (Formerly Commerce)
Adoanced, Dictation ond Trarxcripri,on. Four semester hours.
Five hours a week.
A continuation of Secretarial Science 603.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 605: Btrsiness Conesponil-
ence. Three semester hours. (See Business Administration
605).
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 607: (Eormerly Commerce)
Secretarial Proctice. Two semester hours. Four hours a
week. Prerequisite, Commerce 604. Open only to seniors
in secretarial science curriculum.
The purpose of this course is to give the student a broader
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knowledge of the duties of a secretary and to provide prac-
tice in secretarial activities. It will afford opportunity for
the further development oI skiIl in shorthand and typewrit-
ing. It will provide practice in the flling of couespondence;
in the use of duplicating machines; the handling of business
reference books; and the development of desirable secretarial
traits.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 608: (Formerly Commerce)
Secretari.al Ptactice. Two semester hours. Five hours a
week. Prerequisite, Commerce 607. Open only to seniors
in secretarial seience curriculum.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 705: Ofice Mathhtes. Two
semester hours. Six laboratory hours. Prerequisite, senior
standing. (Not open to students in the School of Business
Administration and Economics.)
Practice in the operation of aII types of office machines.
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SCHOOI, OF EDUCATION
GEORGE W. BOND, Dean
Department of Education
GDOBGE W- BOI{D, PROFESSOR AND HEAD O' TEE DEPAETME!\TT,
PROfESSOAS TEOMAS A. GRtlrN, GEORGE C. PORET, B, L, I/ININC; ASSOCtAtt
PROIESSOIIS MARY C. W&SON, ROBTRT lr. MOI'!TT, DUNNIIi P. NOAE';
CTIIIC TEACEERS: IIAEY B. JAERELL (EIRST GRADI), COa.A EIlllL
WAS!'BUBN SECOND GBADE), FEANCES MA:(INE PISPPEA (TEIRD
GE,ADE), TLORA MAE CI,NNINGHAM (FOI'RTTI GRADE), OliA V.
WATSON (!'II'IE GRADE). I,EOLA RODCERS (S]D<TII CEA]D!),
BER:MSE O'NEAL (SE\IENITI GRADE), BOBERT ORRTN SI'f.
TON (EIGEIE GEADE); AGNES CEA!iIBI.,SS. !IO![D ECO-
NO!{ICS; ld?BtLE TUANEIFL I,IBLARIAN.
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is one of the colleges
approved by the State Board of Education lor the profes-
sional preparation of teachers. Through its School of Educa-
tion Tech offers its fullest co-operation to the State Board of
Education in giving the schools of the state professionally
trained teachers.
The School of Education is organized into several curr!-
cula leading to the baccalaureate degree in education. Each
curriculum is designed to prepare for a specific type of teach-
ing service. Therefore, the new studenk enrolling in the
School of Education should consult the Dean for advice in
choice of a curriculum.
Students who complete a four-year curriculum are
granted the bachelor's degree and are entiUed to teach in
any approved high school in the state; and to teaeh in any
of the accredited schools belonging to the Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States.
PRACTICE TEACHING
For the students who are preparing to teach in the ele-
mentary grades there is conducted on the campus a weII-
equipped and officered elementary school. The work of this
school conforms wit}l the course of study of the eiementary
schools as prescribed by the State Department of Education
of Louisiana.
For students who are preparing to teach in the high
school, arrangements will be made for practice teaching in
.Otr teave tor htutary serrice.
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the Ruston high school, or in high schools of other towns.
A student to be assigned practice teaching must up to
that time have earned at Ieast a grade average of C. AII the
academic prerequisites to practice teaching must be care-
fully observed.
ART CURRICI'LUM
FRESI,MAN YEAR Semester HouTs
English 401,402
History 401,402
Mathematics 405, ,106 .. ...
FreshDan OrieEtation
Art 401: Art Shucture
Art 411: Elementary Desi9n............... ...
Art 450, 451: Elementary D.av/ing
Art 564: Art Appreciatioi!..................
Art {70: Elementary Paillting.



























Art 510: Design ..
Art 550: Advanced Drawing
Art 565: Picture Study
Art 5?0r Oil PaiDtil18............-. . .... .
Physical Educationi -Sophomore ect 
"G............................"-... 
..-.............
JI'NIOF, YEAR Semester Ilours
Education 500 or 504, 502 or 503.. .....................
History 501, 502
Science---4 hours ol a physical science...........
Art 540. 541: Craft Survey
Fducation 660: Teachirg ol Alt ......- - - - ',--',',-',-Art 666, 667: Alt History
Physical EducatioD 62f......




Art 610: Advanced Design.
Art 650, 65li Life Drawing.......................
Art Electives---6 hours in advanced il.......,....-...,........-....."....:::
Physical Education 500.. ... .. ..............
Electives . . ........
TOTAL semester hours in curricrilurr 130
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Secretarial Science 503, 504
Secretarial Science 601. 602
Accounting 401, 4O2....
Physical iducition 821 ... .................. . ........ ............... .. ......... .. ..... .
Physical Education: For Womer! Select one trom 530, 5{0,
560, 561
tr'or Men, Select one f.om 501, 5()2.......... 2 33
JITMOR YEAR Semester Hours
Psychology 501,504.
Secretarial Science 603, 604
Ecodomics 501,502
&lucation 500 or 50{ or 605........... ..........
Physica 505, 506, or Chemistry Of , O2. ............... .. ...... .............. 
'O''"i
Accounung 650 ..
Educatlon 606.. ........ ... .















Busiaess Adminisbation 625 .......... .... ...
Business Administration 645, 010..........-.-.-... ,.-.,.-.....-.,.-..-.--.-.-..,.-.-,--
Accounting 651
Business Admilistration 635 ..... -.
Physical Education 500
Education 714
Education 612: Measuremett in Educatron.. ....
Secretarial Science 705
Elective





FRESIIMAN YEAR Semester Hours
Elective in minor subject
Psychology 501, 50{
English 618, 622 ..
English 632 ..




Llbrary Science 6{rc, 601: School Librarle8...- .. .......-... .....-...... ... ..
tr'reshman Orieltauon ,.-'' -.',,.
Physical Education: select two f.; 4ii-41t........ . ..................
f,ducdtion 606.....-................ .. .................-.....................
social Science: Economics, c.og""pr,i, iluii".fs;i"";;, S;-
ciology (selected with the advice of the deparhnent head)
Physical Educafion: Select one lrom 530, 5{0, 560, 561, and
one lrom 5?0-582 . ....-..... ......-............................-............... 2
Elective in minor subject.. ........... 6 32 o! 34










6Elective in minor subiect 3{
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SENIOR YEAR
Englishi Senior CoUeSe Eaglish (numbered l.n 600's)........ ...-.-.....
Library Science 602
Education 650: Methods ol Teaching English.





























Physics 505, 506 or Chemistry 40?, 408
Mathe&atics 401, {02, {03
freshman OrientatioD.
History 501, 502




Physical -ilducitiou: sopttoutore A"tivity..........-.............-..-....-.....--....-
English 401,402
Biology 401, 402
JITNIOR YEAR Semester llou!8
French 550, 551 and ttrrce hours troBr 600, 605, 6m, fill, 700..-..-.... I
Education 500 or 504 or 605, and 606.
Sociology 501




SENIOR YEAR Semeste! Houag




Elective 1or l3 31 or33
TOTAL semeJter hours in curliculum 130
MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM
















Mathematics 501, 502, 660
Psychology 501, 504
Physics 501. 502
Physical Education: Select one from 530-540, or 560-561,














JI'NIOR YEAR Semester Hours
Mathematics 600, 601






Polltical Science 501 or 808 . ...
Physical Educatlon 500, 621.................................
SENIOR YEAR Semester Hours
Mathematics 602, and one course numerically above Mathe-
Speech 410
matrcs 602
Education 656: Methods in Mathematics






Educatlon 714: Pracuce Teach1n9..........-....... ..................-.-............................- 5
TOTAL semester hours in currlculum t30
MUSIC CURRICULUM FOR TEACHERS AND SUPER-
VISORS OF VOCAL AND INSTRIIMEI{TAL MUSICI
After completing this curiculum, the graduate will be
entitled to receive state certification to teach band, orchestra
and vocal music in the schools.











Maior Instrurneat 452, 453 (shing)...
Ensemble
Physicel Education




























ltteo.y 601, 602....... .
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Practice Teaching, Music Ed. 774, 775
Iheory (from 701, 680, 520, 510)
Music Education 760.
Orchestration 712





Music Recital-Required ol those taking 18 hours iD any one
o! more 6eld ot aPPUed music.
TOTAL semester hours in curiculum 157
MUSIC MAJORS CURRICI'LUM'
After completing the curriculum below the graduate will
be eligible for certification from the State Department of
Education to teach band, orehestra, or vocal work in the
schools, depending upon the particular applied music elected
during the course. Upon entrance the student will declare
the particular certification desired and the appropriate
courses will then be entered upon his advisory sheet in the
Music Department Office.



































T'heory 501, 502.. ..




































Practice Teach, Music Ed. ?74, ??5






TOTAL semester hours in curriculum
SCIENCE CIIRRICULUM
FRESIIMAN YEAR Semester Hours
EnSlish,()1, !O2................
Mathematics 401,402
Biology 401, 402 ........
History 501, 502
Speech 410
Iteshman Orientation.... .... ......................













SOPHOMORE YEAR Semeste! Hours
English 501. 502 .....
Biology 520 or 521






















Education 652: Methods in I{. S. Scierce
Education ?14..
TOTAL semestet houls in culriculum 130
SOCIAL SCIENCE CIIRRICULUM












Physical trducaUon: Select two tuom 412-417.......-..... ..... ............ .......
Ensemble
Physics 505, 506
Political Sciehce 501 or 603
Chemistry 605, 606
Elective
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SOPHOMORE YEAR Semester Hours
English 501, 502 .............




Physics 505, 506 or Chemistry 40?, 408 6or8





6 32 or 34
Semester Hours







Liblaly Science 600, 601
Physical Education 500 .
Political Science 501, 603
Sociology 501, 502
Eistory (two advanced courses)
3.1
Semester Houra
History 607 or 009, and ?60 ...















Physical Education: Fleshman Activity.




Physics 505, 506 or Chemlstry 407, 408............ . ..............-.................6 or
Psycholocy 501, 504
Physical Education: SophoErole Activity 32 or 34
JLINIOR YEAR Semester Houls
Measuement in Education
Observation and Practice TeachiDg
Elective 11 or 13 30 o. 32
130TOTAL semester hours in curriculurn
SPANISH CIIRRICI]LIJM
FRESHMAN I'EAR Semester Hours
English 401, 402
Biology 401, 402
Spadsh 601, 002................................................ .......
Siaaisir-tuiee hours ln coulses i" 6oo{';;"il;;i. ..... .......-.....-.....
Education 500 o! 504 or 605, and 606
Sociology 501




SENIOR YEAR Semester Hours





















TOTAL semester hours in culliculurL,.
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ELEMENTARY GRADE CIJRRICULUM
FRESIIMAN YEAR Seme6ter llours






Physicel Education: Select two trom 412-417
SOPHOMORE YEAR Semester Hours








505, 506, or CfremGtry 40?, ;08 . 
's-;;
JI.'NIOR YEAR Semester tlours
Art 501
Education 501













































Education 505: Materials and Methods in Inngua8e Arts
for Elementary Grades
Elective 10 or
TOTAL semester houis in culricuhm ..
HEALTH AND PITYSICAL EDUCATION CI'RRICI'LI'M
tr.OR WOMEN,
FBESHMAN YEAB Semesler Eours





Physical Educatioa {03, 40{









SOPHOMORE YEAR Semeste! I{ouas









Physical Education 503, 504, 530,,121
Physical Education 500








Education 500 or 504 or 605, and 606
Biology 625
Art 564 or Music 630









Mathematics 401, 402; or 405, 406
Biology 401, 402

























Physical Education 621, 605
Physical Education 640
Physical Education 660






TOTAL semester hours in culriculudr
TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICIILUM IN
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
















Physical Education 601, 602, 603, 00,r, 605, 620, 62r, 626, 64r ........18 33





Political Science 501 or 603..
Journalism 601
Electives
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DESCRIPTION OF COIIRSES
EDUCATION
EDUCATION 500: Found,ations of Ed,ucation Three
hours. Both semesters. Prerequisite, sophomore standiDg.
A course designed to help the student flnd himself in the
profession of teaching, and to develop in him a professional
attitude.
EDUCATION 507: Principles o! Teachi.ng in the Ele-
nlentdry Grodes. Three hours. First and second semesters.
Prerequisite, Psychology 504.
A course for the study of such topics as: Objectives i!
teaching, organization of subject matter, types of lessons,
the recitation, lesson planning, problems in class control, ete.
EDUCATION 502: Methods of Teaching in the Lower
ElenlentarA Grades. Threehours. Prerequisite, Psychology
504, Education 500.
A critical treatment of materials and methods in instruc-
tion in the lower elementary grades.
EDUCATION 503: Methods of Teachi.ng in the UWer
Elementa4l Grcdes. Threehours. Prerequisite, Psychology
504, Education 500.
A critical treatment of materials and methods of instruc-
tion in the upper elementary grades.
EDUCATION 504:. Historg onil Philosophy of Ed.uco-
ti,on. Three hours.
A study of the religious, political, economic, industrial,
and other social influences which gave rise to our present
concepts and practice in education.
EDUCATION 505: Materte,ls d.nd, Methods in Langu.age
Arts tor the Elementary Grodes. Three hours. Prerequi-
sites, Psychology 501, 504.
A course to acquaint teachers with the materials avail-
able for use in the language arts program of the elementary
school. Research, principles, and methods pertaining to the
teaching of reading will be emphasized.
EDUCATION 507: Use of Audio-Vtsual Atls in the
Clcssroonr. Three hours.
Members of the class will study the operation and use
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of the lantern slide, fiim strip, opaque and motion picture
projectors. Particular stress will be placed on the effective
use of visual aids in the classroom. Teaching films in the
Tech FiIm Library will be reviewed and evaluated.
EDUCATION 529: The Teacher as a Citizen. Three
hours.
The aim of this course is to bring the prospective teacher
into a closer awareness of civic affairs of interest to all think-
ing citizens. Problems are considered such as those per-
taining to family life, industry, rural living, health, recrea-
tion, the influence of propaganda, and current afiairs.
EDUCATION 605:. Second,ary Education. Ttrree hours.
Prerequisite, Psychology 504.
The study of the historical development of American
Secondary Education, and a survey of its present status.
Emphasis is placed upon philosophical interpretation. Brief
attention is given to European secondary education, and the
Louisiana system of secondary education is studied carefully.
EDUCATION 606:. Secondary Ed,ucation. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Psychology 504, Education 605.
The aim of this course is to acquaint the prospective
high school teacher with procedures and techniques which
apply generally to high school teaching.
EDUCATION 612: Measurernents in Educati.on. Two
hours. Prerequisites, Psychology 504 and Education 606 or
502 or 505.
A course designed to acquaint the student with the
principles of measurement, types of tests, the essentials of
good questions, and objective and standardized tests.
EDUCATION 615: Administrotion and, Superoision.
Three hours. Prerequisites, for students interested in the
high school, Education 605 and 606; for students interested in
the elementary school, Education 502 or 503.
EDUCATION 633: Problems of Education. Three
hours. A seminar. Before registering for this course the
studeDt must consult the head of the Deparknent of Educa-
tion.
EDUCATION 650i Materials ond. Method.s in English.
Three hours. Prerequisite, twelve hours of English.
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The student will be introduced to the best techniques
of organizing and presenting English material at the high-
school leve].
EDUCATTON 651:. Materi0ls dnd Methods in Mod,ern
Language. Three hours. Prerequisite, twelve hours of mod-
ern language.
The student will be introduced to the latest techniques
of organizing materials and presenting tJlem to the high-
school pupils.
EDUCATION 652: Materials and Metlnds in Sci.ence.
Three hours. Prerequisites, Psychology 504 and Education
606.
A careful examination of the most advanced methods
of organizing and presenting the materials in natural scimces
for the secondary school.
EDUCATION 653: The Teaching of Social Scierrce.
Three hours. An examination of t}re history, character, and
purpose of Soci.al Science is followed by the presentation of
appropriate teaching suggestions.
EDUCATION 656:. Materiols and Methoils in Mothe-
znatics. Three hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 501, or
sufficient teaching experience.
The nature of mathematics and the outline of the course,
methods of teaching arithmetic, algebra, plane and solid
geometry, and an introduction to the teaching of trigonome.
try. Many selected problems will be solved to illustrate the
fundamentals. Special emphasis will be placed upou the in-
terpretation and solving of reading problems.
EDUCATION 657: Matenals and" Methods o! Health
and Phgsbol Educotlon. Three hours. Prerequisite, Junior
standing.
An introduction to the most advanced methods and the
best materials used at the high school level.
EDUCATION 658: Materinls . and Methods in Com-
rnerce. Tttee hours. Prerequisite, Junior standing.
A course designed to acquaint the student with the best
practices in teaching cornmercial subjects at the high-school
level.
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EDUCATION 660: Materials and Methods of Art. (The
same as Art 660). Three hours.
EDUCATION 680:. Nature Sttdg. Three hours.
A study is made of trees, flowers, birds, insects, weather
phenomena, and such other convenient material as the teaeh-
er may find valuable in bringing the child and youth into
closer contact with the world about him.
EDUCATION 713:. Obseruatian and, Practice Teaching
in the Elementarg School. Five hours. Prerequisites, Psy-
chology 504, Education 500, 501, 502 (or 503); Speech410,
and a grade average of C.
EDUCATION 774: Obseruation ond Prartice Teoching
in the Secondargr School. Five hours. Prerequisites, Psy-
chology 504; Education 500 or 504 or 605 and 606; Speech
410, and a grade average of C.
GEOGRAPEY
GEOGRAPIIY 425: Princtples of Geography. T:hree
hours.
An introductory course in geogtaphic principles and a
study of man's relation to his natural environment of loca-
tion, climate, soils and minerals, water bodies and land forms.
GEOGRAPIIY 427: Geography of Loulsiana. Three
hours.
A course to familiarize students with the main factors,
cultural and natural, which are influencing the development
of Louisiana, and to inspire a greater love and appreciation
of our state.
GEOGRAPIIY 607: Hutnan Geogrophg, Three hours.
A study of the influence of geographic factors---earth
relations, climate, location, surface features, soils and min-
erals, flora and fauna, transportation and communication-
upon the activities of man.
GEOGRAPHY 602: Consen)ation of Naturol Resowces.
Three hours.
A study of the conservation of soils, minerals, forests,
water, wild life, human resoulces, etc.
GEOGRAPIIY 625: Ecornmic Geography of the Unlteil
States anil Carado. Three hours.
A study of the geographic factors involved in the agri-
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cultural, industrial, economic and commercial development
of the United States and Canada. Considerable practice is
given in the graphic presentation of geographic data.
GEOGRAPHY 626: Economic Geogrophg ol Ldtin
America, Ewasia, Afnra, and Autrolia. Three hours. Pre-
requisite, Geography 625.
A study of the geographic factors involved in the agr!
cultural, industrial economic and commercial growth of the
world outside the United States and Canada. Outline maps
of the continents are filled in, showing location, distribution,
and use of the main world resources.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
LIBRABY SCIENCE 600: Ailministrotion of School
Libranes. Two semester hours.
This course aims to provide the student with knowledge
of and facility in the important methods and records of ac-
quiring and caring for library materials; the organization
of the school library; the purchase of supplies.
LIBRARY SCIENCE 601: Functions onil Use of School
Libraries. Two hours.
The aims of the course are: (1) to acquaint the student
with the uses of essential reference tools; (2) instruction
in the methods of introducing the school library in the mod-
ern school and community; (3) relation of the school libra-
rian to teachers and pupils. Lectures, problems and discus-
sion.
LIBRARY SCIENCE 602r Ailolescent Literdtu.re. Two
hours.
A survey of adolescent literature and a study of the
reading interests of the adolescent, particularly during the
high school years. A critical study of standards and classic
books for the adolescent, as well as of reference books for
this age group. Criteria for selecting books for adolescents
with various reading backgrounds.




PSYCHOLOGY 507: General Psgchology. Three hours.
A study of the fundamental processes and problems of
human behavior. Also a consideration of the psychological
principles underlying teaching and learning.
PSYCHOLOGY 502: Mental Hggiene. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Psychology 501.
A study of mental health, problems of adjustment and
self-management, the development of balance, poise, and
personality.
PSYCHOLOGY 504: Educotional Psgchologg. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Psychology 501.
A course designed to meet the needs of prospective
teachers by bringing an application of psychological princi-
ples to the problems of instruction.
PSYCHOLOGY 601: Soles ond Ailoerti.sutg Psgchologg.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Psychology 501.
Designed to give a scientific and practical understanding
of the application of the laws of human behavior to business
public relations. The course covers the psychological princi-
ples related to advertising and selling. The methods of in-
vestigating, predicting and controlling human actions are
emphasized.
PSYCHOLOGY 6M: Social Psgchology. Thlee hours.
Prerequisites, Psychology 502 or 504, Sociology 501.
A study of the nature of social behavior, social stimula-
tion and response; a psychological analysis of society and
social institutions.
PSYCHOLOGY 605: Fields of Psgcholog3r. Ttrree
hours. Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A seminar for the study of the major ffelds of Psychology
and their chief proponents.
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
ROY ?. SESSUMS, Decz
The School of Engineering offers a course of instruction
and study for tJle primary purpose of preparing young men
for entry into the engineering profession so that they may
benefi.t society as a whoie. The degree granted upon the com-
pletion of the requLed course of study is one of the following:
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engi::eering.
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering.
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering.
Bachelor of Sciehce in Mechanical Engineering.
The Engineering School is located in Bogard Hall, the
new engineerbg building. In this building are the class-
rooms, Iibrary, and laboratories for chemical, civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering, and the departments of Physics
and Mathematics.
the laboratories are adequately equipped so that proper
instruction and tlaining may be given to students in the
operation arrd care of the equipment used in the field of study
which they have chosen.
REQIIIREMEIiflTS FOR ADMISSION
In addition to meeting other general entrance require-
ments to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute the student, for
unconditional entlance to the School of Engineering, must
present as part of his college entrance credits from his high
school the following r.rnits:
English... .. . .. . .. 3 units
Algebra.............. ..1% units
Plane Geometry.. .... .. .. . .. .... . . .. ....1 unit
Chemistry or Physics . . ..... . ..1 unit !;:',li*Y
If these enhance credits are not offered for admission,
certain adjustments must be made in the curriculum of the
student, which may resuJt in delayed graduation. Another
science may be ofiered for chemistry or physics by special
permission of the Dean of the School of Engineering.
SCHOLARS}ilP REQIIIREMENTS
The School of Engineering is aware of its responsibility
of training men for public service; therefore, it must hold
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exacting standards of achievement for those students to
whom it gives its approval. Since the sciences, especially
physics, chemistry, and mathematics, are the basis of any
sound engineering curriculum, satisfactory work is essential
in these departments during the first two years.
An average grade of work in the freshman
year, including :rny courses necessary to remove entlance
conditions, is required for an unconditional entrance into the
sophomore year of the Sehool of Engineering.
average is not made in the freshman year, the
student may continue in the freshman division the second
year, subject to the ruling on scholastic probation. He may
take not more than 16 hours of credit per semester in
his second (sophomore) year and must have a "C" average
for the two years to continue in the School of Engineering.
It is recommended that "drive-in" students and all stu-
dents who enter with a condition should consider the advis-
ability of summer work or of taking five years to complete
the course for a degree.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
A candidate for admission to the School of Engineering
by transfer from another institution must submit a satisfac-
tory record in scholarship and in conduct from the institution
or institutions from which he wishes to transfer.
If the subjects satisfactorily passed cover in time and
content certain of the required subjects in the engineering
curriculum which he expects to enter, equivalent credit
will be allowed.
All transfer students, however, must have an average
grade of "C" in all courses for whieh credit will be given.
A one year probationary period will follow entrance, during
which time a "C" average must be maintained.
i E:KPENSES
In addition to the regular collegiate expenses Iisted else-
where in this catalogue, tJ:e beginner in engineering is re-
quired to purchase a drawing outfrt of a quality approved by
the faculty. Ilxe cost of t}ris outfit is approximately $12.00.
All freshmen are required to purchase a slide rule. The
cost of this instrument will vary from year to year but will
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be approximately $9.00. From time to time it may be deemed
advisable to charge a small departmental fee for certain
laboratory courses, to cover cost of materials.
CHEMICAI ENGINEERING
There is an ever-increasing demand for men well trained
in chemical engineering, and today men with a thorough
education in engineering, chemistry, and business occupy
prominent and responsible positions in industrial organiza-
tions.
This course is designed to give the student a broad and
thorough knowledge of the fundamental principles of engi-
neering and chemistry and to develop his ability to analyze
chemical engineering problems, to evaluate each factor prop-
erly, and thereby obtain an intelligent understanding of the
particular problem and a practical solution thereof.
This curriculum has not been arranged to provide for a
specialist in any one field, but to prepare the student in the
fundamentals of chemical engineering.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
The curriculum in civil engineering has been arranged
with the idea of giving the student, first, a cultural back-
ground, second, a general knowledge of related engineering
fields and, finally, a thorough groundirg in the strictly civil
engineering subjects. As a rule, subjects of a more general
nature have been introduced into the ffrst two years of the
curriculum, ard have been followed by the more technical
subjects in the last two years.
The lecture work has been generously supplemented by
laboratory, ffeld and dralring classes for the purpose of cor-
relating theory with practice. The student is required to
make original surveys in the ffeld, and original designs in
the laboratory work. For the most part, the civil engineering
drawing ciasses consist of the plotting up of these surveys'
and the making of detail drawings of these designs which the
student himsell has made.
ELECIBICAL ENGINEERING
It is the purpose of this department to offer the necessary
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theoretical and practical instruction to enable the graduate
to enter the profession of electrical engineering and, espe-
cially, to participate successfully in the rapid industrial de-
velopment of the South.
The work of the electrical engineer consists, primarily,
of the desigtr, the conshuction, the selection, and the opera-
tion of electrical machinery and apparatus, as well as the'
generation, transmission and distribution of electrical ener-
gy. To prepare the student to meet the problems he will
encounter as an engineer, the curriculum is selected to con-
form u,ith recognized engineering educational standards and
give a broad cultural training along with a thorough ground-
ing in the fundamentals of electrical engineering.
MECHANICAI ENGINEERING
The aim of the Mechanical Engineering Department is
to give the student a knowledge of the fundamentals of engi-
neering with some degree of specialization during the last
two years of the four-year period required for the completion
of this course. Mechanical engineering involves the prob-
lems of design, manufacture, and operation of machines. and
requires of the engineer a knowledge that will enable him
to solve these problems in such a way that the greatest pos-
sible economy will result.
It is intended that this course of study shall prepare the
mechanical engineering student with the necessary amount
of specialized knowledge in order that he may take a place
in industry and by application of his fundamental training
ascend to a position of social and economic usefulness.
CIIRRICI]LUII4
The staff of the School of Engineering, believing that
the average beginning student is unprepared to select in-
telligently the fleld of engineering which he is to follow, has
arranged for a basic course during the first year. All fresh-
man students wiII take this course during the fust year and
thus have an opportunity to learn more specifically of each
branch of engineering. In the sophomore year they will then
take the curriculum as indicated in the field of their chuice.
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Semester hours i.n lreshman year........-...........35
Total semester hours .. .. .. .. ... ....... ..... 35
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Cb- E. 60f , Indust ial Stoichiomehy .. .... . ..... . ...
C. E. 601, Mechenics . .
Malhematics 002, Calculua
Physical Education (No Credit)
C. E. 622, Strength ol Materials
Physical EducatloB (No Credit)
Chemistry 711, Chemical Thelmodynamics
Ch. X.703, Petroleum Tech.Eology... .. .. 3
E. E. 814, Electrical Machinery . . ... .. . ... . 3
Economics 501
Physical EducatioD (No Credit)
Semestlr hours in junior year.....-.........-.............. 34
Tota.l semester hours....................-.....-..-................ 108
SEEIIOR YIAB
' Firtt tam.d.r
Cb" I. ?ol, Prlactptcs ol Chcoical fuOacerfag T
914 17
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CivU EagiaeerLng 0{l (Plane Survey) .
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Engineering 610 (Geology)
Civil Engineeling 602 (Mechanics)
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Civil EuSineeling 622 (Str. ol Mat.)
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Civil Engineeling 801 (Mechenics)
Civil Engi.neertrg 621 (Hydraulics)
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Civil Engineering 721 (Mat. ol Engr.)
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Total semester hours 107
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S.cond gemBt r
EDgineering 722 (Ind. Org.)
E. E. 712 (Elee. P. P. Des.) 3
E. E. 724 (Seminar)
E. E. 726 (Elec. T!ans.)
E. E. ?02 (Elec. Mech- Des-) 3
E. E. ?51 (A, C. Mach. Lab.) 6
E. E. 728 (Elec. Equip.)
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Department of Chemical Engineering
W. W. CH!.w, ASSOCIA!B PRO}'IJSSON AND TIEAD OF'IIIE DEPAITDENT
DESCRIPIION OF COIIRSES
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 60I: Ind6tri4l Stoichi.
ometry. T\nto hours. Prerequisite, Chemistry 606. (Chew)
Problems and recitation in material and heat balances
involved in chemical processes.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 602: Chetnical Technolo-
gy. T\lro hours. Prerequisite, Ch. E.601. (Chew)
A study of the application of chemistry to manufacturing
in the most important chemical industries such as acids, al-
kalis, cement, glass, paints, paper and organic chemicals-
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 707, 702: Prinitples of
Chemical Engi.neering. Four hours per semester. Three
laboratory, three lecture. Prerequisites, Ch. E. 601, 602.
(Chew)
Lectures, recitation and problems, devoted to the study
oI basic laws invoived in the dynamics of fluids, flow of heat,
radiation, evaporation, drying, distillation, crushing, grind-
ing, sedimentation, and ffItration, with Iaboratory application
of these principles to industrial practice.
CHEMICAL ENGINEEBING 703: Petroleum Tech-
nology. Four hours. Three laboratory. Three lecture. Pre-
requisite, Chemistry 602. (Chew)
A detailed study of the important chemical and physical
properties of petroleum and its products. Special attention
is given to the chemical aspects of reffning of petroleum prod-
ucts. Study of the standard petroleum testing methods with
emphasis on interpretation of results and report writing.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING ?24: Seminor. One hour.
Open to seniors. (Chew)
Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
of assigped papers and informal talks by instructols and
prolessional engineers. Seminar further serves to bring the
student abreast of current engineering thought'
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CIIEMICAI ENGINEERING 730: Engineering Mettl
lurgg. Three hours. Prerequisite, Chemistry 611. (Chew)
A study of the important ferrous and non-ferrous metals
and alloys as they relate to the engineer. Froduction meth-
ods are covered as well as prope*ies of metals. The princi-
ples of metallograhy are treated to show the relationship
of structure and heat treatment to properties and uses.
CIIEIVTCAL ENGINEERING 732: Plant Design. Three
hours. Three laboratory. Two lecture. Prerequisite, Ch.
E.701. (Chew)
Design of chemical plant construction and arrangement
of machinery and equipment.
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Department of Civil Engineering
A. A. MCFAILAND, PiO'ESISIOR AND HEAL OT ?EE DlllfA'lTlENT
PROEESSOT ROY T. SESSITMS; ASSOCIAID PE,OIES9OR J. T. fOLt: A.SSIS|IA.!q!
PROEESSO! C. T. WAl:lsi
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
CML ENGINEERING 552: General Surueging. Two
hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics40l-402. (FoIk)
The principles and fundamental operations of surveying
with compass, Ievel, and transit. Field practice is given in
aetual surveys of land. Computations of area and drawing of
plans; differential and profile leveling, running contours, etc.
CML ENGINEERING 601: Mectanias. Ttrree hours.
Prerequisite, credit or registration in Mathematics 601. (Mc-
Farland)
Applied and ana-lytical mechanics. The statistical analy-
sis of concurrent, nonroncurrent, coplanar, and non-coplanar
forces. Practical applicationd of statics to determination of
stresses in engineering structures. Static and kinetic friction
with application to belts, axles, jacks, etc. Centroids and
centers of gravity. Moment of inertia.
CML ENGINEERING 602: Mechanics, concluded.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Engineering 601. (McFarland)
Mass moment of inertia. Kinetmatics and kinetics of
rectillinear, rotational, and combined motion. Work and
power. Principles of impulse and momentum.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 621: Hgdraulics. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Mathematics 601. (Folk, Chew)
Hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. Hydrostatic pressures
as viewed in balancing columns of the same or difterent
liquids, and in pressures on submerged surfaces' Elemen-
tary theory oI gravity dam stability' Irgadthmic plotting
of hydraulic testa data. Energy and velocity relation in the
flow of water. Converging and diverging flows' Pipe and
canal flow. Solution of looping and branching hydraulic
distribution systems. Hydraulic machinery in theory, con-
struction and operation. Centritugal water pumps, impulse
and reaction turbines. Water hammer and surging'
CIVIL ENGINEERING 622: Strength oJ Materul*
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Three hours. Prerequisites, Civil Engineering 601 and credit
or registration in Mathematics 601. (McFarland)
The resistance and properties of engineering materials,
including the theory and practice of design of simple tension,
compression, and shear members; riveted joints; simple,
overhanging, and cantilever beams. Shear distribution in
beams; beam deflections; continuous and statically indeter-
minate beams. Column theory and design.
CML ENGINEERING 641: Plane Suroeging. Three
an one-third hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 552.
(Watts)
Measurements of lines, angles, and differences of elevationl
adjustments of suweying instruments; miscellaneous sur-
veying problems; plane table surveys; stadia method; city,
topographical, and mining surveying.
CML ENGINEERING 642: Railroad Su,nseging and
Earthuork. Three and one-third hours. Prerequisite, C.
Engineering 641. (lVatts)
Reconnaissance, preliminary, and location surveys. Rail-
road and highway simple curves by deflections, tangent oft-
set, chord produced, and other methods. Obstacles to curve
locations. Reversed, compound and spiral curves; turn-outs,
crossing, and connections, earthwork diagrams and compu-
tations; vertical curves.
CML ENGINEERING 681: Ciuil Engineering Draus-
izg. One and one-third hours. Prerequisite, credit or regis-
tration in Civil Engineering 641. (Watts)
Free-hand lettering, tifles, topographical conventionsl
realignment location and contour problems; maps, plans and
profiles.
CIYIL ENGINEERING 682: Ci,tsi.l Engineering Draw-
ing, conclud,ed,. One and one-third hours. Prerequisite,
credit or registration in Civil Engineering 642. (Watts)
A complete topographical map of some area of large
extent is made from original field notes. Simple, reversed,
compound, and spiral curve problems.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 221: Moterinls ol Constnlc_
tion. Two hours. Open to juniors. (Folk)
Ttre principles of construction underlying the laws of
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the strength of materials of construction. Manufacture and
general properties of materials. Testing machines and meth-
ods of testing materials of construction. Concrete yield
problems.
CML ENGINEERING 722: Structural Loboratorg.
Two hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering ?41 and regis-
tration in Civil Engineering 742. (Watts)
Theoretical and experimental analysis of structural
members, and models, and determination of physical proper-
ties of structural materials.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 724: Semina,r. One hour. Sec-
Open to seniors. (McFarland)
Opportunity is oftered for technical discussion, reading
of assigned papers, informal talks by instructors and profes-
sional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest.
Instruction in oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current engineering thought.
CML ENGINEERING ?31: Reintorced Cunqete Con
stntcti.on. Three.hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering
622. (McFarland)
Concrete and steel in combination. Principles underly-
ing the desigrr of integral parts of reinforced concrete struc-
tures such as beams, girders, slabs, columns, footings, walls,
etc. Retaining walls, long columns, flat slabs.
CML ENGINEERING 732: Reintorceil Cot*rete Bulld-
ings. Two hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 731. (Mc-
Farland)
The calculation of stresses resulting in complete struc-
tures of reinforced concrete, accompanied by class room de-
signs. Simple applications of slope deflections and moment
distributions.
CML ENGINEERING ?35: Higher Suoeging. Three
and one-third hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 642.
(McFarland)
Triangulation, measurements and corrections for base
Unes, astronomical surveying, precise leveling, higher sur-
veying problems and computations.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 741: Structural Engineering.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 601 and 622.
(Watts)
Lectures and drawing work in the analysis of engineer-
ing structures, with emphasis on t,l.e graphical method. Con-
ditions for maximum and minirnum loading of b€ams,
bridges, roofs, and buildings. Computation of stresses in
beams. Drawing of stress sheets of common styles of roof
and bridge trusses. Introduction to structural design for
shear, bending, and axial stresses. Shuctural conlections.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 742: Structural Engineting,
concluded. I'hree hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering
?41. (VIatts)
Analysis of economic sections, best rivet spacing for plate
gfuders. Beam and girder bridges. Stress analysis and de-
sign of members for truss type railroad and highway bridges.
Mill type buildings. Lectures accompanied by problems in
selection of structural members and the design of structural
connections.
CII'IL ENGINEERING. TSl: Water $upplg ond. Seuer
cAe. Four hours. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 621 and
622. (Watts)
Sources of water supply, and sanitary problems associ-
ated with location, construction, and operation of water sup-
plies, puriffcation works, and distribution systems. Sewer-
age collection, treatment, and disposal works.
CML ENGINEERING 761: Adtsanced Ci:uil Engi.ne*-
i,ng Drautings. One and one-third hours. Prerequisite, Civil
Engineering642. (McFarland)
Preliminary railroad and highway maps from original
notes; paper locations; complete plans and profile maps;
tracing and blueprinting.
CIVIL ENGINEERING ?62: Adoanced" CiDil Engineq-
ing Dratoing, concluded. Two hours. Prerequisite, Civil
Engineering 741 and registration in Civil Engineering 742.
(Watts)
The practical application of structural engineering to
structural steel design and drafting. Detailed calculations
for a complete steel structure, i. e. bridge, roof, or building.
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General and detail drawings, bill of material, and estimate
of weight. Courses 742 and ?62 are coordinated so that the
theory guides the practice.
CIYIL ENGINEERING ??2: Founl,otions. Two hours.
Prerequisite, Civil Engineeri::g 731. (McFarland)
Design and constructi.on of footings, cofferdams, and
caissons for bridges and buildings. Piers and abutments.
Underpinning ol buildings. Exploration and testing of foun-
dation sites. Excavation and removal of materials from
foundation sites.
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Department of Electrical Engineering
E. J. NETEIGN. PBOIESISOR AND TIIAD OI !E Df,PA,BfMIIIf
ASSOCIATE PROfESSOR R. S. WYNN
DESCRIPTION OF COIIRSES
ELECTRICAI- ENGINEERING 402: Elementarg Elec-
tricitE. Tbree hours. (Nethken, Wynn)
Study of electrical and magnetic units. Permanent and
electro-magnets. Primary and secondary batteries. Ele-
mentary electrical circuits. Electrical work, heat and power.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 6ll,. Direct Cunent
Circuits and, Machines. Five hours. Prerequisite, Electrical
Engineering402. (Wynn)
General principles of construction and operation of D. C.
generators and motors. Armature reaction and commutation.
Voltage regulation, speed regulation, efficiency. Systems of
motor control. Storage batteries. Booster systems. D. C.
wiring and distribution systems. Armature winding prob-
lems and characteristic curves.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 672: Altemating Ch-
crrit$. Four hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 601. (Neth-
ken, Wynn)
Electric ffelds and the energy stored in them. Alter-
nating voltages and currents; instantaneous, maximum. aver-
age, and effective values. Study of vectors; rectangular and
polar coordinates, and complex quantities. Alternating re-
actions; inductance, capacitance, reactance, impedence, phase
angles. Solution of series and paraliel circuits. Power of
single and polyphase systems. Wattmeter connections. Hys-
teresis and eddy cr:rrent losses. Alternating current instru-
ments. Problems-
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 614: Elements of Elec-
trical Engineering. Four hours. Prerequisite, Electrical En-
gineering402. (Nethken, Barnwell)
- This course is open to non-electrical engineering stu_dents only.
A study of direct and alternating current machines and
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circuits; circuits in series and in parallel, generators, motors,
transformers and rectifiers. Study of regulation, efficiency,
and power, with special emphasis on working characteristics
of machines and apparatus.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 615: Electronics and,
Communicotion. Four hours. Prerequisite, Electrical Engi-
neering 612. (Wynn)
Study of electronic phenomena; vacuum tubes, gaseous
tubes, and mercury arc. Application of electronic tubes to
conversion of A. C. to D. C. and D. C. to A. C., radio and
telephony.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 7021 Electri.cal Ma-
chine Design. Four hours. Prerequisite, Electrical Engi-
neering ?25. (Nethken)
Study of important elements of electrical design; mag-
netic circuits, coils, armature wirodings, bearings and other
machine details. Lectu,res and problems, including desigrr
and detailed drawings of an assigned machine.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 712: Pouer Plant De-
sign. Three hours. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering
711 and Electrical Engineering 725. (Nethken, Barnwell)
Study and selection of equipment for a power plant;
generators, exciters, and auxiliary motors. Designs of sta-
tion circuits. Selection of conductors, switching equipment
and instruments. Lectures with problems.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 716: lllwnination.
Three hours. (Nethken)
Basic theory of lighting. Requirements for good iight-
ing. Production of light. Lighting systems. Design and
calculations. Industrial lighting. Residence and school light-
ing. Decorative lighting. Lecture and problems.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 724: Seminar. One
hour. Open to seniors. (Staff)
Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
of assigned papers, informal talks by instructors and profes-
sional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest'
Instruction in oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current engineering thought'
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ELECTRICAI ENGINEERING 725: Electrical Equiy
rzeat. Three hours. Prerequisite, E. E.612. (Nethken)
Study of transformers; constant potential, constant cur-
rent, instrument, and auto-transformers. Vector and circle
diagrams, equivalent circuits, regulation, Iosses, efEciency
and rating. Alternators; wave forms, generated voltage,
armature reaction, reactance and resistance. Losses, effici-
ency, regulation, rating and parallel operation. Polyphase
induction motors; rotating ffelds, equivalent circuits, circle
diagram, torque, slip, power, regulation and efficiency. Cage
rotors, wound rotors and speed conhol types,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 726i Electri.cal Trans-
znissioz. Three hours. Prerequisite, Electrical Engineering
725. (Wynn)
A study of dialectric eircuits; insulation, condensers,
charging currents, losses, diaelectric strength, voltage gra-
dient, insulators and bushings, corona, spark-over, energy.
Short transmission lines; resistance, inductance, capacity,
graphical methods, regulation and efficiency, phase control.
Commercial wave forms, Eourier's series, distorted weves,
constant and pulsating resistance, inductancc, and capaci-
tance, analysis of wave forms. Protective appliance; circuit
breakers, ground wires, lightning arresters, power limiting
reactances, light cells. Long transmission lines; general
equations, hyperbolic functions, prelirninary ealculations,
regulation, and efficiency.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 728: Electrbol Equip-
rnent. three hours. Prerequisite, E. E.725. (Nethken)
Synchronous Motors; opelational characteristics, meth-
ods of starting, power factor, phase characteristics, vector
diagrams, test data. Single Phase Motors; induction, repul-
sion, and series motorE. Torque, speed and control char-
acteristics. Mechanical conversion devices; synchronous
converter, voltage and current relations, heating of coils,
power factor, rating, and efficiency. Inverters, racing, boost-
ers. Electronic conversion devices; mercur;z arc, high vac_
uum and gas filled tubes, dry plate recti.ffers. Character_
istics and applications. Alternating current instruments;
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fundamental types, methods of damping. Ammeters, volt-
meters, wattmeters, frequency meters.
ELECTRICAI ENGINEERING 751: Alterrwttng Cu.r-
rent Laboratotg. Two hours. Prerequisites, Electrical Engi-
neering 612 and registration i:a Electrical Engineering 725.
(Nethken, Wynn)
ELECIRICAL ENGINEERING 754: Pouer Plant Op-
etotion. Two hours. Prerequisites, M. E. 711, E. E. 725 and
registration in E. E. 728. (Nethken)
Each student taking this cou$e will be required to spend
six hours per week working in the college power plant under
the direct supervision of the engineer i.n charge. Notebooks
of operational problems will be kept and regular quiz meet-
ings will be held. At the end of the semester a compre-
hensive examination in operation and record keeping wiil
be given.
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Department of Mechanical Engineering
MECI{ANICAL ENGINEERING 50li Heot Engi.neer-
iag. Three hours. Open to sophomores. (Mitchett)
A study of fuels and their combustion; furnaces and
stokers. Equipment and practice in firing of oil, gas and
pulverized coal. Elementary heat and work with introduc-
tion to the content and use of steam tables. Steam boiler
types and details. Steam plant auxiliaries. Elementary
thermodl'namics of the permanent gases and steam. Steam
and gas cycles in theory, with especial attention to the Otto,
Diesel and Rakin cycles. Lectures accompanied by weekly
exercises and problems.
MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING 502: Heat Engineer-
izg, concluded. Three hours. Prerequisite, M. Engineering
501. (Mitchell)
Steam cycles i.:n practice. Steam engines, valve gear,
governors. Calculation of power, valve setting, and effici-
ency at varying loads. Study of steam turbine types and
mechanical construction. Theory of impulse and reaction
nozzles and blading, with and without consideration of fric-
tion. Study ot the Mollier diagram for steam. The Otto and
Diesel cycles in practice. Gas, gasoline, and heavy oii engine
types, rating, and performance. Ignition, carburetion, and
fuel injection. Two and four-cycle types. Calculations in-
volving volumetric and thermal efficiency, power, and part-
load operation. Mechanical details of internal combustion
engines for automotive, aeronautical, and stationary use.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 647: lnternal Com-
btntion Engines. Three hours. Prerequisite, M. Engineer-
ing 502. (Mitchell)
The design and principles of operation of internal
combustion engines. I'he Otto and Diesel cycles and funda-
mental thermo-dlnamic laws involved. Flywheels, gover-
nors, carburetors, cylinders, cooling, etc. Stationary and
mobile engines.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 6bt: Junior Mechani._
W. L. MIACHELL. PRO!'ISSOR AND EEAD Or' fIIE DEPARTMEIII
ASSOCIATE PEOIr.ESSOR J. H. BARN.WELL, ASSISTANI PROFESSOR BEN A.
BOGARD,
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cal Laboototg, Two hours. Prerequisites, M. Engineering
502, and credit or registration in C. Engineering 621. (Barn-
well)
Calibration of steam gauges and thermometers. Tests
of Portland cement; cement mortar in tension and compres-
sion, concrete in compression. Tests of brick; compression,
transverse, and absorption. Strength of beams and columns.
Materiais in tension, compression, and shear. Determina-
tion of the modulus of elasticity. Setting of engine valves.
Gas engine adjustment and operation. Gas and steam en-
gine operation and power from indicator diagrams. Brake
tests. Centrifugal and reciprocating pump tests. Friction of
water flow in pipes. Calibration of oriffces, wires, and me-
ters.
MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING 662: Machine Shop
Practice. Two hours. Open to juniors. (Barnwell)
Laying out work; chipping and filing plane surfaces;
scraping and ffnishing. Precision grinding and drill press
work. Lathe practice in external and internal turning and
finishing, boring and screw thread cutting. Use ot the bed
planer and crank shaper machines. Milling of plane sur-
faces, spur and bevel gears, straight and spiral teeth. Design
of cutting tools, tempering and grinding of tools. Practice in
the machining and assembly of foundry casting.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 701: Kinematics and,
Kuletics. Three hours. Prerequisite, C. Engineering 602.
(BarnweIl)
A study of the mechanics of machinery. Kinematic
analysis of various linkages, cams, gears, and wrapping con-
nectors. Analysis of velocities and accelerations by vector
polygons and centros. Speeial methods. Graphical and alge-
braical solution of applied and inertia forces in machine
parts. Dynamic balance in single and multi{ylinder engines'
Governors, flywheels and speed regulation.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 702; Machine Design'
Three hours. Prerequisite, M. Engineering ?01' (Barnwell)
Shength of machine materials. Maximum stress theo-
ries. Faclors of sa{ety. Design of tank and boiler joints'
icrew", pi.rs, kuys, and other fastenings' Springs' Design of
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power transmission machinery; belts, chains, gears. Clutches
and brakes. Shafting, ball, roller, babbift, and bronze bear-
ing design. Introduction to the use of manufacturer's data.
Lectures witl problems, including complete design and de.
tailing of some assigned machine.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 7l7i Pouer Pl.ont En'
gineering. Three hours. Prerequisites, M. Engineering 502,
C. E. 621. (Barnwell)
Theory and practice of the modern stationary power
plant, with especial attention to economic selection and lay-
out. Variable load and the cost of power service. Rates.
The power plant building. Diesel plant desiga. Steam flow,
dams, mass curves, and flow line of ttre hydro-electric plant.
Hydro station equipment and performance. The principal
vapor cycles in theory and practice. Cycle design and heat
balanc'e computations for Rankine, regenerative, reheating,
and binary vapor cycles. Study of modern heat transfer
theories Selection of stearn boilers, water walls, and super-
heaters"
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 772: Pouer PLant En-
gineenng, coneluded. Three hours. Prerequisite, M. Engt-
neering 711. (Nethlen, Barnwell)
Selection of equipment and design of the steam-electric
plant. Steam engines. Advanced theory of the steam tur-
bine. Prediction of turbine operating conditions at full and
part loads. Condensers and condenser auxiliaries. lTre in-
terrelation of boiler turbine and condenser. Selection of
equipment relating to the combustion of fuel; eonveyors,
strokers, burners, Ians, etc. Feedwater treatment. Heating
and evaporation of feedwater. Piping problems. Systems
of piping. Electric system equipment and layout. Genera-
tors, switches, control, and protective devices. Design of
station circuits and selection of conductors. Supply of energy
to auxiliaries. Power plant instruments.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ?ti: Thermodg:twm-
lbree hours. Prerequistie, M. Engineering b02. (Mit h-




with and without consideration of heat changes, and the
transformation of heat into work in the steam engine, inter-
nal combustion engine, refrigerating machinery, compres-
sors, eta.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 776i Retrigeratisn.
Three hours. Prerequisite, M. Engineering 715. (Mitchell)
The thermodynamics of tefrigeration and refrigeration
cycles. Design, construction, and operation of refrigerating
plants.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 724: Seminar. One
hour. Open to seniors. (Mitchell)
Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
of assigned papers, informal talks by instructors and profes-
sional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest.
Instruction irr oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current engineering thought.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 725: Stearn Turbines.
Three hours. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering 502.
(Stafi)
A study of the theory of the steam turbine, its construc-
tion, application and operation, with special attention to tle
designing of nozzles and blades.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 741: Heating, Venti-
lating and Air Cotditianing. Three hours. Prerequisite,
Mechanical Engineering 502. (Mitcheil)
Direct and indirect systems of heating with live steam,
exhaust steam, air and water. Laying out plants. Ventilat-
ing and its lelation to heating. A complete design of a heat-
ing and ventilating plant is requird.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 751: Seniar Mectnni'
cal Laboratorg. Two hours- Prerequisite, Engineering 651.
(BarnweII)
Tests of lubricatiDg oils; viscosity; emulsibility, flash,
and burning points. Heat value of gas and coal. hoxinate
analysis of coal. tr'lue and exhaust gas analysis' Tlansfer of
heai *rrough pipes and tubes' Horsepower and mechanical
efficiency of steam engines. Power and efficiency of air com-
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pressors. Thermal-mechanical efficiency of gas engine, steam
engine, and steam turbine. Evaporative test on steam boiler.
MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING 752:. Mechanical Lab-
oratotA, A continuation of Mechanical Engineering 751.
Two hours. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering ?51.
(Barnwell)
Operation of steam equipment and internal combustion
engines. Power and efficiency tests. Heating and ventilating
equipment tcsts. Fuel and lubrication testing.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 780: Welding and
Hedt Treating. One hour. (Barnwell)
Theory of electric and oxy-acetylene welding. Practice
in ory-aeetylene welding. Hardening, tempering, and draw-
ing of steels. Use of gas and electrical heat treating fulnaces.




ENGINEERING 401: Engineering Problems. One hour.
(Watts)
Fundamentals of the Slide Rule. Computation forms
and methods. Training in recordlng engineering computa-
tions in a clear and systematic manner. Practical applica-
tions of Algebra, Arithmetic, Geometry, and Trigonometry
to problems in engineering.
ENGINEERING 457: Engineering Draroing. Two hours.
(Watts, Barnette)
Practice in the correct use of drawing instruments, T
square, triangles, and scales. Construction of geometric
figures. Freehand lettering, titles. Principles of ortho-
graphic projection- Detailing and dimensioning of elemen-
tary machine parts. Problems in rotation of solids. Develop-
ment of surface and intersections of solids. Isometric pro-
jection. Construction and detailing of common fasteners.
ENGINEERING 452: Engineering Drauring,concluded.
Two hours. Prerequisite, Engineering 451. (Watts, Bar-
nette)
Section drawing. Reading, drawing and interpreting of
machine details and assemblies. Freehand sketching of ma-
chine elements. Original mechanical drawings machine
parts. Patent office drawings. Tracing and blueprinting.
ENGINEERING 511: Descriptiue Geometrg. AYree
hours. Prerequisite, Engineering 452. (FoIk, Wynn)
A study of the relative direction of lines and planes.
True shapes and sizes o, portions of planes, and similiar prob-
lems. Training in development of clear and logical reasoning
ability, stressing the quality of vision. Simple and higher
relations of the point, the line, and the plane. Intersections
of Iines, planes, and curved surfaces. Shades and shadows'
ENGINEERING 610: General Geologg tor Engineers'
Trvo hours. Open to sophomores, juniors and seniors' (Chew)
An introduction to the principles of geology and a study
of the physical nature of the earth.
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ENGINEERING 671: Photographg. One hour. Open
to juniors. (Nethken, Barnette)
Lenses- Effects of light upon different chemicals. Cam-
eras. Practice in exposing, deveioping, printing and other
operations necessary to make pictures. Copying, enlarging,
and redeveloping.
ENGINEERING 722: lndtrctitnl Orgonization. Ttree
hours. Open to seniors. (Stafi)
Principles of industrial organization and management,
including industrial finance, wage systems, factory organiza-
tion and location, and the planning of factory buildings.
Industrial tendencies, organized labor, factory legislation,
personnel service, activities, introduction to business activi-
ties, financial calculations and depreciation problems. Budg-
eting and cost accounting systems.
ENGINEERING 737: Contrrcts and Srycif.cotiow. Iwo
hours. (Mitchell)
Essential elements of a legal contract, competency of
agents, corporations, etc. Engineering specifications, instruc-
tions to bidders, forms of proposals, etc.
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SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
ALICE MILLETT GRAHAM, Dean
PRO!.ESSOE A.,-ICE MILLEPI CRAEA.IT: ASSOCIAE PBOTESSOA !trtBMIrRI<;
ASSISTAN:I PRO.ESSONS TdIIIJE TIETCEIIB. RI'TE RICEA.R,DSON,
IIENEBIEIIA SIDI.ERT: INSTBUC-IOR BESSIE JOYCE: PA.B!.
TruE tNstBUcIoRli acNEs cltaMBt.Ess, IB6IE
TOTI,IVEE
PI'RPOSE
The purpose of the School of Home Economics is to give
speciai training in home-making along with basic academic
work. Students who major in home economics find positons
in many fields.
The demand for teachers has been especially great.
Those who take the teacher-training course may also obtain
positions as home demonstration ageDts after successfuf
teaching experience.
Training is offered in institutional management to pre-
pare students for either commercial work or dietetic intern-
ships.
Other fields for which training is offered are those of
commercial work in home economics, clothing art and nurr
ery school supervision.
The work of the School is divided into ffve areas:
(1) Foods and nutrition.
(2) Textiles, clothing and related arts.
(3) Child care and home management.
(4) Home economics education.
(5) Institutional management.
BI'ILDINGS
Three buildings are devoted entirely to the teaching of
home economics. The main building contains the labora-
tories for foods, nutrition, textiles and clothing courses. Ttre
Nursery School is used as a laboratory for child develop-
ment. The Home Management House was designed to give
the senior girls practical experience in all phases of home
management.
ADIltrSSION
The Home Economics curicula are open to any high
school graduate'
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CURRICULA
Three curricula are open to Home Economics majors:
1. The general curriculum whieh leads to the Bachelor
of Arts degree. This includes:
(a) The Home Makers course
(b) The Clothing-Art course
(c) The Child Deveiopment course
(d) The Commercial course
2. The teacher-training curriculum which leads to the
Bachelor of Science degree.
3. The institutional mamagement curriculum which
leadc to the Bachelor of Science degree.
The general curriculum is designed for those who wish
to take their major work in Home Economics without be-
coming highly specialized in the ffeld. This curriculum
should be chosen by those who are interested in home mak-
ing, clothing art, child development and commercial work.
The fust two years work is the same for all students who
follow the general currieulum.
The teacher-training curriculum trains for teaching and
home demonstration work.
Tlle institutional management curriculum is planned
for the students who are interested in large quantity feed-
ing and for those who expect to serve a dietetic internship.
GENERAL CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR Semester Hours
EDgltsh 401, 4O2 Freshmau CompositioD
Biology {01, 403: ceueral Biologt and Bacteriology ....................








Art 401, 475: Art Structure
HoEe Econonics 4)1: Textiles...........
Ilorlre Ecouomics 402: C1otb1Dg...............
Freshrnan Orientstion
Physical Educauon: any two from 412-41?
Total semester hours
.Come.ciat @loG take Marhehati6 419 insreaal ql aob. fhese hajoB de advts€alto take Mathematlcs 120 as an etetive.
:-=-----
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SOPI{OMORE YEAR Semeste! llourS
EnSlish 501, 502: Euglirh aDd Amedcan Llteratu!e...-..........................
Chemistry 40?, 408: General Chelnistry...........................
Home Economics 405, 406........ ........





Total semester hours. .. . .-...... ..... ........... .... 31.rchild development majors take Psychology 501 lnatead o, tbl! c{u!!e,
CHILD DEVELOPMENT M.&IORS
JITMOR YEAR SeEester llorEa
Economlcs 505....................................................-.........
Home EcoDomies 505: Dletatics ...
Ilo6e Economics 614: Cbld Develop!treut.....-.......--.
Home Economics 514: faroity Clotbing.....-...-....- . ..- .
Home Economics 618: Home 1b.rDtsh1ng.........................















SENIOR YEAR Semestel Eouls
Home Economics 615i Nursery School Administradotr..................... 3
llome Economics 618: Nuasery School Partic1padoD.......................-. 3
Home Economics 750: Home ManagerneDt.........-.......





















Ilome Econobics 614: Child Development
Ilome Econorfcs 618: Home furDishin9..... .... ............
Home EcoEomics 650: Home Man4gelnent....................
Psychology 501.... ..... . . .
Home Economics 610: AdraDced Clothing.....-.....-.......................... ...
Art ,r50, 45r... ...........
Economics 505...... ......... ....................... ...........-.......... 3
Home Economics ?10: Dless DesiSR and Pattem Conrtruction 3
3t
Home Economics ?50: Home Ivlanagehent ResideEcc "'""""""' 4
MG" Ogo, Music Appreciatiolr " """""" 2
iirtory o" Pouttcal SaieEce.. " "" 3
Total semester hours ....



















IIoBe EconoElcs 050: Iloroe MaDaBeDeDt--._._
tro[el8D lrDauage.-
Speech: 612 or 511...........-......... .
Commerce 501, or 502-(U student is proflcieltt in typiog
atr elective 6ay be substituted)........-...,--..-...........-...-.................-............... 2
Tot€l seBester houts.............. 30
Semester lIouls
I{oloe Economics 614: Ctri]d DevelopEe!t..-..............
Iloee EcouoEics ?50: Ilome MaDagemelt ResideDc€.,...-.... .... ..
Ilistory or Political Science..





TOTAL seroester hours i! curriculum 126
HOME MAI(ERS MAJORS








Physical Eduqation: first Ald-.......-...-.-
Foietgn laaguage.....-.-.......-......-..-.....-.-.-. "....-"... *....-..-......-...-.....-..........-.:..-.:
Elective
Total semester hours ....












SCEOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
t{ome EcoooEics {01: Textiles . .... ..
Home rrcsnooics 402: Clothiag C.^h";til;" ..-.. .... . .......... ... .' .....
Physical Education (aDy two lrom 412-41?)
Freshman Orientation
Engli.6h 4O1, 402: F.eshman Compositlon
Chemtstry ,$7, 408 or 401, {021 Geaelal Chehtstry......... ..,...........
HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER-TRAINING
CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR Seme8ter Hours
Mathematics 4,05 (second seraester)
Alt {01. 4?5: Art Structue
SOPHOMORE !'TAR Semester l{ours
Semester I{ours
Sebeatea I{ours
Psychology 501,504: ceneral and Educatiotr
Home Economics 405-,$0: tr'ood Preparation snd Meal Servlce
HoEe EconoEr.ics 505: Dietetics
Ilornc Economics 51,1: l'amily C1o1lr1n9...................-..........
Physical Education: One tor! 530, 5{0, 545, 560;


































Edu6tiou @5: Secondary Educatiou..................--...
BioloSy {03: Bacterlology. .
EconoElics 505
Sociology 505
Ilome Economics 009: Experimental Cookery....................... ........-........
Ilome Economics 610: Costulrle Desiga and Advadced
Clothing ConstructioE
I{ome Economics 614: Child Development
Home Dconollucs 018: Home Building end tr.urDishiog...-...-.........
Iloroe Ecoaomics 650: Home Mana9ernent..................
English 501, 502: English and American Lltetatute. -.....--...........-.-




llistory (Aroerican) ....... .......-............-...
Iloloe Econom-ics 655: Eome r"o"o-l"" li"tlioa" '.. .. .-......'. ...-
EducatioD 708i Ilome EcouoEics Practice Teacbin8..... ..............
IIoEe Ecooomics 66?: Advanced Nutrition -........... .-........... .... .......
Ilome Economics 668: Physiological CherEtsky ..... ... .............. .










HoBa Ecouoloics ?50: Hoae Management Residence. ......... -....-






TOTAL semest€r hou$ in cutliculum
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CI]RRICULUM
TRESHMAN ]'EAR Semester Hours
English ,Ol, {02: I.reshman Colrlposition...






















Art 401, 4?5: Art Structure. ... .......
Home Economics 405: I'oods....................
I{ome Ecodomica 406: Meal Planning
Physical Education (any two trom 412-417, ..-.. ..-. .............................-.-..
Freshman Orientation
Mathematics 405 (second semester)





English 501, 502: Dnglish and Amelican Lit€latule ............. .....
Home Economics 401, 402: Textiles and ClotNng.................. ............
Home Economics 505: Dieteucs ...
Biology 403: Bacterlology
Physical Education: one lrom tr(), 540, 545, 560:
one lr0lrl 5?0-582 . .
Total semestea ttours
JUNIOR YEAR
Psychology 50f, 504..... ...
Total semester houis
SENIOR YEAR
Home Economrcs 668: Plvsiological
t{istory ........ ....... ... ....
Home Economics 614: Child De"eI.;;;;... - -............:....,..-...-...........





I{ome Ecoaomics ?50: Home trl[anageIlreat..........-........
Ilome Economics ?61: Institution Adminiltlatiotr ................ .
I{oEre Ecodo6ics ?62: Food Cost Accounting....
Elecuves
Total semeEtet hours. ..............................




SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
DESCRIPTION OF COI]RSES
TEXTILES, CLOTHING AND RELATED ART
HOME ECONOMICS 401: Tefiiles. Three lecture
hours.
A practical study of ffbers and fabrics designed to make
the consumer more discriminating in her selection of textiles
for clothing and for the home. Selection of appropriate
clothing for the individual; care of fabrics. Consumer re-
sponsibility.
HOME ECONOMICS 402: Clothi.ng. Three hours. Four
laboratory hours, one lecture hour. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A study of commercial patterns and fundamental prin-
ciples of construction and fftting.
HOME ECONOMICS 514: Family Clothing. Three
hours. Prerequisite, Art 475, Clothing 402. Four laboratory
hours, one lecture hour.
Selection and construction of clothing for children at
different age levels. Emphasis placed on designing clothing
suited to the needs of children. Renovation, care and
repair of clothing. Unusual fitting problems. Opportunity
is given those who plan to teach to make illustrative ma-
terial for special construction problems.
HOME ECONOMICS 610: Ad,xanced Clothing. TYree
hours- Prerequisites, Art 4?5, Home Economics 514. Four
laboratory, one lecture hour.
Techniques in tailoring and handling better dress ma-
terials. Choosing costumes for various types of individuals
is stressed in this course. Historic costume.
HOME ECONOMICS 710: Dress Design and. Pattern
Constructinn. Three hours. Prerequisites, Art 475, Home
Economics 514. Four laboratory hours, one lecture hour.
Problems in creating designs through draping and flat
pattern making.
FOODS AND NUTRITION
HOME ECONOMICS 405: Food Studg and" Preparoti'on.
Three hours. Four laboratory hours, one lecture hour.
Selection and preparation of foods with emphasis upon
cookery processes'
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HOME ECONOMICS 406: Meal Planni.ng ond Tdble
Sertrice. Three hours. Four laboratory hours, one lecture
hour.
The planning, preparation and serving of meals for the
family.
HOME ECONOMICS 505: Diereti.s. I'hree hours. Pre-
requisite, Home Economics 405, Chemistry 407. One lecture
hour, four iaboratory hours.
Ihe practical application of the principles of nutrition to
the planning of diets for various ages and conditions; the pre-
vention and dietetic treatment of deficiency diseases.
HOME ECONOMICS 605: Nrtritian anil Diet Therdry.
Two hours. Prerequisite, Home Economics 405 and 505.
Two lectures per week.
A study of the principles of dietetics and their applica-
tion to special diets for di.fferent diseases.
HOME ECONOMICS 609: Erperimentol Cookery.
Three hours. Prerequisites, Chemistry 520, Home Economics
405, 406. One lecture, four laboratory hours per week.
A scientific investigation of the principles and practices
of cookery.
' HOME ECONOMICS 66't: Adrsanceit Nurriti,on. Thre€
hours. Prerequisites, Home Economics 505 and Chemistry
520. Three lectures per week.
A study of the foodstuffs, their properties, digestion and
metabolism.
HOME ECONOMICS 668: Psgchological anl, Food,
Chemistrg. Three hours. ,Prerequisites, Home Erconomics
505 and Chemistry 520. Two lecture, two laboratory hours
per week.
Experiments on the carbohydrates, lipins and proteins,
digestive processes, blood,'and urine.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND HOME MANAGEMENT
HOME ECONOMICS 614: Child Deuelopment. T,bree
hours. Prerequisite, Home Economics 50b. Two lectures,
two laboratory hours per week.
A study of the physical, mental, social, and emotional
life and constructive entertainment and ptay life of the child,
SC'IIOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
including development of the inlant and young child with
emphasis on toys, stories, and play equipment.
HOME ECONOMICS 615: Narse4r School Adrninistro-
ti.on. Three hours. Prerequisite, Home Economics 614.
Four laboratory hours and one lecture hour per week.
The planning and organization of different types of nurs-
ery schools and special training of teachers for nursery
school work.
HOME ECONOMICS 616: Nursery School Pa.ati,ci.po-
tiort, Two or three hours. Four or six laboratory hours.
Assistant teaching in nursery school including conferences
with director.
HOME ECONOMICS 618: Home Build.lng and Fur-
zishizg. Three hours. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A study of the principles which underlie the creation of
artistic homes, harmonious house furnishings, period furni-
ture, wail decoration and draperies, studies in planning home
surroundings.
HOME ECONOMICS 650: Horne Monoger.qfi (o). One
hour. Prerequisite, all freshmen and sophomore home eco'
nomics courses. Two lectures per week for nine weeks.
The economics of the household; its administration and
ffnance,
HOME ECONOMICS 750: Home Management (b).
Four semester hours. Prerequisite, Home Economics 650
and permission of instructor.
A term of residence in the home management house in
which all the activities of the home are conducted by the
student under the direction of the teacher in charge.
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS (EDUCATION) 655: Home Eco-
nomi,cs Methods. Three hours. Prerequisites, Home Eco'
nomics 609, Education 605.
An application of the principles of psychology and so-
ciology in the study of the organization and methods of
teaching home economics in high schooi.
IIOME ECONOMICS (EDUCATION) 708: Practi'ce
Teachlng. Prerequisite, Home Economics 655. Four hours'
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HOME ECONOMICS (EDUCATION) 709: Two hours.
Four laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite, senior stand-
ing.
The principles and practice of demonstration used in
the teaching of home economics, in home demonstration
works, and in business. Also a content course in aU fields
involved.
INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT
'HOME ECONOMICS 755: Cateteria Maragement.
Four semester hours. Prerequisite, all foods courses. One
lecture, four laboratory hours per week.
A course in the operation and management of a school
lunch room or cafeteria. Open to teacher-training group
also.
HOME ECONOMICS 760: QuantitA Cookerg. Four
hours. Prerequisite, Home Economics 609. (May parallel
609 and 760)
This course gives experience in large quantity food
preparation and service, menu planning and methods of
purchasing for institutions.
HOME ECONOMICS 761: Institutional Ad"ministro-
tion. Tlrree hours. Prerequisite, Home Economics 760.
Principles of organization and management as applied
to institutional administration, Selection, arrangement, and
care of institutional equipment, study of personnel manage-
ment, business organization, record keeping, and food-cost
accounting.
HOME ECONOMICS 762: Food.-Cost Accounting. Two
hours.
HOME ECONOMICS 763: Lunch Room Managem,ent.
Three hours. One lecture, four laboratory hours per week.
This course gives practical experience in the manage-
ment of the small lunch room.
FOR OTIIER THAN HOME ECONOMICS STUDEI{TS
HOME ECONOMICS 501: Nutrition and physiotogg.
Three hours.
A study of nutrition and physiology with special em-
.Ao@.!al.d durbr tLG ,sr D.!iod.
SCHOOL OT HOME ECONOMICS
phasis on physical f.tness. This course is planned for phys-
ieal education majors, but all students except home eco-
nomics majors may enroll.
HOME ECONOMICS 402, 405, 406, 501, and 614 are open
to non-majors.
HOME ECONOMICS 402: Clothing Con-srru.tioa. No
prerequisite for non-maiors.
HOME ECONOMICS 405: Eood Preporoti,on. No pre-
requisite for non-majors.
HOME ECONOMICS 406: MecI Plonning. Prerequi-
site, Home Economics 405.
HOME ECONOMICS 501: Nutrition. No prequisite.
HOME ECONOMICS 614: Child, Deuelopment. Pt-*.
requisite, Psychology 501.
GENERAL INDEX
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